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Resumen

En las últimas décadas, los veh́ıculos terrestres no tripulados (UGVs)
están siendo cada vez más empleados como robots de servicios. A
diferencia de los robots industriales, situados en posiciones fijas y
controladas, estos han de trabajar en entornos dinámicos, compar-
tiendo su espacio con otros veh́ıculos y personas. Los UGVs han de
ser capaces de desplazarse sin colisionar con ningún obstáculo, de tal
manera que puedan asegurar tanto su integridad como la del entorno.

En el estado del arte encontramos algoritmos de navegación
autónoma diseñados para UGVs que son capaces de planificar ru-
tas de forma segura con objetos estáticos y trabajando en entornos
parcialmente controlados. Sin embargo, cuando estos entornos son
dinámicos, se planifican rutas más peligrosas y que a menudo re-
quieren de un mayor consumo de enerǵıa y recursos, e incluso pueden
llegar a bloquear el UGV en un mı́nimo local.

En esta tesis, la adaptación de algunos algoritmos disponibles en el
estado del arte para trabajar en entornos dinámicos han sido plantea-
dos. Estos algoritmos incluyen información temporal tales como los
basados en arcos de curvatura (PCVM y DCVM) y los basados en
ventanas dinámicas (DW4DO y DW4DOT). Además, se ha prop-
uesto un planificador global basado en Lattice State Planner (DLP)
que puede resolver situaciones donde los evitadores de obstáculos re-
activos no funcionan.

Estos algoritmos han sido validados tanto en simulación como en
entornos reales, utilizando distintas plataformas robóticas, entre las
que se incluye un robot asistente (RoboShop) diseñado y construido
en el marco de esta tesis.

Palabras Clave: Navegación autónoma, Evitación de obstáculos
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dinámicos, Planificación de caminos, Veh́ıculos terrestres no tripula-
dos.



Abstract

In the recent years, unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) are being in-
creasingly used as service robots. Unlike industrial robots, which are
situated in fixed and controlled positions, UGVs work in dynamic en-
vironments, sharing the space with other vehicles and humans. UGVs
should being able to move without colliding with any obstacle, assur-
ing its integrity and the environment safety.

In the state of the art, navigation algorithms for UGVs are able to
plan routes in a safe way, with static obstacles and work in partially
controlled environments. However, when the environment is dynamic,
the paths planned are more dangerous and often result in more energy
and resources consumption, or even can block the UGV in a local
minima situation.

In this thesis, adaptation of state of the art algorithms for work-
ing in dynamic environments has been proposed. These algorithms
take into account time information, such as based on curvature
arcs (PCVM and DCVM) and based on dynamic window approach
(DW4DO and DW4DOT). A global path planning algorithm based
in Lattice State Planner (DLP) that can solve situations where an
obstacle avoidance algorithm does not work is also proposed.

These algorithms have been validated in both simulated and real
tests using several robotic platforms, including an assistant robot
(RoboShop) that has also been designed and built during this thesis
development.

KeyWords: Autonomous Navigation, Dynamic Obstacle Avoid-
ance, Path Planning, Unmanned Ground Vehicles.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

For the past 50 years, robotics have been a key component in the man-
ufacturing industry. Industrial robots are programmable mechanical
devices designed to move materials, parts, tools, or specialized de-
vices through variable programmed motions to perform a variety of
tasks. Usually, industrial robots operate in controlled environments
and they are situated in fixed positions, forming part of the environ-
ment itself. An industrial robot system includes, apart from the robot
itself, any devices and/or sensors required by the robot to perform its
tasks. Robots are generally used to perform unsafe, hazardous, highly
repetitive and unpleasant tasks. Figure 1.1 shows a car assembly line
where industrial robotic arms work.

Industries, especially the automotive and electrical ones, have in-
vested on robots for the last decades. These investments have con-
tributed to the growth of industrial robots, especially in the last
decade. The International Federation of Robotics (IFR) collects all
the information related to robots in order to analyse their growth.
Figure 1.2 shows the estimated worldwide annual supply of industrial
robots, which is increasing almost every year (with the exception of
the years 2006-2009, due to the worldwide economy recession). Figure
1.3 shows the 2014-2015 industrial robot supply divided by regions
(Asia/Australia, Europe and America) and the forecast for the next

1
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years where the supply is expected to continue increasing.

Figure 1.1: Assembly line.
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Figure 1.2: Estimated worldwide annual supply of industrial robots

While industrial robots are a fixture in the industry, advance-
ments in safety systems, actuators and sensors are bringing robotics
into new applications. Mobile robots promise to be the next fron-
tier in service robotics. Although fixed robots will always have a
place in the manufacturing industry, augmenting traditional robots
with mobile robots adds flexibility to end-users in new applications.
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Figure 1.3: Forecast supply of industrial robots

These applications include medical and surgical uses, personal assis-
tance, security and rescue, warehouse, distribution, and even ocean
and space exploration.

Since 1998, about 220.000 service robots for professional use have
been supplied. Due to the diversity lifespan of the products (under-
water robots can have an average life time of 10 years in operation
while defence robots may serve for short time), it is not possible to
estimate how many robots are still in operation. The sales of service
robots rose considerably in 2015, increasing 25 percent with respect
to 2014 in professional use service robots, and 16 percent in domestic
use ones. The most selling units are mobile platforms (domestic and
professional use), and cleaning platforms (domestic use). Figure 1.4
shows how the supplies of service robots for professional use increase
in every area in 2015 with respect to 2014. Figure 1.5 shows the
forecast of service robots for domestic use and how the expected in-
crement will be, from less than 10 million in the years 2014 and 2015
to more than 30 million in the period between years 2016 and 2019,
only in household robots.

With this forecast, it is clear that mobile robotics is a field of
interest, as more robots will coexist with humans in uncontrolled
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environments. In order to achieve their tasks, mobile robotic plat-
forms need to move in the environment, at the same time that assure
their security and the environment one. To achieve an autonomous
navigation, a mobile robot needs to perform several stages that are in-
terconnected: perception, localisation, planning and control. Figure
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1.6 shows these stages and the connection between them.

Localisation

Perception

Planning

Control

Map

Figure 1.6: Autonomous Navigation Stages Diagram

An autonomous robot needs to perceive the environment, and it
needs to know its own status, in order to perform the rest of stages.
For this reason, it is equipped with two kind of sensors: proprio-
ceptive and extereoceptive. Proprioceptive sensors, like odometers,
gyroscopes or battery level sensors allow the robot to know its own
state. Extereoceptive sensors, like Light Detection and Ranging (LI-
DAR), sonar, cameras or bumpers, allow the robot to perceive the
environment.

Usually an autonomous robot needs different and redundant sen-
sors to achieve the autonomous navigation task with enough safety.
For example, LIDAR and sonar are range measurement sensors.
While LIDAR is a more precise sensor than sonar, its limitations
are different, and, for example, it can not detect glasses. For this
reason, an indoor autonomous robot usually needs to be equipped
with both sensors.

Sensor fusion techniques are generally used for working with dif-
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ferent kind of sensors, improving the weakness of each one. Also, the
information obtained from the sensors needs to be processed and in-
terpreted in a way that the autonomous navigation systems can work
with (for example, reducing the complexity of a depth image in a way
that can be computed by the obstacle avoidance algorithm).

Localisation stage answers the question “Where am I?”. The
localisation can be performed with two different approaches, using a
map or not. If the localisation is made without the use of maps, is
commonly known as Dead Reckoning, and allows the system to know
where the robot is at each time with respect to its origin. This locali-
sation is made with one or more proprioceptive sensors like odometer,
gyroscopes and accelerometers, or extereoceptive sensors like compass
or Global Positioning System (GPS).

Localisation using maps needs extereoceptive sensors to know
where the robot with respect the map coordinates. Common tech-
niques used in this localisation are Adaptive Monte Carlo Filter
[Thrun et al., 2001] and Iterative Closest Point [Biswas and Veloso,
2012] which use range information obtained from the sensors and
match this information with an a prior built map, aided with the
dead reckoning navigation, in order to obtain the position of the
robot inside the map.

Maps can be built before the navigation, for example, using ar-
chitectonic maps. But the environments, even the indoor ones, tend
to slightly change with time. For this reason, maps can be more accu-
rate if they are refined as the robot moves, adding information from
the sensor measures. Also, there are techniques, known as Simultane-
ous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) [Newman et al., 2006] [Bekris
et al., 2006], that build the map with the information from the sen-
sors at the same time that localise the robot within the incrementally
built map.

Once a map is built and the robot is localised into it, to achieve
an autonomous navigation the robot needs to execute the planning
stage. This planning stage can be divided into global path planning
and obstacle avoidance (or local navigation). Global path planning
provides a series of way points that the robot must reach in order
to achieve its final goal. This can be a slow task, depending on the
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complexity of the environment and the robot.
While the robot is moving, unexpected obstacles can be detected

by the sensors. Obstacle avoidance algorithms are in charge of
reacting to these unexpected obstacles and avoiding them, assuring
the integrity of the robot and the surroundings, at the same time
that the robot tries to reach the way points obtained from the global
path planning. Classic obstacle avoidance algorithms, like Vector
Field Force (VFF) [Borenstein and Koren, 1989] and Potential Fields
(PFs) [Hwang and Ahuja, 1992], work in a merely reactive way with
the distance readings obtained by the sensors. These algorithms are
light and fast but tend to produce not optimal motions and get stuck
in local minima. Modern algorithms, like Beam Curvature Method
(BCM) [Fernández et al., 2004], Nearness Diagram (ND) [Mı́nguez
and Montano, 2004] obtain more information from the surroundings
in order to plan the movement avoiding the obstacles, while obtaining
smooth paths and avoiding the local minima problem. There are also
algorithms that fuses the global navigation and obstacle avoidance
stages ( [Montemerlo et al., 2009], [Kushleyev and Likhachev, 2009])
using the local information to replan the whole path in a faster way.

Finally, Control stage is the one in charge of executing the com-
mands obtained from the planning stage. This stage is related to
the actuators of the robot and its complexity depends on the kind of
driving of the autonomous platform.

In the last years, autonomous navigation for robots and even vehi-
cles has been improved with international competitions like DARPA
Grand Challenge [Thrun et al., 2006] and DARPA Urban Challenge
[Montemerlo et al., 2009], where car like robots were able to navi-
gate autonomously reacting to unexpected obstacles. Figure 1.7(a)
shows the winner of the 2003 edition and Figure 1.7(b) shows the
winner of the 2005 edition. These robots are equipped with state
of the art sensors and powerful computers and move in scenarios of
known characteristics (for example, the traversable road is delimited
with curbs). However, achieving autonomous navigation in previ-
ously unknown environments, and without this kind of expensive and
redundant sensors, is still a challenge.
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Figure 1.7: DARPA Challenge Autonomous Robots

1.2 Scope of this thesis

This thesis is placed within several projects: Abstraction, Synthesis
and Integration of Information for Human-Robot Teams (ABSYN-
THE)1 [Alonso et al., 2012], Plataforma Robótica Para La Investiga-
ción (PROPINA)2 and ROBOtic Guide for Shop (RoboShop)3 [Ocaña
et al., 2014].

ABSYNTHE project main goals are the development of concepts,
tools, and approaches for the collaborative production and applica-
tion of high-level semantic descriptions of computational objects with
a view to facilitate the joint intelligent processing and exploitation of
knowledge by mixed and heterogeneous teams of human and robots.
Some of the problems that the project needs to deal with are:

• Qualitative Object Description: the collaboration between
team members requires the ability to exchange information at
various levels of abstraction.

• Cooperative Robotics: the collaboration between humans
and robots requires the capacity to map of perceptual informa-
tion into symbols describing environmental features (topologi-
cal maps).

1Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness funded, code TIN2011-29824-C02-
02

2University of Alcalá funded, code UAH2011/EXP-013
3University of Alcalá funded, code CCG2013/EXP-066
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• Autonomous navigation in complex environments: it is
needed that the robots in the team can navigate in realistic sce-
narios, with people moving around them and even changeable
environments.

• Integration of high-level sensor information: the percep-
tual information can be collected by distributed, multi-modal
and different characteristics sensors used by the team members
(humans and robots). So the developing of techniques that in-
tegrate and fuse this information are needed.

This thesis is focused on the third point, the development of an
autonomous navigation system that can react to moving and dynamic
objects in the surroundings of the robot.

With the experience of the real experiments made in the Robotics
and eSafety Research Group (RobeSafe)4 with commercial robotics
platform, PROPINA project proposes the design and development of
our own robotic platform that can improve some of the flaws that the
commercial platforms have.

RoboShop project goal is to build a Robotic Guide for Shops.
For this reason, PROPINA platform is used and equipped with more
sensors (LIDAR, depth cameras, RGB cameras, Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU), etc.) to improve its usability. This Robotic Guide needs
to cooperate with humans and needs to navigate autonomously in
challenging environments.

1.3 Proposal

Since 2004, the researchers of the RobeSafe research group at the
Department of Electronics have been working in the autonomous na-
vigation scope. Several important results were achieved in this scope.
Some important works were, the development of a robot navigation
system for indoor environments using signal strength from WiFi mea-
surements and ultrasounds [Ocaña, 2005] [Ocaña et al., 2005], and the

4www.robesafe.com
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development of a robot navigation system based on Partially Observ-
able Markov Decision Process (POMDP) using vision and proximity
sensors [López, 2004] [López et al., 2005].

The RobeSafe research group has focused its efforts in some im-
portant aspects in order to develop these robot navigation systems.
RobeSafe research group is interested in developing non-invasive sys-
tems, which means to use the own infrastructure of the environment
without adding extra devices or technologies. Finally, developing so-
lutions that work in real scenarios is always a premise for RobeSafe
research group.

The aim of this thesis is to develop a navigation system that
can deal with dynamic obstacles and, even, changeable environments.
This navigation system will not only assure the robot and environ-
ment safety, but also will produce smooth and fast trajectories. In
order to do this, a perception system that can detect the variations
in the robot’s surroundings is needed. The navigation system only
uses the onboard sensors of the robot (especially LIDAR, IMU and
odometry) in a way that beacons or devices in the environment are
not needed.

1.4 Document structure

After the introduction in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 contains a review of
the most significant research in autonomous robot navigation, includ-
ing obstacle avoidance and global path planning algorithms.

In Chapter 3 a review of several commercial robotics middlewares
is done. And, the proposal, development and simulation of our own
robotic platform RoboShop.

In Chapter 4, methods for autonomous navigation in dynamic en-
vironments are proposed. From local mapping stage, obstacle avoid-
ance algorithms to global path planning ones. In Chapter 5 these
algorithms are tested and evaluated, both in simulation and in real
scenarios. Finally, Chapter 6 shows the conclusions and future work
derived from this thesis dissertation.



Chapter 2

State of the Art

The main task of an autonomous mobile robot is to be capable of
reaching several points in the environment, while assuring its own
integrity and the environment safety. This task is known as naviga-
tion. Navigation can be divided into two different and complementary
categories: global path planning and local navigation. Global path
planning is the task that provides a series of positions or configura-
tions that the robot must reach in order to reach a goal. To achieve
this task the map needs to be known or, at least, partially known. As
the robot moves, unexpected obstacles that have not been mapped
before, or changes in the previously mapped environment, can happen
and have to be measured by the available sensors (usually onboard
the robot). These obstacles can block or affect the previously calcu-
lated path, so the robot must alter its route to the goal in order to
avoid these unexpected obstacles, at the same time that the naviga-
tion has to be completed. This task is known as local navigation or
obstacle avoidance.

The line that separates local navigation and global path planning
is sometimes very blurry. In order to clarify the main differences
between them, these characteristics are pointed:

• Local navigation:

– It uses local information, usually obtained from onboard
sensors.

11
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– It plans the next commands for the robot to execute (im-
mediate or short time ahead).

– It has near real time requirements. The algorithms are
fast and work as reactive processes.

– It allows the robot to travel safely.

• Global path planning:

– It uses known or partially known maps.

– It plans for long distance and time periods.

– It is a slower and deliberative process.

– It allows the robot to avoid getting trapped in local min-
ima scenarios, and fulfil its task.

However, in recent studies some of these classical characteristics
are relaxed. For example, some local navigation algorithms use cu-
mulative sensors data, or fuse with known maps, in order to plan the
next optimal movement. Also, some global path planning algorithms
can react to unexpected obstacles and replan the path in real time
scenarios, fusing the local and global navigation in the same process.

In the next sections a brief summary of several state of the art
techniques that are used in local navigation and global path planning
stages is performed. As the navigation task needs the perception and
mapping stages, a brief summary of some helpful techniques is also
included.

2.1 Perception and Mapping

Before the navigation stage can be achieved, the robot needs to know
the environment where it moves. For this reason the perception and
mapping stages must be performed. In this section a brief summary
of these stages is done.

Perception is usually addressed with the onboard sensors of the
robot, even when it can be complemented with intelligent environ-
ment sensors. Commonly used sensors in mobile robotics are: sonar
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sensors, LIDAR sensors, colour cameras, depth cameras, infrared sen-
sors, etc. For local navigation purposes, the main information needed
is if an area is traversable or not, or, what is the same, where are
the obstacles surrounding the robot. For indoor mobile robots, it is
assumed that any detection in the same height of the robot is an
obstacle and the robot should not collide with it. For this reason
the most used sensors are range only sensors (sonar, infrared, LI-
DAR), situated parallel to the floor. Nevertheless, for outdoor mobile
robots and for some complex robots or environments, 3D information
is needed. This information can be obtained from 3D-LIDAR, mov-
ing 2D-LIDAR, 2D-LIDAR positioned not parallel to the floor, stereo
cameras, etc.

In order to perform the local navigation or global path planning, a
representation of the environment (map) is needed. Map can be local
(it represents the surroundings of the robot, most suitable for local
navigation) or global (it represents the whole environment where the
robot moves). These maps can be built based on another map, based
on measures from the sensors, based on expert knowledge, etc.

Usually, indoor mobile robots move in planar environments that
can be represented as 2D maps. These representations can be clas-
sified into topological and metric maps [Thrun, 1998]. Topological
maps represent important zones and the relations between them.
These maps tend to be simple, close to the human interpretation
of the environment, they are very useful for top level tasks or path
planning, but they are not suitable for local navigation. On the other
hand, metric maps represent a continuous space discretised in a way
that can be used by a robot. Figure 2.1 shows the same map repre-
sented in both ways: topological map represents each room and the
transition between them and metric map divides the continuous map
in cells of the same size.

Building a metric map from continuous information needs a dis-
cretisation. One effective way to perform the discretisation in 2D
environments are the cell decomposition methods. These methods
divide the environment in cells that are connected with the adjacent
ones and they allow to represent whether each cell is occupied (not
traversable by the robot) or free (traversable by the robot). Even a
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Figure 2.1: Topological (left) and metric (right) mapping

level of occupancy can be represented in a way that the loss of infor-
mation caused by the discretisation, or the inaccuracies of the sensors
measures can be directly used by the robot [Coué et al., 2006]. Some
methods for cells discretisation are:

• Approximate cell decomposition [Latombe, 1991a]: the en-
vironment is divided into cells of the same size and shape. It
is an easy process but needs a trade-off between loss of infor-
mation (the smaller the cell is, the lesser information will be
lost) and size of the map generated (the smaller the cell is, the
bigger the resulting map will be).

• Adaptive cell decomposition: the environment is divided
into cells of different size. One particular case of adaptive de-
composition is the quadtree [Samet, 1988]. The method of di-
viding an environment into quadtrees begins with one cell that
represents the whole map. If that cell is partially occupied, it
is divided into four ones. That division is repeated on each cell
until the resolution limit is reached or there are not partially
occupied cells in the environment. This representation allows to
have the same information as approximate cell decomposition
using less memory.

• Exact cell decomposition: the cells does not have a prede-
fined size or shape and are determined based on the environ-
ment. The joins between cells represent the free space in the
map.

Figure 2.2 shows the three previously explained methods for cell
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discretisation applied to the same map where yellow colour repre-
sents free space, red colour represents obstacles and light red colour
represents occupied cells after the discretisation.

(a) Continuous Map (b) Approximate Cell Decomposi-
tion

(c) Adaptive Cell Decomposition (d) Exact Cell Decomposition

Figure 2.2: Cells Discretisation Techniques. Credits to M. Huber

The grid cell representation can be extended to full 3D maps,
where the representation is usually based on VOLumetric piXELs
(VOXELs) [Foley et al., 1994] instead of grid cells and it is useful for
3D navigation, as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and Unmanned
Underwater Vehicles (UUVs) need.

Also, the grid map representation can contain more information
apart from the occupancy value, allowing to fuse topological and met-
ric maps by means of adding information, for example, about features
on the environment that are situated inside each cell coordinate lim-
its.

2.2 Local Navigation

As a robot is moving, trying to reach a position or follow a path,
unexpected obstacles, which have not been mapped before, could
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appear and be detected. Therefore, the robot needs to modify its
path in order to assure the surroundings and its own integrity, at
the same time that the assigned task is addressed. In this section a
review of the state of the art techniques used for local navigation is
performed.

The simplest algorithms for local navigation are the bug based
algorithms, such as Bug1, Bug2 (both algorithms in [Lumelsky and
Stepanov, 1987]) and Tangent Bug [Kamon et al., 1996]. The be-
haviour of these algorithms is very simple: if an obstacle appears in
the path of the robot, the robot follows the obstacle edge until it is
avoided. These algorithms are very inefficient because the shortest
or smoothest path to the goal is not calculated, and also potentially
risky paths are performed because the robot do not react with enough
anticipation to the obstacles. On the other hand, these algorithms
can be used with very simple sensors such infrared or tactile ones.
Figure 2.3 illustrates how the Bug2 algorithm works. The robot must
follow the line that connects its initial position to the goal, but when
an obstacle appears, it is surrounded until the robot crosses with the
initial path and returns to it.

Figure 2.3: Bug2 Example. Credits to H. Choset

Another approach for local navigation is the vector summation
based algorithms. In this approach, each obstacle create a repulsive
force around it at the same time that the goal creates an attractive
force toward them. The addition of all these forces creates a safety
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path without obstacles which the robot can follow. Some implemen-
tations are VFF [Borenstein and Koren, 1989] and PFs [Hwang and
Ahuja, 1992]. These algorithms are computationally simple and can
work in controlled environments but they have several problems with
some configurations of obstacles that can cause local minima and
block the movement of the robot. In addition, they are suitable for
omnidirectional robots, but, as they do not take into consideration
the kinematics and dynamic restrictions, they do not work well in
non-holonomic robots. Figure 2.4 shows the vector summation of the
VFF algorithm, where the repulsive forces caused by the obstacles
(Fr), the attractive force of the goal (Ft) and the resulting direction
that the robot must follow R, are represented as vectors.

Figure 2.4: VFF Example. Credits to J. Borenstein et al.

As indoor robots move in planar floors, the local navigation can
be calculated in a cartesian space (x,y coordinates). There are tech-
niques that use other searching spaces, like the histogram based
methods, which divide the surroundings of the robot into angular
sectors that can be transformed into a polar histogram. In this his-
togram, the proximity of an obstacle on each angular sector is repre-
sented, and it is easier to calculate the next orientation of the robot
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than in cartesian coordinates. Next orientation is obtained based
on a cost function that have parameters such as security or distance
to the goal. Algorithms of this kind are Vector Field Histogram
(VFH) [Borenstein and Koren, 1991] and its extension Vector Field
Histogram Plus (VFH+) [Ulrich and Borenstein, 1998]. These algo-
rithms can deal better with uncertainties in the measurements and
take into account kinematics restrictions of the robot. But they have
some potential local minima problems, especially with “U” shaped
obstacles. Figure 2.5 shows the transformation between the metric
map (active window, shown below) to the polar histogram, where the
height represents the proximity (and riskiness) of an obstacle, and the
next action selection is performed.

Figure 2.5: VFH Example. Credits to J. Borenstein and Y. Koren

Velocity Methods plan the next movement of the robot in the
velocity space configuration instead of the cartesian one. In this way,
velocity space maps the cartesian space (X-Y) into one that repre-
sents the linear and angular velocities of the robot, which made this
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very suitable for navigation in differential and holonomic robots, as
a point in the velocity space corresponds to a velocity directly ex-
ecutable to the robot. In this transformation, the obstacles in the
environment block some velocities and reducing the searching space.
At each iteration, the algorithm selects the next reachable velocity
to command to the robot using a cost function with parameters like
security or smoothness. Some well known implementations of this
algorithms are Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) [Fox et al., 1997]
and Curvature Velocity Method (CVM) [Simmons, 1996]. Figure 2.6
shows the transformation between the cartesian space and the veloc-
ity space in DWA implementation, where the obstacles detected in
the cartesian space (semicircle in left image) block possible veloci-
ties in the velocity space (dark areas in right image). These velocity
methods are ones of the most used in mobile robotics but, as purely
reactive methods, they have some local minima issues.

Figure 2.6: DWA Example. Credits to D. Fox et al.

As the previous algorithms are merely reactive ones, they have po-
tential local minima issues. In order to tackle this problem, another
family of algorithms classifies the environment into different sce-
narios and uses different strategies of avoidance for each one. Imple-
mentations of these algorithms are ND [Mı́nguez and Montano, 2004]
and Smooth Nearness Diagram (SND) [Durham and Bullo, 2008].
Figure 2.7 shows the scenarios classification for ND algorithm. The
big issue of these algorithms is the complexity, due to several avoid-
ance strategies have to be implemented, and the needing of good
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perception stage in order to classify the scenarios correctly.

Figure 2.7: ND scenarios classification. Credits to J. Minguez and L.
Montano

Another idea in order to avoid the local minima problem is to
mix different techniques and create two different planners:
one that selects a local goal within the surroundings of the robot
and one that selects the next movement to reach this goal. Some of
these methods are Lane Curvature Method (LCM) [Ko et al., 1998]
and BCM [Fernández et al., 2004]. Both implementations obtain a
local goal by means of dividing the surroundings of the robot (LCM
into lanes, BCM into angular sectors) and they use CVM algorithm
to reach this goal. Figure 2.8 shows the sectorisation of the free
space (lighter areas) into lanes of the same direction using the LCM
method. These methods are computationally more complex than the
previous ones, as a two stage local navigation is performed.

Instead of these deterministic or probabilistic approaches, there
are a family of algorithms that uses soft-computing techniques to
perform the local navigation. Some of these algorithms are based on
Fuzzy Logic like [Faisal et al., 2013] [Dongshu et al., 2011] [Liang
et al., 2011] [Lee et al., 2012] [Mbede et al., 2012] [Tang et al., 2013]
or Neuro-Fuzzy Logic like [Mohanty and Parhi, 2012]. These algo-
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Figure 2.8: LCM Example. Credits to N. Y. Ko et al.

rithms are easy to understand and to code but usually perform a
merely reactive behaviour without achieving the best path to avoid
the obstacles.

It is assumed that the reviewed methods can achieve the local na-
vigation, even in dynamic and changing environments where moving
obstacles are. But this is only true under certain assumptions, espe-
cially that the robot can move faster than the obstacles. With this
constrain, it is possible to avoid a moving obstacle in the same way
than a static one. However, not dealing with the dynamic obstacles
in a different way results in avoidance strategies that are not optimal
and potentially risky, like moving toward approaching obstacles or
crossing the robot and obstacle paths.

To tackle this problem, there are algorithms that avoid the dy-
namic obstacles in a different way than the static ones. Apart from
the perception of the velocity of the obstacles (which is not a matter
of study in this dissertation), the first step is to calculate when a
collision with a moving obstacle is possible. Work in Velocity Space
is a method to deal with it. In [Fiorini and Shiller, 1993] the Colli-
sion Cone concept is proposed, a transformation between the carte-
sian positions where two mobile objects can collide into the velocity
space. Based on this idea, a family of implementations known as
Velocity-Objects algorithms appears. Figure 2.9 shows graphically
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the collision cone concept. The Collision Cone proposition only works
with circular objects and it has been extended by [Chakravarthy and
Ghose, 1998] to any irregular object. Some Velocity-Obstacle based
methods are [Choi, 2014] where the collision cones are used to com-
pute the path trajectory, [Masehian and Katebi, 2014] uses the col-
lision cone to create angular sectors centred in the robot and choose
the safer direction, [Alsaab and Bicker, 2014] where a simplified ex-
tension of the collision cones for irregular obstacles is used and [Zhong
et al., 2011] where time constraints are introduced for rapidly plan-
ning. The big weakness of these methods is that the collision cone
can only be calculated if the movement of the obstacles is linear.

Figure 2.9: Collision Cone Example. Credits to X. Zhong et al.

There are also algorithms for local navigation that take dy-
namic obstacles into account without using the collision cone con-
cept. [Yaghmaie et al., 2013] proposes an extension of the PFs algo-
rithm, where the relative velocity of the obstacle affects the vector
summation in order to avoid it. [Benzerrouk et al., 2012] uses the
relative velocity of the obstacle to choose the direction of avoidance.

The previous dynamic obstacle avoidance algorithms work with
linear and instantaneous velocities of the obstacles. [Seder and Petro-
vic, 2007] proposes an extension of the DWA algorithm (Time Variant
Dynamic Window (TVDW)) where the collisions are checked cell by
cell in a grid map. It allows the avoidance of moving obstacles even
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if the movement is not linear, but increments the complexity of the
searching (Figure 2.10 shows the cells intersections in the TVDW
algorithm).

Figure 2.10: TVDW Example. Credits to M.Seder and I.Petrovic

The main disadvantage of these methods, is that they guarantee
an avoidance of the dynamic obstacles, but the safer and usually
longer avoidance path is not achieved. In that way, the perception
error in the velocities of the obstacles can affect these algorithms in
a critical way, crossing the robot with the obstacle’s path. Therefore,
if the obstacle increases its velocity or it is incorrectly perceived, it
can crash with the robot.

Lastly, there are algorithms that mix the local and global na-
vigation. They use not only the next movement according to the
current state of the robot, but also the future possible positions (in a
local window). Some algorithms of this kind are Vector Field His-
togram Star (VFH*) [Ulrich and Borenstein, 2000] and Dynamic
Window Approach Star (DWA*) [Chou et al., 2011] where a tree
of classic algorithms executions (VFH+ and DWA respectively) is
built and the next movement is selected according to the whole
path cost, and Vector Field Histogram with Time Dependent Tree
(VFH*TDT) [Babinec et al., 2014] that modifies VFH* including the
time in the planning to avoid moving obstacles.

Table 2.1 shows a brief summary of the methods studied, and the
pros and disadvantages of each family of algorithms.
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Method Pros Disadvantages

Bug Based
Easy to implement.
Simple sensors.

Non optimal path.
Potentially risky.

Vector Summation
Easy to implement.
Suitable for omni-directional robots

Local minima issues
Not Suitable for non holonomic robots.

Histogram Based
Easy to calculate next direction.
Includes kinematic restrictions.

Local minima issues

Velocity Space Based
Includes Kinematic restrictions.
Suitable for differential and holonomic robots.

Local minima issues

Soft-Computing Based
Easy to implement.
Human-like behaviour.

Non optimal path.

Environment Classification Reduce local minima.
Complexity.
Need good perception stage.

Two-Stage Planning Reduce local minima problems.
Complexity.
Slower methods.

Medium Time Planning Most optimal path are calculated.
Complexity.
Slower methods.

Velocity-Obstacles Based Avoid dynamic obstacles. Only linear velocities obstacles.

Table 2.1: Local Navigation Algorithms Summary
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In this section a review of the local navigation techniques has been
performed. However, it is important to remark that there is not a
perfect algorithm that solves all the local navigation problems. The
simpler algorithms can be used in smaller and computationally less
powerful robots, even when the performance is worse than other more
complex ones. It is also important to remark that in real scenarios
is needed to avoid the dynamic obstacles taking into account their
velocities and directions. In the literature some algorithms take this
into account, but they deal with the immediate collision, and not the
whole path that the obstacle is following.

2.3 Global Path Planning

Given initial and goal states, the global path planning calculates a
sequence of configurations that connects both states and avoids col-
liding with any obstacle. Global path planning can be used in a
variety of robotic fields (including industrial arms, for example) but,
in this section, some techniques that are used for path planning in
mobile robots are surveyed.

An Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) can be considered as a
solid rigid that moves in a 2D environment. So its configuration
space is the cartesian coordinates (x and y) and its orientation. This
configuration space can be increased if more variables are included
like velocities, time, etc. The quality of a global planner can be
measured with some parameters like:

• Completeness: One algorithm is complete, if it is guaranteed
that the solution is found.

• Optimality: One algorithm is optimal, if it is guaranteed that
the best solution (according to the evaluation function) is found.

• Time/Space Complexity: the time and memory that the
algorithm needs as the number of possible paths/states grows.

In mobile robotics, time/space complexity is an important con-
straint, due to the systems real or near real time requirements. Also
it is important that the completeness characteristic is achieved. The
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optimality of a global planner is a characteristic that can be relaxed:
in real applications it is better to find a path that is not optimal (sub-
optimal) faster than a better path with time longer computation.

If it is assumed that the robot moves in a 2D environment rep-
resented as a grid map, path planning can be performed. The best
path that connects the two points can be evaluated using different
metrics: less cells traversed, less turns performed, more distance to
the obstacles, etc.

One planning method for this grid maps is the Wavefront Based
Algorithms. This family of algorithms calculates the value of each
cell as the distance from the goal and propagates backward to the
start point. Once the start position is reached, the planner can step
back the cells with the less value in order to reach the goal. Some im-
plementations are NF1 [Lengyel et al., 1990], NF2 [Latombe, 1991b]
and Trulla [Murphy et al., 1999]. Figure 2.11 shows the path planned
using a Wavefront algorithm in a grid map environment.

Figure 2.11: Wavefront Example

Another planning method for grid based maps is the Global Po-
tential Fields (GPFs) [Khatib, 1986]. Like the PFs algorithms for
local navigation, each obstacle creates a potential field around it
(greater values near the obstacle) and the goal creates another attrac-
tive potential field (lesser value near the goal). All the potentials are
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added, and the path is reconstructed as a descending gradient from
the start to the goal. This method is prone to local minima prob-
lem. Figure 2.12 shows the local minima issue: when all the potential
fields are added, there is a point with a lesser value surrounding with
bigger values in the way from the goal to the beginning.

Figure 2.12: Global Potential Field. Local Minima Problem Example

One of the problems with the global path planning in grid maps
is that the result is an unnatural path to follow, as it only considers 4
or 8 possibles changes of directions. There are techniques to smooth
the path in order to be more natural to follow, but they need a
two step algorithm and the computational cost is increased. On the
other hand, the search space is reduced (x-y coordinates) and the
path planning can be performed in a quick way.

To cope with the unnatural path problem, and to reduce the
search space at the same time, roadmap based representations ap-
pear. These methods find the connection between the free space as
a set of lines or curves. Some methods based on the roadmap repre-
sentation are:

• Visibility Graphs [Nilsson, 1984]: connect each vertex of the
obstacles in the environment with all the other vertex if the line
does not cross any obstacle. Figure 2.13(a) shows an example
of visibility graph and a path planned based on it.
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• Voronoi Diagrams [Choset and Burdick, 1996]: the roadmap
consists of paths which are equidistant from all obstacles in the
region. These paths merges in vertices forming a full roadmap
where a planning stage can be executed. Figure 2.13(b) shows
a Voronoi diagram with the path planned.

Figure 2.13: Visibility Graph and Voronoi Diagram Example

• Probabilistic Roadmaps [Kavraki et al., 1996]: this tech-
nique tries to reduce the complexity of a continuous space into
a discrete space, but instead of using characteristics of the envi-
ronment, like Voronoi Diagrams or Visibility Graphs, it works
creating nodes in the space and checking if these nodes can
be connected. One commonly used variation of this technique
is the Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRT) [LaValle and
James J. Kuffner, 2001] which are more suitable for a rapid
search and it captures the dynamic or even non-holonomic con-
straints. [Pepy et al., 2006] uses an RRT with kinematic con-
straints to plan a directly executable path for a mobile robot.

• State Lattice [Pivtoraiko and Kelly, 2005]: this technique
fuses the planning on configuration and cartesian states. The
configuration space is discretised into configurations that are
reachable from the previous one and they do not cross any ob-
stacle. In that way, it is very useful to add dynamic and not
holonomic constraints and to plan directly executable paths to a
robot. Figure 2.14 shows a state lattice planner for a planetary
rover.
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Figure 2.14: State Lattice Planning Example. Credits to M. Piv-
toraiko and A. Kelly

The former methods (even the grid cell based ones) can be repre-
sented into a tree. This tree contains the possible configurations, the
transition between them and the cost of performing this transition
from a state to another. Figure 2.15 shows a typical decision tree,
where each node can have an arbitrary number of successors, but
each one only has one predecessor.

Figure 2.15: Decision Tree Example
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In order to search the best path into the tree, a graph search
algorithm is needed. These algorithms are also used in a wide variety
of applications like artificial intelligence, computer networking, etc.
Some of these algorithms are the following ones:

• Depth-first search: a branch is selected where the child is
the better of its level and it is explored until the branch ends.
If the goal is not reached, that particular branch is eliminated
and the process is repeated. This search is simple and works
well when there are multiple solutions to a problem, but does
not guarantee that the best solution is found.

• Breadth-first search: this search evaluates all the nodes at
the same level in parallel. It guarantees that the optimal path
is found and it works better than the Depth-First Search when
there are a small number of solutions. Nevertheless the whole
set of possible paths needs to be evaluated increasing the time
required.

• Iterative deepening [Korf, 1985]: this search is an iterative
process of depth-first search with level limit. The optimal found
tree can be found before the whole tree is explored, being faster
than a breadth-first search, but it is slower than the depth-first
search if there are many solutions.

• Uniform-cost search: if there is a different cost to travel
from one node to another in the graph, this solution can be
used. It is similar to the breadth-first, but the nodes of same
cost are evaluated instead of the nodes within the same level
in the tree. One particular case of this search is the Dijkstra’s
Algorithm [Dijkstra, 1959]. In that implementation (for global
path planning) the cost of each node represents its distance to
the goal.

In real applications, creating and computing the whole graph
could be not possible due to the size or complexity of the environ-
ment. In these cases, an heuristic search is used. These algorithms
can not guarantee to find the optimal path to the goal but find, at
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least, a suboptimal executable path. They use an evaluation func-
tion to score each node or state so a guided search can be performed.
Some heuristic search algorithms for path planning are the following:

• Best-first search [Winston, 1992]: it is depth-first algorithm
where a heuristic is used, and indicates how far is each state
from the goal. At each time, the best node in the frontier
of evaluating nodes is selected and expanded. If the heuristic
used is the distance from the node to the start the algorithm
becomes an Uniform-Cost Search. If the metric is an estimate
of the distance to the goal it becomes to a greedy search. Best-
first search is faster than Dijkstra’s algorithm but ignores the
cost of the whole path generated.

• A* Search [Hart et al., 1968]: it is one of the most widely used
search algorithm in robotics. It works in a similar way than the
best-first search but the heuristic used is a combination of two
metrics: the distance from the start and the estimated distance
to the goal. The heuristic that estimates the cost of the node
must be admissible. If the metric of the cost to the goal is
stronger than the distance from the start, the algorithm works
like a Dijkstra’s algorithm and it results in the optimal shortest
path to the goal, but the search process is longer. If the weight
distance from the start is the strongest, it works like a Best-
First Search, running faster but the optimal path may be not
obtained. There are several variations of that heuristic that
results in other algorithms, like Theta* [Daniel et al., 2014]
and Block A* [Yap et al., 2011].

Even if these Heuristic searches are able to speed up the searching,
when the environment is changing or partially unknown the replan-
ning stage could not satisfy real time constraints. For this reason,
algorithms for continuous or event driven replanning are used. One of
the most used algorithm is the D* Algorithm [Stentz , 1994], an exten-
sion of the A* Algorithm. D* computes several paths at the start of
the execution using an A* Algorithm and, if the map changes, is able
to switch from one path to another and it repairs the previous one.
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Several variants of A* and D* have been developed which are able
to speed up the search, like Anytime A* [Hansen and Zhou, 2011],
Anytime Repaired A* (ARA*) [Maxim Likhachev and Thrun, 2004],
Focussed D* [Stentz, 1995], Framed Quadtree D* [Yahja et al., 1998],
D*Lite [Koenig and Likhachev, 2002] and Constrained D* [Stentz,
2002].

The inclusion of dynamic obstacles into the global planning (or re-
planning) stage increments the search space. For example, if we con-
sider the planning of a point-type agent in a grid type environment,
it could be done in a 2D state space (x,y cartesian coordinates) but if
we include the time, the complexity increments (3D state space, x,y
cartesian coordinates and time). However, the previous techniques
can be used but may not satisfy the time requirements of the real sys-
tem. Nevertheless, works like [Kummerle et al., 2013] demonstrate
that an autonomous robot navigation in real environments could be
performed.

During the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) Urban Challenge, the Stanford Entry [Montemerlo et al.,
2009] proposes the use of a state lattice for planning purposes mixing
with an A* Search (Hybrid A*). As the time is implicit in the tree
construction, planning in that kind of roadmap does not increases
the complexity of the space from a cartesian one. Figure 2.16 shows
the lattice planning of an autonomous car parking. [Kushleyev and
Likhachev, 2009] and [Phillips and Likhachev, 2011] extend this lat-
tice graph planning for indoor robots, where the transition space
without moving in the space is needed.

In this section a review of the global path planning for mobile
robots has been performed. Some of these techniques, especially the
ones based on Lattice States, have demonstrated that a navigation
with dynamic environments can be performed. However, these tech-
niques need heavy computation (at least, heavier than the local na-
vigation techniques).
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Figure 2.16: Hybrid A* Example.

2.4 Objectives

Once the state of the art has been summarized, and the flaws of the
algorithms and improvement needed have been detected, the objec-
tives of this thesis are the following:

• Study of the several robotics middlewares available. This studio
will be used to select one standard development platform where
the algorithms can be applied in the maximum different robotics
platforms and sensors as possible.

• Study and comparison of local navigation algorithms. In this
studio a real comparison of available local navigation algorithms
will be performed, obtaining their pros and cons. Also, metrics
for that comparison will be defined.

• Study if the local navigation algorithms can be adapted for
dynamic environments.

• Obtaining the dynamics of the objects in the environment.
Once the different objects are identified and classified, there is
a need of modelling its movement and mapping that movement
in a way that a local navigation algorithm can use it.

• Integration of local navigation algorithms for dynamic obstacles
in a full navigation framework, and test in real scenarios.





Chapter 3

Architecture

In this chapter we are going to review the architecture that will be
used as test bench for this thesis. First, robotics development plat-
forms available on the market will be reviewed, compared and one of
them will be selected to work with. Then, this platform will be ex-
plained in detail. We are also going to review the mobile robots avail-
able in the RobeSafe research group and we are going to explain the
hardware and software development of our own mobile robot called
PROPINA (and its extension as shop assistant RoboShop). Finally,
a comparison between the available mobile robots will be made in
order to check the advantages of our developed mobile robot.

3.1 Robotics Middlewares

Robotics has been a field of study and development through the last
decades. One of the issues that robotics has is the standardisation.
The standardisation, at least in the software layer, has been a matter
of study in the recent years through the development of robotics
middlewares.

In the past, the communication with a robot or a sensor had to be
coded individually, usually using low level programming languages.
This way of working with robotics has two main issues:

• The programmer must know the appropriate language and com-
mands to communicate with each robot/sensor individually.

35
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• Devices of similar characteristics (for example, two sonar sen-
sors) are usually not interchangeable. If a device must be re-
placed by a similar one, from another manufacturer, or even
with the same device with an updated firmware, the communi-
cation and coding process should be redone.

These two tasks increase the development cost and delay the im-
plantation of robotics outside the industry, where this cost can be
assumed. For this reason the robotics middlewares have appeared in
recent years.

The idea of these robotics middlewares is to standardise the cod-
ing and communication with multiple robots and sensors, in a way
where a device can be replaced with another one of similar charac-
teristics without the need of re-coding. Usually a standard type of
message for each type of device, and a communication protocol is de-
fined. Several functions in a high level coding language (for example,
C) have also been defined for common purposes (for example, sending
velocity commands to a differential drive robot).

Nevertheless, each robot or device needs a driver that transforms
its communication messages and protocol to the standard one defined
by the robotics middlewares. If the programmer needs to code each
driver, only one of the previous issues is solved. Luckily, if a robotics
middleware becomes widely used and popular, the hardware manu-
facturers will provide drivers specifically for that platform, because
it is a way of increasing their sales: the more users that can use your
hardware, the more hardware you will sell.

These are the main two tasks that a robotics middleware must
fulfil, but these platforms usually work also as software repositories.
As the communication with similar devices is standardised, there
is software of common use that is included with the development
platform and, if it is open-source, this repository increases its size
and functionality through the years.

Also, robotics middlewares usually include simulators. Perform-
ing tests with real robots is very costly, in money and time, for this
reason, simulators that model the robots and the sensors are needed.

Through the years several projects have been released and main-
tained, such as Carnegie Mellon Robot Navigation Toolkit (CAR-
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MEN) 1, Microsoft Robotics Development Studio (MRDS) 2, Mis-
sionLab 3, MobileRobots’ Advanced Robot Interface for Applications
(ARIA) 4, The Player Project 5 and Robot Operating System (ROS)
6. There are many other projects, but these are ones of the most
representative.

In order to choose one of the several robotics middlewares to use,
some questions need to be answered:

• Is it an Open-Source or proprietary software?

• On how many operating systems does it work?

• Is the project maintained and updated?

• Has it got software repository? Is it a collaborative repository?

• How many coding languages are supported?

• How many robots and sensors are compatible with it?

• Has it got any simulator? 2D or 3D?

With these questions in mind we are going to briefly review the
selected robotics middlewares:

• CARMEN: One of the first platforms, developed in the
Carnegie Mellon University, and oriented towards autonomous
robot navigation tasks. It is Open-Source software and it has
an algorithm repository for navigation tasks. It also includes a
2D simulator and at least 9 robots are supported. Coding can
be done in C and Java languages. It runs in Linux operating
system (Red Hat and SUSE versions). The last version has
been released in 2008.

1carmen.sourceforge.net/
2www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29081
3www.cc.gatech.edu/ai/robot-lab/research/MissionLab/
4robots.mobilerobots.com/wiki/ARIA
5www.playerstage.sourceforge.net
6www.ros.org
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• MissionLab: Developed in Georgia Tech University, this
robotics middleware is oriented to top level task planning for
robot teams. MissionLab includes some algorithms for naviga-
tion and a flowchart style programming. The coding is made
in C++. A 3D simulator is included and at least 6 robots are
supported. It runs on Linux (Red Hat and Fedora) and the last
version has been released in 2006.

• MRDS: Developed by Microsoft and released in 2006, it is in-
tended to be a general robotics middleware. The programming
can be made in a web-style format or in C# language, making
easy to code basic actions. It includes a 3D simulator and sup-
ports, at least, 25 robots. It only works in Windows and the
last version has been released in 2012.

• ARIA: It was developed by MobileRobots and it only works
with the Pioneer family robots (which are going to be reviewed
in the next section). The platform can be downloaded for free,
but the algorithm modules (such as mapping or navigation)
have to be paid apart. It includes a multirobot 2D simula-
tor. The coding is made in C++ and it has compatibility with
Matlab. It works in Linux and Windows and it is maintained
nowadays (2017).

• The Player Proyect: It is free middleware oriented toward
general robotics. It was released and maintained collaboratively
by a group of researchers, since 2002. It includes a big repos-
itory of algorithms, from navigation to computational vision.
It includes multirobot 2D and 3D simulators. The coding has
officially support for C, C++, Python and Ruby languages,
and many others supported by third party developers. It works
with, at least, 19 families of robots. It works in Linux and OS-
X and it was one of the most widely used robotics middleware
till the last version released in 2010.

• ROS: It was developed by Willow Garage in the year 2007,
ROS is a general robotics middleware. It can be installed
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in many operating systems (the most widely used is Ubuntu-
based distributions, but it has support for OS-X, Android and
many others). It is coded in several languages, including C++,
Python, Ansic, Lisp, Java and Ruby. At least 121 robots are
supported (updated in January 2017). ROS is compatible with
2D and 3D simulators, especially with the 3D simulator Gazebo.
It also has a big repository for robotics, with 2477 contributors
(updated in January 2017) and increasing. It is now maintained
by the non-profit organization Open Source Robotics Founda-
tion, Inc. (OSRF) with planning support until, at least, 2021.

Figure 3.1 shows some of the simulators used by the development
platforms analysed before. CARMEN planner (figure 3.1(a)) and
Stage (used in both The Player Project and ROS) (figure 3.1(b))
are 2D simulators. Microsoft Visual Simulator Environment (MVSE)
(figure 3.1(c)) used in MRDS and Gazebo (figure 3.1(d)) used in both
The Player Project and ROS are 3D simulators.

(a) CARMEN (b) Stage

(c) MVSE (d) Gazebo

Figure 3.1: Robotics Simulators
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Table 3.1 summarises the characteristics of each robotics mid-
dleware. It is important to note that the number of robot families
supported are approximated, because there are drivers developed for
another robots not included directly in the platform repository. It
is clear that ROS outperforms the other robotics middlewares evalu-
ated, and fulfil all the requirements on our thesis:

Table 3.1: Robotics middlewares comparison

Middleware Robots Maintained Open Source Simulator
CARMEN 9 No Yes 2D
MissionLab 6 No Yes 3D
MRDS 25 No No 3D
ARIA 1 Yes Yes 2D
Player 19 No Yes 2D-3D
ROS 121 Yes Yes 2D-3D

• It is Open-Source, so it can be used in academy without in-
creasing the cost of the project.

• It works with a large variety of operating systems, increasing
its compatibility with other projects.

• It can be coded in several high-level languages.

• It includes a big, maintained and increasing repository of algo-
rithms.

• It works with 2D and 3D simulators.

• It is compatible with a huge variety of commercial and research-
ing robotics platforms. It is also compatible with all the plat-
forms and sensors that we are going to use in this thesis.

For these reasons among many others, ROS is nowadays the stan-
dard robotics middleware and the one that is going to be used to test
the proposals of this thesis.
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3.1.1 ROS

Once a robotics middleware has been chosen, we are going to explain
in detail how it works, its strengths and its weakness.

ROS [Quigley et al., 2009] was firstly released in 2007 by a group
of researchers at Willow Garage, including some who have worked
in the development of the Player Project. The philosophy of ROS
is to develop a robotics middleware that can work peer-to-peer, is
multi-lingual, thin, free and Open-Source oriented.

ROS is released in distributions, similar to the Ubuntu philoso-
phy. Its first non-alpha distribution (ROS Box Turtle) was released
in 2010. The first distributions were released without periodicity but,
since 9th distribution (ROS Jade Turtle, 2015), were released annually
in may. The odd numbered years releases are considered ROS nor-
mal and will be supported for two years. The even numbered years
releases are Long Time Support (LTS) releases and will be supported
for five years.

ROS can be installed in several operating systems, such as, Linux,
OS-X, Android and Arduino. The main installation support is for
Ubuntu distributions of Linux and each LTS release of ROS has full
support for one LTS distribution of Ubuntu.

As the project is Open-Source and it is the most popular robotics
middleware nowadays, a huge repository of algorithms (from drivers
to work with robots to artificial intelligence algorithms) is hosted in
the ROS webpage. This repository is also divided between the several
distributions. Each distribution has changes in some core libraries
making not fully compatible with previous developed algorithms, so
these algorithms need to be maintained. Some common algorithms
(for example, laser grid mapping ones) are maintained by OSRF foun-
dation and released with each version but, so many others, are not
maintained by the community.

ROS can work with robot and sensors teams. A core node syn-
chronizes the whole system but the computation of each algorithm
can be executed in different machines connected to it.

In order to work with ROS some concepts and elements must be
defined:

• Nodes: each individual program that is running in the system.
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• roscore: a special node that must be always present in the
system. That node is in charge of the synchronization of the
whole system and contains the pre-requisites of a ROS-based
system.

• Package: a collection of programs to perform one task (for
example, the navigation package contains programs for local
navigation and global path planning).

• Topic: a communication channel used by nodes to transmit
data. These topics can be transmitted without a direct connec-
tion between nodes, meaning that the production and consump-
tion of data are decoupled. A topic can have several subscribers
and publishers associated to it.

• Message: it is the information unit that can be shared be-
tween nodes using a topic. In ROS, commons type of data are
defined (for example, laser range information, image, odome-
try, etc.) and custom messages can be defined too. Usually,
each message has the timestamps when the message is gener-
ated and its frame. This is the part of the system along with
the instructions to access each type of message that standardise
the communications task.

• Frame: It is the explicitly reference to a coordinate system
in the environment. Frame information is contained on each
message in order to increment the scalability and compatibility
of the system.

• Transform (Tf): It is a special topic and message type that
establishes the relationship between the coordinate frames of
the whole system. It is necessary that these relationships are
always sent, even if the relationship does not vary with time.

• Services: a communication between nodes of type “call/an-
swer”.

With these concepts explained we are going to describe a small
application to demonstrate how the system works. In the example,
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Figure 3.2: ROS architecture example

there are two mobile robots equipped with LIDARs that move in the
environment. These two mobile robots build cooperatively a map
and use this map to navigate in the environment. There is also a
powerful computer that it is used to compute the map from the in-
formation of the robots. In the main PC, roscore is executed in order
to synchronize the whole system. The robot’s PCs are connected to
that central node via WiFi. If the connection between any robot and
the computer is interrupted, the computation in the mobile robot will
halt. There are three types of nodes in the system: mapping, robot
controller and laser driver nodes. Each robot executes an instance
of laser driver and robot controller. Each laser driver produces the
laser scan data (message) and sends it via topic. Robot controller
generates the odometry data (message) of the robot and uses the
map (message) to plan the movement of the robot. The mapping
node needs the laser data and odometry of each robot and generates
the map (message). It is important to note that each message is re-
ferred to a different coordinate system (laser data to each laser base,
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odometry to each robot platform and map to the global coordinates)
and the relationships between each coordinate system is sent in the
system (in the Tf topic). Figure 3.2 shows the architecture of this
example, where the grey boxes represent the topics in the system, or-
ange boxes represent nodes and the lines represent if a node produces
or consumes messages from a topic. For legibility the Tf topic and
the connections of each topic to the roscore one are not represented.

Apart from the software repository, ROS includes a variety of
useful software tools, such as RViz for data visualization (figure
3.3 shows the map, path planned, path followed and position of a
robot), RQT Tools for system introspection and reconfiguration,
RosLaunch for system starting simplification, and RosBag for data
logging and replaying among so many others.

Figure 3.3: RViz example

ROS is not linked to a particular simulator and it has support
for many of them, including Open-Source software like Stage or Sim-
ple Two Dimensional Robot Simulator (STDR), and proprietary ones
like Webots and VRep among many others. However, the 3D simula-
tor Gazebo, maintained by the same foundation that maintains ROS
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becomes one of the widest used simulator.

Gazebo is a 3D simulator that includes rigid body physics (includ-
ing friction and dynamics) and can work with several robots at the
same time. Gazebo is a parallel project to ROS (it started in 2002
within the Player Project) but each ROS distribution has official sup-
port for one distribution of Gazebo (this does not mean that can not
work with newer distributions, but does not have official support).
That simulator can also work without ROS. In the next sections we
are going to explain how to design a model and work with the Gazebo
simulator.

It is clear that ROS has many strengths, even more when it is
compared with other robotics middlewares. However we are going
to highlight some of its flaws that can be conflictive when a robotics
project is developed using this platform:

• Each distribution is not fully compatible with the algorithms
released for the previous ones. In this way many submissions in
the repository are not compatible with actual versions or they
need maintenance.

• As the repository is free and collaborative, sometimes the test-
ing and the information is not good enough or incomplete.

• A roscore node has to always be running in the system. As ROS
support multi-robot and distributed systems, the communica-
tion with the master node is crucial. If the communication fails
or it is not reliable enough, the whole system will fail. For this
reason, some Multi-Master approaches has been made in a way
that each robot or device is running its own instance of ROS
and communicate with the others by TCP/IP or UDP services.

• The necessity of including the timestamp and frame of each
message, and the relationship between all the coordinate sys-
tems (Tf), even when that relationships does not vary in time,
increases the bandwidth needed for the system. On the other
hand, if that information were not included, a deep knowledge
of the whole system would be needed to work with robot teams.
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• Each message that is sent can be read by any topic. So, for
distributed networks, security measures should be implemented.

3.2 Robotic Platforms

In this section, the robotic platforms used in this thesis will be intro-
duced. It is important to decide which platforms should be used on
each scenario, for this reason, in the next sections the strengths and
weakness of the commercial platforms and the platform developed in
the RobeSafe Research Group will be analysed. Finally the differ-
ent platforms will be compared in order to decide which is the best
platform to use as a test bed for this thesis.

3.2.1 Commercial Platforms

There are some manufactures that provide robotic platforms that can
be used in research, such as Robotnik 7, SoftBank Robotics 8 (previ-
ously known as Aldebaran), Boston Dynamics 9, Clearpath Robotics
10, Robotis 11, Omron Adept MobileRobots 12 (previously knowns as
MobileRobots and ActivMedia Robotics) and some others. In the last
years, many companies have started to develop and sell robots for
industrial and research purposes. One of the most widely used plat-
forms for researching are the robots by Omron Adept MobileRobots,
such the well known Pioneer family, its little version AmigoBot and
its big brothers, Seekur and Seekur Jr. RobeSafe Research Group
has some of these robots to develop and test the projects (shown in
Figure 3.4), from the AmigoBot to the Seekur Jr. In this thesis, the
Pioneer 3-DX, 3-AT and Seekur Jr. have been used as Test Bed,
due to they are the platforms available that accomplish the system
requirements.

7www.robotnik.es
8www.ald.softbankrobotics.com
9www.bostondynamics.com

10www.clearpathrobotics.com
11en.robotis.com
12www.mobilerobots.com
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Figure 3.4: RobeSafe Group’s Robots

3.2.1.1 Pioneer Robots

Pioneer is a family of mobile robots, two-wheel and four-wheel drive,
from the first Pioneer 1 and Pioneer AT, followed by the second
versions, Pioneer 2-DX and 2-AT, to the newest Pioneer 3-DX and
3-AT mobile robots. These small research and development plat-
forms, share a common architecture and core software with all other
MobileRobots platforms, including AmigoBot, PeopleBot V1, Perfor-
mance PeopleBot, PowerBot, PatrolBot, Seekur Jr and Seekur.

3.2.1.2 Pioneer 3-DX and Pioneer 3-AT

The Pioneer 3-DX and Pioneer 3-AT are durable, differential drive
robots for academic and researching purposes. The Pioneer’s ver-
satility, reliability and durability have made them the most popular
differential drive mobile robots in academic and researching for years.
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Unlike hobby and kit robots, Pioneer is ready to use, and will last
through years of tough classroom and laboratory use. Both platform
shares a common software architecture and sensors. Pioneer 3-DX
(shown in Figure 3.5(a)) is a differential drive platform designed for
indoor purposes and Pioneer 3-AT (shown in Figure 3.5(b)) is a skid
steering drive platform designed for both indoor and outdoor pur-
poses.

(a) Pioneer 3-DX (b) Pioneer 3-AT

(c) Pioneer 3-DX: dimensions (mm) (d) Pioneer 3-AT: dimensions (mm)

Figure 3.5: Pioneer 3 Robots

3.2.1.3 Seekur Jr

The Seekur Jr, shown in Figure 3.6, is an outdoor robot platform,
that can also operate in indoor scenarios with big open areas. Similar
to the Pioneer AT models, this platform is four wheel skid-steer
differential drive all terrain, though with a tires of 0.4 meters and it is
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much stronger than the Pioneer, carrying a much larger payload and
it is better protected against inclement weather. The body is made
completely by sturdy aluminium. The robot includes a segmented
bumper array in the front and the back and four emergency stop
switches for safety.

(a) Seekur Jr (b) Seekur Jr: dimensions (mm)

Figure 3.6: Seekur Jr: platform and dimensions

3.2.2 Developed Platforms

There is a necessity of improving the weaknesses of the available
commercial platforms, such as better sensors, safety of the platform,
weight, payload, etc. at the same time than the total cost is reduced.
For this reason, a robotic platform has been developed from scratch
with the improvements that will be described in the next sections.
PROPINA has been developed in the RobeSafe Group, mainly in this
thesis and in the thesis of Ángel Llamazares [Llamazares, 2017].
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In the next sections the development of the platform will be ex-
plained. Also, its application and modifications as a shop guide Ro-
boShop will be introduced. Finally, an experimental comparison with
the commercial platforms, testing if the objectives are achieved, will
be made.

3.2.2.1 PROPINA Platform

PROPINA platform has been developed as a robotic research plat-
form to develop high-level applicatiosn using the robotics middle-
ware ROS. The name is the Spanish acronym for “robotic research
platform”. It is a differential drive platform and it is equipped with
odometry and range (ultrasonic and infrared) sensors. It is designed
to work indoors. In addition, a 3D model for the Gazebo simulator
(Figure 3.16) has been designed, which can be used as prior before
designing the actual application.

The platform is equipped with embedded cards, that run ROS
modules to control the motor, to perceive the information from sen-
sors and to communicate with high level applications. In this way
the perception and actuation is completely transparent to the remote
control station. The modular design has been chosen to increase the
functionality and autonomy.

(a) PROPINA design (b) PROPINA logo

Figure 3.7: PROPINA: design and logo

PROPINA platform is equipped with these onboard sensors: 16
maxbotics sonar sensors in a ring around the robot, 5 infrared sensors
pointed to the ground in the front and the back of the robot to de-
tect depressions of the terrain and optic encoders of 1000 Cycles Per
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Revolution (CPR) in the motorized wheels. The logo and the pre-
liminary design is shown in Figure 3.7. In the next sections the main
components and characteristics of the platform will be explained.

3.2.2.2 PROPINA Platform: Mechanical design

Taking into account the previous experience using the commercial
platforms, the objectives of the mechanical and structural design are:

• Modular and versatile design: In order to allow the addi-
tion of sensors or control modules, regular, symmetric and easy
shapes have been selected. Aluminium has been used on the
chassis and fibreglass in the cover to lighten the platform. Ad-
ditionally, the cover on the top of the platform should facilitate
the placement of additional sensors and structures.

• Differential drive: This traction system improves the ma-
noeuvrability and agility of the platform, allowing it to turn
without linear displacement (partial omni directionality). Rigid
rubber wheels have been selected, similar to the ones used in
scooters, due to several improvements that introduce to the
platform, as the following ones:

1. Increase the payload of the platform.

2. Have a good grip reducing the slippage of the platform.

3. Improve the odometry, compared to pneumatic wheels due
to the diameter of these wheels do not change depending
on the temperature, the carried load or the pressure. Also,
the narrow wheels selected make the robot turns more pre-
cisely, due to less contact area with the floor, the distance
between wheels keep more constant than the robots with
wider tires.

• Safety: Any movable part of the robot should not be acces-
sible to improve the safety. For this reason, the wheels must
locate inside the structure, not allowing that the people around
the robot can touch the wheels, or the wheels can trip over
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some parts of the environment. Furthermore, the rounded
shapes prevent it from getting stuck, consequently, improving
the safety of the platform and its surroundings.

• Robust: The platform has been made for researching, which
means, the design has to support an exhaustive use in several
environments and scenarios.

• Stability: Due to the possibility of the addition of modules on
the top of the platform, increasing the height, the design has to
take this into consideration. The design maximizes the space
between the wheels in order to increase the stability. Addition-
ally, the main weight of the robot that are the batteries and the
motors should be symmetrically located on the base to keep the
mass centre close to the centre of the platform. In addition, a
castor wheel has been placed in the back part of the robot’s
base to improve the stability.

Based on these objectives, a base and a sonar ring modules have
been developed, both of them with cylinder shapes. The design of
the platform is shown in the Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: PROPINA platform

3.2.2.3 PROPINA Platform: Electronic design

The first step in the electronic design is to chose the actuators. In
this case, permanent magnet DC motor with a gearbox has been
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chosen due to its high torque. PM10-0033 by Parvalux13 (shown in
Figure 3.9) has been chosen for this purpose, with a speed of 195
Revolutions per Minute (RPM), and 2.5Nm of torque. The coupling
from the motor to the wheels is made by flexible beam couplings
to prevent that the torsions and impacts in the wheels damage the
motor’s gearbox.

Figure 3.9: PROPINA: PM10 Motor and gearbox

The second step is to decide the board that will control the mo-
tors and adapt to the information of the sensors. The motors are
controlled by an Arduino Mega14 board connected through a Pololu
VNH5019 15 driver board. This driver board is a Dual H bridge for
DC motors connected to the Arduino Mega as it is shown in the Fig-
ure 3.10. A software driver has been developed to run in the Arduino
Mega board. This program reads the sensors and it commands the
actuators at the same time that send and receive all the data in a
ROS format through the ROSserial libraries for Arduino, allowing to
control the robotic platform using a ROS remote client. The maxi-
mum linear and turn velocities have been limited by software to 1m/s
and 100o/s for safety, although the motors are capable of reach higher
velocities.

The third step in the electronic design is to choose the appropriate
sensors. The sensors that have been included in the platform are:

13www.parvalux.com
14www.arduino.cc/en/Main/arduinoBoardMega
15www.pololu.com
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Figure 3.10: PROPINA: Motor’s Driver and Arduino boards.

• Encoder sensors:

The selection of a proper encoder is crucial, due to this sensor
is needed to achieve a good odometry. Odometry is the base of
the localisation, and it is also essential to achieve a good motor
control stage. For both reasons, a high-resolution and optical
(high immunity to interference) encoder has been chosen. For
this platform, the RI38 optical encoder by Hengstler 16 (shown
in Figure 3.11) has been selected. This encoder has an 1000
CPR resolution, which is two or five times (depending on the
robot model) more resolution than the Pioneer ones have. This
encoder has been the best election in terms of price, size and
characteristics.

Figure 3.11: PROPINA: Wheel encoder RI38

• Infrared range sensors:

16www.hengstler.de/en
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To keep the integrity of the robot, it is crucial to detect the
ramps or gaps in the floor, and evaluate if the platform can
overcome them or should avoid them. For this purpose, a total
of five infrared range sensors pointed to the floor have been
chosen. Three of them are located in the front of the base and
two in the back. Ideally, with a cylindrical platform the sensor’s
positions should be symmetric, but the castor wheel makes it
impossible as there is no space left in the back of the robot.
With the sensors in that location, the robot knows in every
moment the distance from the base to the floor in front and
in the back of the wheels. The sensor chosen is the SHARP
GP2Y0A41SK0F 17 (shown in Figure 3.12) due to its extended
use in robotics and its low price.

Figure 3.12: PROPINA: Infrared Sensor

This sensor has a range of 40 cm and a transfer function that is
non linear. The five sensors have been connected to the analog
inputs (A0-A4) of the Arduino Mega board. The transfer func-
tion has been approximated as a fifth order polynomial (due
to the computation will be made outside the Arduino Mega
board), given by Equation 3.1 and shown in figure 3.13, where
dGP2Y is the distance measured and Vin the voltage measured
by the sensor.

17www.sharp-world.com
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dGP2Y = −0.076·V 5
in+0.78·V 4
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Figure 3.13: Infrared Sensor: Transfer function and Polynomial Ap-
proximation

• Sonar range sensors:

To detect the environment around the robot, there is a necessity
of including some range sensors. For this reason, a sonar module
has been designed to include sixteen sensors LV-MaxSonar-Ez2
(MB1010) by Maxbotics18, shown in Figure 3.14, selected due
to its low price and very small size.

These sensors have a range of 6.45m, are powered from 2.5V
to 5.5V, work at 42kHz and provide output measurements up
to 20Hz. It is possible to read the output in three different
ways: analog, serial and Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM). In

18www.maxbotix.com
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Figure 3.14: PROPINA: Sonar Range Sensor

this version of PROPINA platform, only eight of the sixteen
sonar have been implemented, connecting these eight sensors
to the analog inputs (A8-A15) of Arduino Mega board. The
sensors form two groups of four each, as the manufacturer rec-
ommends, and the simultaneous transmissions are between the
sensor most separated to minimize cross-talk. It is possible to
enlarge the platform until sixteen sonars, due to can be placed
all of them in the ring sonar structure, allowing their reading
using the analog inputs of the second Arduino onboard.

3.2.2.4 PROPINA Platform: Software

As ROS has been chosen as the robotics middleware in this thesis, the
drivers of the PROPINA platform are made fully compatible with this
platform in order to increase the compatibility of PROPINA project
with the algorithms developed for ROS development platform.

In the PROPINA prototype, there are two different Arduino Mega
boards inside the robot, one that reads the encoders and sends ve-
locity commands to the motors and one that reads the sensors. An
embedded PC communicates with both boards through USB con-
nection and executes a ROS node that provides the standard ROS
messages along with the relationship between the coordinate system
of the robot. Figure 3.15 shows the software diagram of PROPINA
where light blue box is the central roscore node, orange boxes are the
running nodes, grey boxes are custom messages and turquoise boxes
are standard messages. In this section we are going to describe the
nodes running on each arduino board and pc.
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Figure 3.15: PROPINA: Software Diagram

• Arduino Mega Sensors Board: This board is in charge of
transmitting the measurements of each sensor to the robot. As
the sensors are connected directly to the analog inputs of the
board their voltage measurement can be directly stored. In
order to reduce the computational cost and the bandwidth,
a periodical loop is executed which sends all the current sen-
sors measurements in a custom message ROS topic that will be
transformed into several ROS standard range sensors messages
in the PC’s driver node.

• Arduino Mega Motors Board: This board is in charge of
transmitting the odometry of the robot and commanding the
velocities to the motors. In order to reduce the bandwidth
needed this information is sent and received through custom
ROS messages with the minimum information instead of the
standard message. Velocities command message is reduced to
a two element array (linear and angular velocity) and odome-
try is reduced to a four element array (timestamp, and encoder
position). The Arduino program executes two functions: a pe-
riodically (timely by a hardware interruption) loop that reads
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the encoders, sends its information and controls the motors,
and an event based reading function that waits for a velocity
command and changes the reference commands to the control
loop. The periodically 100Hz control loop work as follows:

1. It reads the encoders position and calculates its errors to
the reference of each wheel. These references are calcu-
lated with the equations 3.2 and 3.3 for both wheels, where
wcod0ref and wcod1ref are the encoders references, Vd
and ωd are the linear and angular velocity references, L is
separation between the wheels, k is the velocity to RPM
conversion factor and k1 are a kinematic constant that de-
pends on the radius of the wheel.

wcod0ref = k1 · (Vd +
L · ωd

2
) · 1

k
(3.2)

wcod1ref = k1 · (Vd −
L · ωd

2
) · 1

k
(3.3)

2. It calculates the control signals for each wheel, with a Pro-
portional Integral (PI) controller that has been tuned ex-
perimentally in order to obtain an acceptable damping re-
sponse and a setting time less than 100 ms. Also, an anti
wind up block modifies the integral part to avoid satura-
tion in the commands.

3. A security watchdog is implemented. If there are no new
velocity commands in 2.5 seconds the velocity references
are set to zero and the robot will be stopped in the next
iterations.

4. A security stall warning is implemented. If there are com-
manded velocities and the encoder readings are the same
for 2 seconds, the robot will be immediately stopped.

5. Update the velocity references. The velocity references
will be increased or decreased to the commanded velocity
in a linear way with constant intervals in order to reduce
the abrupt accelerations and decelerations, increasing the
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security of the platform. Also, there is a check to not com-
mand velocities under the maximum or minimum software
velocity limits.

• PC driver: A ROS node that is executed in the robot’s PC
and its objective is to transform the custom messages sent and
received by the arduino boards to standard ROS ones. Also,
the node publishes the transformation between the sensors and
the base coordinate frames. The node has several listeners to
topics that work on an event based way:

1. When a velocity command is received, it is transformed to
the custom reduced message and it is sent to the arduino
motor’s board.

2. When an odometry custom message is received the odom-
etry of the robot is calculated and it is sent in a standard
odometry ROS message referred to the odom coordinate
frame. The odometry is integrated at 100 Hz using the
following inverse kinematics equations 3.4 and 3.5, where
xt and yt are the actual coordinates, xt−1 and yt−1 are the
previous coordinates, pos0 and pos1 are the pulses counted
by the encoders since the last odometry update, θt−1 is
the previous orientation of the robot and k2 is a kinematic
constant that depends on the radius of the wheel and the
pulses per turn of the encoder. Equation 3.6 calculates
the new orientation of the robot where L is the separation
between the wheels. Also linear and angular velocities of
the robot are calculated (equations 3.7 and 3.8) where ω1

and ω2 are the velocities of each wheel and R is the radius
of the wheel.

xt = xt−1 +
pos0 · k2 + pos1 · k2

2
· cos(θt−1) (3.4)

yt = yt−1 +
pos0 · k2 + pos1 · k2

2
· sin(θt−1) (3.5)

θt = θt−1 + atan(
pos0 · k2− pos1 · k2

L
) (3.6)
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v =
ω1 + ω2

2
· 2πR

60
(3.7)

ω =
ω1 − ω2

L
· 2πR

60
(3.8)

Also, a transformation between the odom frame and the
base link (robot base) coordinate frame is created.

3. When the sensors custom message is received it is trans-
formed onto several standard ROS messages of Range
type. Each voltage measured of the infrared sensors is
transformed to the range measurement using the fifth
grade polynomial described in the previous section and
referred to each infrared coordinate frame. For the ul-
trasound measurements, a median filter with a 3 seconds
window is used to obtain the range measurement due to
the noisy sensors. Also, the transformations between each
sensor coordinate frame and the robots base link frame are
created.

• RosSerial nodes: in order to execute the codes in the arduino
boards, nodes that connect the roscore central node and the
arduino ROS instances are needed to be executed as the system
launch.

3.2.2.5 Modelling PROPINA in Gazebo

Simulators in robotics are crucial due to allow testing the design pre-
viously to the final application. In this way, it is possible to test with
different sensors, configurations and environments, saving cost and
time. For this reason, a simulation model of the developed platform
is necessary to complete the thesis.

Gazebo is a 3D multi-robot simulator. This simulator is able to
deal with several robotic platforms, sensors, objects and scenarios.
Gazebo simulates rigid-bodies physics, including dynamics, interac-
tions between several objects and realistic behaviour of the sensors.
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The simulation is coded in SDF or URDF format. Both are XML
based formats. The description of a model contains the following
elements:

• Links: each part of the model. A model can be built using as
many individual links as needed. The link contains information
about:

Collisions: describes the shape of a link and it is used by
the physics engine to check collisions.

Visual: describes the shape of a link and it is used by the
rendering engine. It shows the appearance of a link to the user
and some sensors such cameras. Usually the same link has a
more complex shape for visual purposes and a simpler shape for
collision purposes in order to reduce the computational load.

Inertial: describes the physical properties of a link such as
mass and moments of inertia.

Sensors: the devices that obtain data from the scenario.
These sensors can be, for example, a camera or a range sensor.
One link can have more than one sensor attached.

• Joints: the union between different links. In Gazebo there are
several type of joints such as fixed, revolution, prismatic, etc.

• Plugins: the libraries that are loaded by Gazebo allowing the
user to control the model. These are also used for controlling a
model in Gazebo from ROS.

The model in Gazebo (shown in Figure 3.16) has been built sim-
plifying the model created in SolidWorks and has the following com-
ponents:

• A base link that represents the robot base. For visual purposes
it shows the mesh modelled in Solidworks and for collision pur-
poses it is approximated as a solid cylinder.

• Two links that represent the differential drive wheels modelled
as solid cylinders. These wheels are connected to the base link
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Figure 3.16: Gazebo model of PROPINA

with a continuous joint and can rotate around their axis to
move the robot

• The castor wheel structure is approximated as a three prisms
structure that rotates around the base link with two wheels
attached.

• Five infrared sensors are modelled, heading downwards, at-
tached to the base link and connected to ROS via GPU ray
plugin.

• The sonar array is modelled as sixteen sonar sensors, attached
to the base link and connected to ROS via GPU ray plugins.

• The model can be controlled via differential drive plugin that
transforms the velocities commands (linear and angular veloci-
ties of the robot) in ROS to velocities in each differential drive
wheels.

The diagram of the PROPINA model in Gazebo that contains
the previous components is shown in Figure 3.17. The model has
a form of a tree where each link (boxes in the diagram) has only
one predecessor, but it can have many successors. The dashed lines
represent non-fixed joints and solid lines, the fixed joints.
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Figure 3.17: Gazebo diagram of PROPINA

3.2.2.6 RoboShop Platform

In order to increase the usability of our previous developed platform,
an extension of the PROPINA platform has been developed through
RoboShop project. In this project we developed a complete robot
navigation system, that can be used as a shop assistant or a robotic
guide in a museum or in a mall.

To develop the project, it is necessary to outfit the PROPINA
platform with more sensors to measure the environment and a
Human-Machine Interface (HMI) to communicate with the cus-
tomers. The sensors selected are a LIDAR, an IMU, a depth camera,
a RGB camera and a touch screen, as it is shown in Figure 3.18. The
details of the design and equipment are shown as follow:

• Hokuyo URG-04LX LIDAR that can be used parallel to the
ground to obtain a large view of the surroundings of the robot,
or pitched to the ground to obtain measures in 3D and making
the navigation system able to avoid depressions of the environ-
ment.

• Colibri IMU attached to the centre of rotation of the robot to
improve the odometry.

• Depth camera Asus Xtion Pro that can provide 3D information
along with RGB images. It can be used to recognize several
objects and patterns in the environment.
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Figure 3.18: RoboShop platform

• A camera pointed to the ceiling to obtain measures that are
independent of the changes in indoor environments and it can
be used to improve the localisation stage of the robot.

• Touch Screen that includes speakers, as HMI, mounted on a
structure to increase the height, providing a comfortable inter-
action between the robot and the user.

• A powerful embedded PC that executes the perception, plan-
ning and control stages.

The RoboShop diagram of the whole proposed system is shown in
the Figure 3.19. In this proposal, the PROPINA platform communi-
cates and sends its information to the embedded PC. The embedded
PC executes all the autonomous navigation system stages (percep-
tion, mapping, localisation and autonomous navigation) aided by the
added hardware to the PROPINA platform. The communication
with the user can be made by the Touch Screen integrated in the
platform or by a mobile application. Also, there is a database which
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stores several useful information like maps, positions, actions, etc.,
and can be used to coordinate the tasks that the robot must fulfil.

Figure 3.19: RoboShop Diagram

3.2.2.7 Modelling RoboShop in Gazebo

In order to simulate the RoboShop platform in Gazebo, an structure
and three sensors have been added to the PROPINA platform.

• An structure that represents the pole and the monitor for HMI
has been modelled. The structure is composed by the pole,
approximated as a cylinder, the support of the monitor ap-
proximated as a prism and the monitor itself approximated as
another prism.

• A Hokuyo URG-04LX LIDAR, situated on top of the robot and
parallel to the floor. The LIDAR is modelled as a link with one
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joint. For visual purposes it is represented as a complex mesh
of the device. For collision purposes it is approximated by a
box of 10 cm. The sensor itself has two versions, a gpuray one
and a ray one, depending on the availability of a 3D graphics
accelerator in the simulator. Figure 3.20(a) shows the laser
model and 3.20(b) shows the field of view of the LIDAR (from
a top view).

(a) Hokuyo URG-04LX Model (b) Field of view

Figure 3.20: Hokuyo URG-04LX in Gazebo

• An IMU situated in the centre of the robot, that is used to
robust the odometry system.

• A depth-camera, situated on the pole and parallel to the floor.
For visual purposes, the depth camera mesh is based on a
Kinect, but its properties (field of view, resolution of the cam-
era) have been modified, according to the Asus Xtion Pro spec-
ifications. It has two different sensors: an infrared sensor, that
simulates the depth camera and produces a pointcloud and a
RGB camera. Figure 3.21(a) shows an image of a simulated
outdoor environment obtained from the RGB camera and figure
3.21(b) shows the pointcloud generated by the depth camera,
coloured by its height axis value, superposed to the RGB image.
It is important to notice that the Asus depth camera field of
view is about 3.5 meters and this is the reason why the further
part of the car and the house does not have correspondence in
the pointcloud.
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(a) RGB Camera Image (b) Depth Pointcloud over RGB Cam-
era Image

Figure 3.21: Depth Camera sensor in Gazebo

• A camera pointed to the ceiling. This camera is not going to be
used for navigation purposes, but it will be used for localisation
(although not in this thesis). The camera is attached to the
monitor.

Figure 3.22: Gazebo model of RoboShop

Figure 3.22 shows the resulting model. The diagram of the Ro-
boShop model that contains the previous components is shown in
Figure 3.23. The dashed lines represent non-fixed joints and solid
lines, the fixed joints. The right part of the diagram that is boxed is
the added components to the PROPINA model.
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Figure 3.23: Gazebo diagram of RoboShop

3.3 Robotic Platforms Comparison

Once that the different commercial and developed robotic platforms
have been introduced, it is necessary to compare them to test the
performance of each one. Table 3.2 shows the main characteristics
of the previous explained platforms. These platforms have a par-
tial omnidirectional drive system (differential or skid steering one) so
they can turn without translation movement and its turn radius is
0 cm. Swing radius is the space needed to perform a turn without
translation and it is related to the size and the morphology of the
robot.

PROPINA platform and P3-DX are indoor oriented robots, and
P3-AT and Seekur Jr are outdoor and indoor oriented robots. This
difference is caused by the dimensions of the wheels and the torque
of the motors: outdoor robots have bigger tires and their maximum
traversable step (the highest step that the robot can climb), maxi-
mum traversable gap (the longest gap in the ground that the robot
can cross) and maximum traversable grade (the maximum ramp that
the robot can ascend) are bigger.

Skid steering drive robots usually can have more payload than
differential drive ones, as it is the case of the comparison. PROPINA
robot weight can be reduced in future prototypes of the robot and
its maximum velocities are software limited for safety purposes.
PROPINA price does not include the industrial benefits as the other
ones do, but, in the other hand, it is the price of a single unit proto-
type, and can be reduce in massive production.
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Table 3.2: Pioneer 3-DX, 3-AT and PROPINA Comparison

P3-DX P3-AT Seekur Jr PROPINA
Drive Differential Skid Steering Skid Steering Differential

Tires
19 cm

Foam-filled
rubber

22,2 cm
Reenforced
Pneumatic

40,64cm
(16”)

Pneumatic

17,5 cm
Rigid rubber

Turn Radius 0 cm 0 cm 0 cm 0 cm
Swing Radius 26.7 cm 34 cm 52 cm 33 cm
Max Lin.
Speed

1.2 m/s 0.7 m/s 1.2 m/s
1 m/s

(lim. by software)
Max Ang.
Speed

300 o/s 140 o/s 100 o/s
100 o/s

(lim. by software)
Max Trav.
Step

2.5 cm 10 cm 12 cm 2 cm

Max Trav.
Gap

5cm 15 cm ∼ 20cm 3 cm

Max Trav.
Grade

25% 35% 75 % 25%

Traversable
Terrain

Indoor,
wheelchair
accesible

Asphalt,
flooring,

sand and dirt.
All terrain

Indoor,
wheelchair
accesible

Dimensions
381 mm width
455 mm length
237 mm height

467 mm width
508 mm length
277 mm height

835 mm width
1198 mm length
494 mm height

560 mm diameter
245 mm height

Robot
Weight

9 Kg 12 Kg 77 Kg 19 Kg

Payload 17 Kg
5 Kg (Asphalt)

12 Kg (Tile)
50 Kg 20Kg

Autonomy
8-10 hours

(3 batteries,
no accessories)

2-4 hours
(3 batteries,

no accessories)

3-5 hours
(no accessories)

4-6 hours
(2 batteries)

Encoders 500 CPR 500 CPR 1024 CPR 1000 CPR

Sensors
Included

8 Frontal
Sonar

8 Frontal
Sonar

segmented
bumper array,

IMU

16 Sonar Ring,
5 IR (floor)

Approx.
Price

∼ 4800e ∼ 8900e ∼ 28000e ∼ 3000e

With respect to the indoor suitable commercial platforms,
PROPINA platform has some advantages:

• The payload is a 20% higher, then the range of application is
wider.

• The top part of the platform (black cover) has different screw
holes, allowing to attach easily, and in any direction, any kind
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of sensor or structure. Also, the symmetry of the platform
make easier to place the sensors than the non-symmetric Pio-
neer robots.

• It is a cheaper platform, almost the half price that the Pioneer
3DX and the third part of Pioneer 3AT.

• It incorporates infrared sensors point to the floor, to avoid the
stairs or steps higher than the platform could overcome.

• It is safer, due to the wheels are located inside the structure,
not allowing that the people around the robot can touch the
wheels, preventing possible damages, neither the wheels to trip
over some parts of the environment. Additionally, the rounded
shapes prevent it from tripping with the corners or getting
stuck.

The last part to compare, is the odometry performance. To eval-
uate this parameter, the University of Michigan Benchmark (UMB-
mark) [Borenstein and Feng, 1996] has been used. UMBmark, is a
Bidirectional Square Path experiment, with a length of 4x4 m square
path, as shown in Figure 3.24, that has to be performed five times
on each direction: clock-wise (cw) and counter-clockwise (ccw) di-
rections, defined as follows:

Figure 3.24: UMBmark path
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1. At the beginning of the run, measure the absolute position (and,
optionally, orientation) of the vehicle and initialise the onboard
odometric starting position to this position.

2. Run the robot through a 4x4 m square path in cw direction,
making sure to:

• Stop after each 4 m straight leg.

• Make a total of four 90o turns on the spot.

• Run the vehicle slowly to avoid slippage.

3. Upon return to the starting area, measure the absolute posi-
tion (and, optionally, orientation) of the vehicle, using a fix
reference, such as walls.

4. Compare the absolute position to the robot’s calculated posi-
tion, based on odometry. The result is a set of return position
errors caused by odometry and denoted εx, εy, εθ, shown in
equations 3.9.

εx = xabs − xcalc
εy = yabs − ycalc
εθ = θabs − θcalc

(3.9)

Where, εx, εy, εθ are the position and orientation errors due to
odometry. xabs, yabs, θabs are the absolute position and orienta-
tion of the robot. xcalc, ycalc, θcalc are the position and orienta-
tion of the robot as computed from odometry.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 for four more times.

6. Repeat steps 1-5 in ccw direction.

In the experiment a path of 3 x 3m , instead of 4 x 4m, has been
used due to the lack of free space and precision in some platforms, to
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perform 4 x 4m square with the robots. In addition, only 4 runs could
be performed, due to the odometry errors present in some platforms,
forcing to stop the experiment due to the deviation from the ideal
path, leaving the free space, in the fourth run.

After conducting the UMBmark experiment, the authors suggest
to consider the centre of gravity of each cluster of position and ori-
entation errors due to odometry, obtained by Equation 3.9, as rep-
resentative for the odometry errors in cw and ccw directions. These
centres of gravity are given by Equation 3.10:

xc.g.,cw/ccw =
1

n

n∑
i=1

εxi,cw/ccw

xc.g.,cw/ccw =
1

n

n∑
i=1

εxi,cw/ccw

(3.10)

where n = 4 is the number of runs in each. The absolute offsets
of the two centres of gravity are defined by Equation 3.11:

rc.g.,cw =
√

(xc.g.,cw)2 + (yc.g.,cw)2

rc.g.,ccw =
√

(xc.g.,ccw)2 + (yc.g.,ccw)2
(3.11)

Finally, the authors define the larger value among rc.g.,cw and
rc.g.,ccw as the measure of odometric accuracy for systematic errors:

Emax,syst = max(rc.g.,cw, rc.g.,ccw) (3.12)

This thesis focuses on real applications and such as authors sug-
gest, the average of the centres of gravity must not be used, instead
taking into account the largest possible odometry error, that means
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the worst scenario. In addition, the final orientation εθ is not explic-
itly considered to obtain Emax,syst, because the systematic orientation
errors are implied by the final position errors.

Figure 3.25 shows the results of UMBmark performed by a Pi-
oneer 3DX, Pioneer 3AT and RoboShop platforms, where the stars
are the odometry errors in each run, the circles are the clusters of
the odometry errors and the crosses are the centre of gravity of each
cluster. It is clear that the error distribution of each RoboShop runs
is, at least, in the same magnitude level as the better run of the other
two platforms. Also, Table 3.3 shows the measure of odometric accu-
racy of each platform, where the better performance of the developed
platform RoboShop is shown.
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Figure 3.25: Comparison of platform’s odometry based on UMBmark

Pioneer 3DX Pioneer 3AT RoboShop
Emax,syst 0.8466 2.0875 0.5656

Table 3.3: Measure of odometric accuracy based on UMBmark

Also, a more realistic scenario has been used to measure the odom-
etry accuracy. A manual run around the Polytechnic University sec-
ond floor of about 300 meters has been performed with each robot,
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with the same linear and angular velocities limits and trying to avoid
drastic velocity changes. Finally, the position error with respect to
the initial point is measured in euclidean distance and angular er-
ror. Figure 3.26 shows the three runs, where crosses represent the
initial positions, stars the end positions and arrows the initial and
final orientations. Table 3.4 shows the measured errors.
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Figure 3.26: Comparison of platform’s odometry on real runs

Table 3.4: Measure of errors on real runs

Pioneer 3DX Pioneer 3AT RoboShop
Ed(m) 48.6674 225.6688 27.5756
Eθ(

o) 159 -264 -33.33

With these experiments performed, it is clear that the odometry
accuracy of the platform outperforms the commercial platforms avail-
able in the RobeSafe group, and, subsequently, makes the platform
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more suitable to test perception and navigation algorithms. This
improvement is due to several factors:

• The better odometer sensors chosen (1000 CPR, instead of 500
CPR of the Pioneer),

• The narrow rigid rubber wheels chosen that have a good grip,
preventing the slipping effect. Its diameter does not depend on
the carrier load or the pressure. Also, the narrow wheels keep
the distance between wheels more constant, which is especially
important during the turns.

Several improvements have been introduced in the development
of the RoboShop platform, compared to the commercial Pioneer plat-
forms, for these reasons, mentioned along the Section 3.3, this is the
main platform chosen to develop and test this thesis.



Chapter 4

Development

One of the main goals of this thesis is the adaptation and/or devel-
opment of obstacle avoidance algorithms that can work in dynamic
environments.

In our previous works [Molinos, 2013] and [Molinos et al., 2013]
the state of the art about obstacle avoidance algorithms has been
compared and tested. Therefore, algorithms that are suitable for
being modified and working with dynamic obstacles were selected.

First of all, a local mapping stage that can work with dynamic
obstacles in an efficient way, and that can be provided as input for all
the algorithms is proposed. Then, the algorithm CVM that is suit-
able for being extended has been implemented and tested under the
ROS framework, and two extensions for dynamic avoidance are pro-
posed: Predicted Curvature Velocity Method (PCVM) and Dynamic
Curvature Velocity Method (DCVM).

Due to the fact that these extensions are able to avoid dynamic
obstacles, but they have some flaws, another algorithm based on Dy-
namic Window Approach Dynamic Window for Dynamic Obstacles
(DW4DO) is proposed and, therefore, extended to medium time plan-
ner Dynamic Window for Dynamic Obstacles Tree (DW4DOT). Fi-
nally, a mixture of the local and global planner based on the conclu-
sions obtained Dynamic Lattice Planner (DLP) is proposed.

77
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4.1 Local Mapping

Local navigation algorithms need information from the sensors, on
each iteration, in order to react and plan the next movement of the
robot. This information can be directly the raw measurements of
range sensors (like LIDAR or ultrasound sensors) but, in this way,
the algorithm can only work in a reactive way.

To avoid this problem, local mapping algorithms are proposed.
The local mapping algorithms store the measurements from the sen-
sors in a way that the local navigation algorithms can plan the next
movements taking into account information not only measured in the
actual time, improving its stability and allowing the algorithms to
plan movements beyond the actual one. This is known as spatial
memory.

Also, local mapping algorithms give more advantages, like coping
with the uncertainties of the measurements, adding more informa-
tion than the raw measurements and improving the computational
efficiency of the mapping.

One kind of algorithm that has all of these characteristics is the
occupancy grids. This algorithm divides the environment into cells
(in 2D dimension spaces) or cubes (in 3D dimension spaces) and
increases the occupancy value of each cell (or cube) with the mea-
surements of each sensor that impact into the cell. In that way, the
map can cope with the uncertainties of the sensors: the more impacts
located into a cell, the higher the probability that an obstacle will be
in this cell.

If we want to work with dynamic environments, planning in the
cartesian space (2D or 3D) could not be enough, and the time di-
mension needs to be added, becoming a three dimensional grid in 2D
spaces, or a four dimensional grid in 3D spaces. This dimension adds
memory consumption to the algorithm, and increases the complexity
of the search to the local navigation algorithms.

Our proposal is an occupancy grid, where the time is taken into
account, but instead of adding it as a dimension of a fixed size, it is
implicit in the information saved on each cartesian position.

The map created is always referred to the robot position (the
robot is at the centre of the map) and divides its surroundings (carte-
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sian coordinates) into cells of the same size. In this way, the contin-
uous space is discretised and the search of the local navigation al-
gorithms can be sped up. Also, dividing the environment into same
size cells improves the map building, as the map can be stored as
a two dimensional array, where each cell is referred to a cartesian
coordinates limits, that can be calculated directly without needing
information from the surrounding cells.

In the classical occupancy grid algorithms, each cell in the carte-
sian space stores its occupancy value. In our proposal, each cartesian
space cell stores a list of cells that each one has information about
its occupancy values and the time when it is stored. In this way, the
time dimension is stored in that list, which limits only depends of the
actual information and it does not have a fixed size, improving the
memory consumption of the algorithm.

Each cell stores the following information:

• The occupancy value of the cell. If its occupancy value in-
creases, it is more certain than the cell is occupied by an ob-
stacle.

• The time when the occupancy value is valid.

• The position (without discretisation) of the point stored in the
cell. It is useful to move the map information to the robot coor-
dinate system, as the robot moves, without losing information
by the discretisation method.

• The velocities of the point. It is used to predict the next point
positions.

• The label of the obstacle to which the detected point belongs,
if it is available.

The map needs measurement data (it can be obtained from one
or more sensors) containing the following information:

• The cartesian position of the measurement point with respect
to its coordinate frame.
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• Current velocities of the obstacle. If the perception stage can
not detect the velocities of the environment, the local mapping
stage works as each obstacle was an static one.

• Number of obstacle where the point belongs, if the perception
stage performs a clustering and data association of the environ-
ment. It is useful for the map building.

Figure 4.1 shows the differences between a classic 2D cartesian
and time occupancy grid (4.1(b)) and our proposed occupancy grid
(4.1(c)). In this example, a moving obstacle 4.1(a) with linear move-
ment is mapped. Both grids have the same resolution (1x1 m cells
in cartesian space and 1 second in time space). In this way, classic
grid is a cube of 4x4x4 cells, even if only four of them are occupied
by the obstacle (shown as red cubes). In the other hand, our pro-
posed grid stores the 4x4 cartesian coordinates, but only the occupied
cells are stored as cells. It is clear in this example that the memory
consumption of our proposal is reduced with respect to the classic
approaches.

The building of the local map is going to be explained. In or-
der to achieve the spatial and temporal memory, two local maps are
stored simultaneously, one that contains the information of the cur-
rent iteration and one that contains the information of the previous
iteration.

The algorithm to build the map is going to be explained along
an example of each stage. The example situation is shown in figure
4.2 where a robot is situated in the centre of the map and orientated
to the north (black box) and moving with linear velocity. Three
obstacles are detected, two static obstacles with two detections each
one (red circles) and one moving obstacle (blue circle, with a velocity
represented as blue arrow).

The stages that the algorithm performs in order to build the map
are the following:

1. Current map is reset and its limits are set according to the
localisation of the robot, in a way that the map is always centred
in the robot and with the same orientation.
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(c) Proposed Grid

Figure 4.1: Local Mapping Example

2. Insert static obstacles: every point of the current point cloud
that does not have any velocity detected is considered as static
obstacle. These points are stored as a cell in the grid map.
First, it is calculated the 2D coordinates position of the grid
where the cell is going the be stored, and then it is stored with
a maximum occupancy value. More than one point can be
stored in the same 2D coordinates position grid.
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Figure 4.2: Local Mapping Example: Current Situation

Figure 4.3 shows the result of inserting the static obstacles of
the example. Each obstacle has two detections that was im-
pacted in the same 2D grid position, so two cells for each ob-
stacle are stored (red boxes). The position and orientation of
the robot is shown as a green arrow.
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Figure 4.3: Local Mapping Example: Insert Static Obstacles

3. Insert dynamic obstacles detections and predictions: every
point evaluated that has any velocity detected is marked as
a dynamic obstacle. That point is stored in a cell with a time
stamp of zero (current time). Then, the future positions of
the point are predicted using the velocities associated to the
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point. These future positions are calculated until the predic-
tion lied outside the local map limits or it is beyond the time
limit, avoiding in this way inserting positions in the map that
are too far away in time. These predictions are stored with its
associated time stamp. Also, if the detection has an obstacle
label associated it is stored.

Figure 4.4 shows the result of inserting the dynamic obstacle
detected in the example. The obstacle produces four cells (its
current position and its future positions). These positions are
represented as blue boxes, with lighter colour as its time stamp
increases.
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Figure 4.4: Local Mapping Example: Insert Dynamic Obstacles

4. Order and filter cells. In this stage of the algorithm, the list
of cells on each cartesian grid position is ordered and filtered.
First, it is ordered by timestamps (from closer to farther time),
firstly static obstacles, and then dynamic obstacles. Once the
list is sorted, if there is more than one point with the same time
stamp in the cell (and the same label if the sensory information
is labelled), they are fused, reducing the number of cells and
saving memory space, and keeping a mean of its real positions
avoiding the loss of information.

In the example (4.5), the two processes are performed. First,
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the cells are ordered by time stamp (predicted moving cell goes
to the top of the list). Then, cells with the same time stamp
and occupancy values (each static obstacle produces two cells
in the same cartesian coordinates with the same time stamp)
are fused, keeping only one cell per static obstacle.
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Figure 4.5: Local Mapping Example: Order and Filter Cells (First
Time)

5. Move the previous local map. The local map is always centred
in the robot, so the previous map needs to be translated and
rotated as the robot moves to be referred to the robot frame. In
order to do this operation, two different methods are performed,
depending on whether the obstacle is static or dynamic.

• If the cell has a high occupancy value (it is sure that a
point has been detected inside the cell), the point stored
in the cell is moved. First, the new cartesian grid where
the point is located in the current map is calculated and,
if the grid is between the local map limits, then the cell is
stored.

• If the cell has a high occupancy value and velocities asso-
ciated, the new time stamp (subtracting the time stamp
difference between the current time stamp and the previ-
ous iteration time stamp) is calculated, and if this time
stamp is positive, the velocities of the cell are rotated and
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the cell is moved as the static one. If the point is also
labelled, and this obstacle was detected in the current it-
eration, the point is deleted. This deletion is made due to
the dynamic obstacles can change their velocities during
time, so it is better to track the current velocities than the
last time prediction ones.

In the example (before moving 4.6(a) and after moving
4.6(b)), three static grids where detected in the previous
iteration. As the robot is moving with linear velocities,
these detections are moved, in this case, with a displace-
ment only in the x axis.
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(a) Previous Local Map
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(b) Previous Local Map Moved

Figure 4.6: Local Mapping Example: Move the Previous Local Map

6. Raytrace: Before adding the previous local map and the current
one, a raytrace in the field of view of the robot is performed.
Following lines from the robot, as a ray sensor does, if a point is
detected now behind a previous detection, this one is deleted as
it is impossible that the obstacle is there (maybe the obstacle
has moved or was an erroneous detection). If an obstacle in
the previous iteration is behind a current obstacle, it is kept
because there is not new information about this point. Also,
all the points in the previous iteration that are located outside
the field of view of the sensor are kept.

Figure 4.7 shows the raytrace performed in the moved previous
local map. The cells covered by the field of view of the robot are
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shown in pale blue. The raytrace from the current detections to
the robot are shown as blue lines. One of the lines traverses one
previously detected cell (shown in light red) and it is deleted, as
it is impossible that an obstacle is there because in the current
perception stage one obstacle is detected behind it.
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Figure 4.7: Local Mapping Example: Previous Local Map after Ray-
trace

7. After moving and raytracing the previous iteration local map,
both local maps are added. Figure 4.8 shows the result in our
example.
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Figure 4.8: Local Mapping Example: Add Previous and Current
Local Maps
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8. Order and filter the added local grid. As the addition of the two
local maps can result in more cells in each cartesian coordinate
grid, the ordering and filtering process is repeated. In this case,
the ordering is performed in the full local map, but the filtering
process is performed only in the field of view of the robot (the
surface from the robot that are covered by the sensors that are
used. For example, commonly used LIDAR for mobile robots
has a field of view of 180 degrees in front of the robot). This
is because if the points that are located outside the field of
view of the robot are merged, this will cause loss of information
through the algorithm iterations.

Figure 4.9 shows the result in the example, as one of the static
obstacles detected is merged (because it is located inside the
field of view of the robot).
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Figure 4.9: Local Mapping Example: Order and Filter Cells (Second
Time)

9. Enlarge the obstacles: for navigation algorithms, it is useful
that the obstacles are enlarged in order to avoid getting the
robot too close to an obstacle. In our proposal each cell will
be enlarged as circles with two different limits: critic and non
critic. Critic limits are cells too close to the obstacles that
should be avoided by robots (classical obstacle enlargement
technique). Non critic limits cells are cells close to the obstacles
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which the robot can traverse. This enlargement is useful to cal-
culate the nearness of obstacle by local navigation algorithm,
improving its computational cost.

Figure 4.10 shows an example of the enlargement of an ob-
stacle. The occupancy value of each cell decreases with the
distance, with two different ramps depending on the limit, as
figure 4.10(a) shows. Cells which occupancy is below the non
critic limit are considered as free cells. Figure 4.10(b) shows the
enlargement of the obstacle in the cartesian grid. The obstacle
is at the centre of the grid and the critic and non critic limits
are represented as circles. The grids around the centre show
the occupancy value (red ones has occupancy values above the
critic limit and green ones above the non critic limit) of each
cell, from darker colour (higher values) to lighter colours.
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Figure 4.10: Obstacle Enlargement Example

Figure 4.11 shows the enlargement of obstacles in our exam-
ple. To clarify the figure, the obstacles are enlarged only in
the orthogonal adjacent cells, instead of a circular enlarged ob-
stacle. The enlargement of static obstacles is shown as orange
boxes and the enlargement of dynamic obstacles is shown as
light purple boxes.
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Figure 4.11: Local Mapping Example: Enlarge Obstacles

10. Order and filter cells, within the field of view of the robot, to
obtain the final current local map. With the difference of the
previous order and filter cells steps, the enlarged obstacle cells
are also taken into account.

First, each cartesian grid position needs to be ordered by time
stamp, because in the cell enlargement stage, the new cells in-
serted can be added in the top position of each cartesian grid,
making this position not ordered. Then, the static obstacles
are evaluated and the maximum occupancy cell is kept (or the
mean of the positions if there are more than one with the same
occupancy level). Static cells with less occupancy value are
deleted reducing the number of cells stored in the map.

Then, the dynamic obstacles are evaluated. If there are more
than one cell in the same cartesian position with the same
time stamp, the same process of the static obstacles is exe-
cuted (keeping the cells with maximum occupancy value). The
dynamic cells are also compared with the static cells if there
are some in the same cartesian position. If the static cell has
more occupancy value than the dynamic cell, the dynamic one
is deleted. If the dynamic cell has more occupancy value than
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the static one, both cells are kept.

Figure 4.12 shows the result of the filtering in the example. As
the enlargement of dynamic obstacles has the same occupancy
value of the enlargement of the static ones in this example,
all the grid positions where an enlarged dynamic and static
obstacle are at the same time, the dynamic obstacle is deleted.
Also, there are two static cells (resulting of the enlargement of
the static obstacles in x = −0.5, y = 1.5 and x = 1.5, y = 1.5)
in the position x = 0.5, y = 1.5 with the same occupancy value
that are fused. The resulting map has eleven less cell occupied
than before this stage.
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Figure 4.12: Local Mapping Example: Order and Filter Cells (Third
Time)

After all these steps, Figure 4.13 shows the current local map
result divided by the time stamp of the cells. Static obstacles (shown
as red boxes and its enlarged cells as orange boxes) are stored in a way
(with a special -1 time stamp) that they are present in all the time
stamps evaluated. As the time changes, dynamic obstacles occupied
cells (shown in blue and in lighter blue its enlarged cells) change with
the velocity prediction.

Figure 4.14 shows the summarized flowchart of each iteration local
mapping building, where blue boxes represent actions made in the
current iteration local map and green boxes represent actions made
in the previous iteration local map.
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Figure 4.13: Local Mapping Example: Final Map

This proposed local mapping allows the local obstacle avoidance
algorithms to take into account the dynamic of the environment. It
reduces the memory consumption with respect to the time and carte-
sian coordinates grids, as the third dimension of the map varies its
dimension dynamically as obstacles are detected by the sensors. The
two level enlargement obstacle technique along with the raytrace tech-
nique allows the map to deal with measurement errors and provides
information about the nearness of each obstacle to the local obstacle
avoidance algorithms. Finally, as the real position of each detection
is also stored in the map, it can be recovered if any algorithm needs
it (like CVM does).
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Figure 4.14: Local Mapping Flowchart

4.2 Algorithms Based on Curvature

Arcs

In this section, CVM [Simmons, 1996] is analysed and implemented
into the ROS framework. Then, the study and extension of the algo-
rithm in order to work with dynamic obstacles is done, resulting in
two proposed algorithms: PCVM and DCVM.

4.2.1 Curvature Velocity Method

CVM [Simmons, 1996] was the first method selected to work with.
This algorithm has a set of characteristics that makes it suitable to
be adapted to work with dynamic indoor scenarios:

• The method works with differential or non-holonomic robots.

• It takes into account the dynamic restrictions of the robot.
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• It is able to plan paths where the time is implicit.

The main idea of the algorithm is that a differential or non holo-
nomic robot can move following curvature arcs, defined by a pair of
constant linear and angular velocities. The search space of possible
curvature arcs can be reduced taking into account some constraints.
Some of these constraints are set by the robot, like its kinematic re-
strictions (acceleration and velocities limits). Other constraints are
imposed by the environment (arcs that leads to an unavoidable col-
lision). CVM algorithm sectorises the environment in curvature in-
tervals of the same distance free of obstacle in order to reduce the
search space and increase the speed of the algorithm.

The algorithm has been implemented into ROS platform based
on the previous work by Reid Simmons. Four stages are performed
at each iteration of the algorithm: local mapping, curvature sectors
creation, set of curvature arcs to be evaluated and curvature arc se-
lection.

• Local Mapping: The algorithm needs a pointcloud as input,
because it works with the current range detections (that can
be provided by any distance sensor, like UltraSound, LIDAR,
etc.). In our implementation the local mapping grid is used
because it discretises the environment and reduces the number
of points that have to be taken into account. Also, it allows the
algorithm to store the previous detections, making the mapping
stage more precise and improving the stability of the algorithm.

Each cartesian grid in the local mapping stage contains the real
point position (or the mean of the points if various points are
located in the same grid), their positions are taken as an input
by the CVM algorithm. Then, each obstacle is enlarged as a
circumference of a fixed radius.

Figure 4.15 shows the transformation between the local map-
ping stage (figure 4.15(a)) and the CVM local mapping stage
(figure 4.15(b)). In the local mapping stage three cells have
been marked as occupied and enlarged (red and orange boxes
respectively). The real impacts are shown as blue cyan circles
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and the mean position of detections inside a cell as blue circles.
These positions are used as input by the CVM mapping stage
(red crosses) that are enlarged as circles (not necessarily of the
same radius as the previous local mapping stage).
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Figure 4.15: CVM: Local Mapping Stage

• Curvature Sectors Creation: The environment around the
robot is divided into sectors of the same distance to the obsta-
cles limited by curvature arcs. In this way, the curvature arcs
evaluation and selection is sped up. Each sector is defined by
its curvature limits (minimum and maximum) and its free of
obstacles distance that can be travelled by the robot.

As the obstacles are modelled as circumferences in the local
mapping stage (each detection is enlarged with a security ra-
dius), the tangent curvature arcs from the robot to the obsta-
cle, if the robot keeps constant velocities, can be calculated.
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 are used to calculate the maximum and
minimum curvatures respectively, where xobs and yobs are the
cartesian positions of the obstacles centre, and robs is the en-
largement radius of the obstacle.

(4.1)curvmin =
xobs − robs

((x2obs + y2obs − r2obs)/2)
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(4.2)curvmax =
xobs + robs

((x2obs + y2obs − r2obs)/2)

Each curvature arc defines a circumference of radius |1/curv|
and centre x = 0, y = r or y = −r, depending on whether the
curvature is positive or negative. The distance that the robot
can travel along each arc until the obstacle can be obtained
if the intersection between the obstacle circumference and the
curvature arc is known. As the curvature arcs are tangent to
the obstacle circumference, the tangent points can be obtained
using the equations 4.3 and 4.4 for curvmin and 4.5 and 4.6 for
curvmax.

(4.3)xmin =
xobs − robs

1− curvmin · robs

(4.4)ymin =
yobs

1− curvmin · robs

(4.5)xmax =
xobs + robs

1 + curvmax · robs

(4.6)ymax =
yobs

1 + curvmax · robs

Once the intersection point is calculated, the angle where the
point is with respect to the robot is calculated using equation
4.7, where y and x are the calculated points (maximum or min-
imum). To calculate the effective distance travelled until reach
the point, 4.8 is used.

(4.7)φ = atan(
y

x− 1/curv
)
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(4.8)d = | 1

curv
· φ|

Figure 4.16 shows an example of the curvature arcs calculation,
from the robot to the obstacles. The robot is at the origin
and pointing to the north (represented as a black box). Obsta-
cles are shown as red circles of different radius. Minimum and
maximum tangent curvatures (shown as semicircles) and its in-
tersection points with the obstacles (shown as small circles) are
represented in green and blue colour respectively. The angular
sector between the curvatures are represented as solid different
colours for each curvature interval sector.
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Figure 4.16: CVM: Tangent curvature arcs to obstacles

To calculate the minimum distance that the robot can travel
inside a curvature sector until it collides with the obstacle, all
the points between the tangent curvatures should be calculated.
It is computationally expensive and could not satisfy the time
constraints in real robotics scenarios. Simmons proposes an ap-
proximation where the obstacle is divided into quadrants using
the line that joins the robot with the obstacle centre. Then the
distance to the limits of each quadrant is calculated using the
previous equations and the resulting distance that the robot
can travel is the minimum of the calculated distances. If the
obstacle is divided into more quadrants, the distance calculated
is more precise, but more computation load is required.

Once all the curvature intervals are created, an algorithm to
insert the curvature intervals, reducing its number, is executed.
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The interval creation begins with a single interval with infinite
curvature as limits. Each new interval (defined by dnew,cminnew
and cmaxnew) is evaluated and compared with all the existing
intervals. Depending on the relationship between the evaluated
interval and compared existing interval (defined by dold, cminold
and cmaxold), four different actions are performed:

– If cminnew ≤ cminold and cmaxnew ≥ cmaxold the com-
pared interval is contained by the interval. If dnew < dold,
the compared existing interval is modified setting its dis-
tance as the minimum of dnew or dold.

Figure 4.17 shows an example of this case. Dashed red
lines represent the evaluated interval and green lines rep-
resent the compared existing interval. As the evaluated
interval free distance is less than the compared existing
interval, it contains the compared existing interval. Be-
fore the comparison, the existing interval distance is set to
the new one (red interval in figure 4.17(b)).
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Figure 4.17: CVM: Curvature Interval contained in the current one

– If cminnew ≥ cminold, cmaxnew ≤ cmaxold and dnew ≤ dold
the existing compared interval contains the new interval.
In this case the new interval is inserted in the list and the
existing interval is split, resulting in three intervals: one
with cmin = cminold,cmax = cminnew and dold, the new
interval (cminnew, cmaxnew, dnew) and one with cmin =
cmaxnew,cmax = cmaxold and dold.
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Figure 4.18 shows an example, where the existing eval-
uated interval (solid green lines) contains the evaluated
interval (dashed red lines) and its distance is less than
the existing one. The result after the comparison (Figure
4.18(b)) are three intervals, one from the minimum cur-
vature of the existing interval to the minimum curvature
of the evaluated interval (left green one) with the greater
distance, one from the maximum curvature of the eval-
uated interval to the maximum curvature of the existing
one, with the greater distance (right green one) and the
evaluated interval (red central one).
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Figure 4.18: CVM: Curvature Interval contains the current one

– If cmaxnew > cmaxold and cminnew > cminold,
or cminnew < cminold and cmaxnew < cmaxold
the intervals are overlapped. If dnew < dold the
existing interval is split into two: if cmaxnew >
cmaxold has cmin = cminold,cmax = cminnew,dold
and cmin = cminnew,cmax = cmaxold,dnew, otherwise
cmin = cminold,cmax = cmaxnew,dnew and cmin =
cmaxnew,cmax = cmaxold,dold.

Figure 4.19 shows an example of overlapped intervals.
Dashed red lines represent the evaluated interval, and
green arc is the existing interval (figure 4.19(a)). As both
arcs are overlapped, the existing arc is split into two (fig-
ure 4.19(b)): in the area where both arcs are overlapped
the minimum distance is kept (red left interval), and where
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both intervals are not overlapped the existing distance is
kept (green right interval).
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Figure 4.19: CVM: Curvature Interval Overlapped

– If none of this cases occurs, the curvature sectors are con-
sidered disjoint, and no actions need to be performed.

Once all the sectors are inserted in the curvature sector list, an
algorithm is executed to reduce the number of sectors to com-
pute. The algorithm deletes sectors that are too narrow (dif-
ference between cmin and cmax below a threshold), and merges
consecutive sectors that have similar distances. The distance
similarity has a threshold that varies with the distance: it is
more important to keep the difference of distance in curvature
sectors with less distance to travel than in the ones that have
a lot of distance free of obstacles.

Figure 4.20 shows the interval reduction algorithm. The robot
is at the origin and pointing to the north (represented as black
box). There is an obstacle in front of the robot, which has mul-
tiple detections (represented as grey circles). Figure 4.20(a)
shows the curvature intervals after all of them are inserted.
Colour represents the distance free of obstacles (from red to
green). It is clear that the distance free of obstacles of the cur-
vature sectors that lead to the obstacle are very similar. After
the reduction (figure 4.20(b)) only three curvature interval are
in the list: one interval that leads to the obstacle where multi-
ple intervals were merged, and one interval on each side of the
obstacle.
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Figure 4.20: CVM: Curvature Interval Reduction

• Set of curvature arcs to be evaluated: The sectorisation
of the environment helps to reduce the number of velocities
to be evaluated. All the possible velocities are limited by the
robot maximum speeds and accelerations at each time. As the
algorithm prizes travelling at high speeds, and the distance free
of obstacles is set to the same value along a curvature interval, a
subset of the possible speeds is selected to guarantee candidates
with a higher value in the evaluation function on each interval.

One curvature arc is evaluated among each curvature limits of
the interval (maximum and minimum curvature arcs) where the
linear velocity is set as the maximum velocity and the rotational
velocity is calculated in a way that the curvature arc has the
same curvature than the curvature arc limits of the interval. If
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the rotational velocity is reachable by the robot these velocities
pairs are evaluated.

Then, the maximum and minimum rotational velocities are
evaluated. Depending on the sign of the rotational velocity,
the maximum linear velocity that lies inside the curvature arcs
limits are evaluated.

Finally, a third rotational velocity that moves the robot towards
goal is evaluated.

To avoid travelling at maximum speed when the obstacles are
too close to the robot, the maximum linear velocity on each
interval is limited by the minimum of the maximum reachable
linear velocity of the robot and the division between the interval
distance free of obstacles and a time to impact previously set,
in a way that the robot goes slower when it is approaching to
obstacles.

Figure 4.21 shows an example of this set of candidate velocities
selection. In the example, there are three curvature sectors with
different distance free of obstacles (green surfaces have more dis-
tance free of obstacles than red one). The actual velocity of the
robot is represented as a black circle and the reachable linear
and angular velocities are the ones bounded by the black rect-
angle. Magenta dashed line represents the curvature arc that
moves the robot towards goal and black dashed line represents
the maximum linear velocity boundary of the more dangerous
curvature sector.

For the right curvature sector only two curvatures are selected:
the maximum linear velocity along the minimum curvature limit
(purple circle) and the maximum linear velocity along the max-
imum rotational velocity limit (red circle). The pair of linear
and angular velocities that moves the robot towards the goal
coincides with the velocity along the minimum curvature arc.
The maximum curvature arc is not reachable (bounded by in-
finitum curvature), neither the minimum angular velocity.

For the central curvature sector, two curvatures are selected
along the minimum and maximum curvatures (blue circles)
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bounded by the maximum velocity limit (dashed black line).
The curvature that approaches the goal coincides with the ve-
locity selected along the minimum curvature limit and the max-
imum and minimum angular velocities are not reachable.

For the right curvature sector three velocities are selected, one
along the maximum curvature sector (purple circle), one with
the minimum angular velocity (red circle) and one that moves
the robot towards the goal (grey circle). The maximum angular
velocity and the minimum curvature interval are not reachable
for this curvature interval.
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Figure 4.21: CVM: Set of curvature arcs

• Curvature Arcs Selection: Once the subset of linear and
angular velocities is created, all of them are evaluated using a
cost function (equation 4.9) that needs to be maximised. This
function has three terms: velocity, heading and distance free of
obstacles, each of them with configurable weights (α).

f(v, ω) = αspeed · speed(v) + αdist · dist(v, ω) + αhead · head(ω)
(4.9)
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Velocity term speed(v) is calculated using the equation 4.10
where v is the evaluated linear velocity and vMAX is the maxi-
mum linear speed of the robot. This equation is monotonically
increasing with the linear velocity and does not depend on the
angular velocity.

speed(v) =
v

vMAX

(4.10)

Distance free of obstacle dist(v, ω) is calculated using the equa-
tion 4.11 where d(v, ω) is the distance free of obstacles of the
curvature interval and dMAX is the maximum distance free of
obstacles, used to normalize the equation. There can be special
cases, especially in the curvature arcs with infinite curvature
radius limits boundaries, where dMAX implies that the robot
performs more than one turn. In these cases d(v, ω) is set to the
distance travelled by the robot when performs one full circum-
ference. This function is constant on each curvature interval.

dist(v, ω) =
d(v, ω)

dMAX

(4.11)

Orientation term (head(ω)) is calculated using the equation
4.12 where dHead is the heading difference to the goal, t is
a time constant and ω′ is a rotational velocity, calculated from
the linear velocity, in a way that the result of ω′ ·t of all the pairs
of linear and angular velocities that follows the same curvature
is the same. The function will be increasing or decreasing in
function of the curvature.

head(ω) = 1− |dHead− ω
′ · t|

π
(4.12)

There are two specific situations where the heading weight
(αhead) is modified: when the arc leads the robot towards the
goal and when the goal is too far away.

When the goal is too far away from the orientation of the robot
αhead is modified using the equation 4.13 where αfar is another
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weight that needs to be set. This function increases the ori-
entation weight with the orientation difference to the goal, in-
creasing the chance to turn towards the goal.

αhead = αhead · (1 + αfar ·
dHead2

π2
) (4.13)

When the curvature arc leads the robot towards the goal, its
weight is drastically increased in a way that the selection of an
arc that goes to the goal is almost sure. In order to do that, the
goal is enlarged as an obstacle (with the goal tolerance radius)
and a curvature sector is built towards it. If the evaluated
curvature arc is contained by this curvature sector (it is between
the curvature limits and its distance to travel is less or equal
than the distance to the goal) αhead is multiplied by another
weight (αgoal).

Also, a escape strategy is performed by the robot, when the
selected interval has a very small distance free of obstacles. In
this case the robot begins turning without translational speed
until a valid curvature interval is selected.

A total of five weights are involved in the selection of the best
curvature arc to follow, therefore a tuning of these weights is
needed. The algorithm always maintains the safety of the robot
(it does not select curvature arcs that goes towards an unavoid-
able collision) but it works with different behaviours:

– If αvel is the dominant weight, the robot will choose cur-
vature arcs that allows it to travel at high speeds without
regards of the orientation of the goal.

– If αdist is the dominant weight, the robot will travel in cur-
vature intervals with high distance free of obstacles (safer
intervals). As the maximum velocity is in relation with
the distance free of obstacles, the robot will also travel at
high speeds.

– If αhead is the dominant weight, the robot will head to the
goal more aggressively, even if it needs to travel slowly or
in more dangerous intervals.
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– If αgoal is set, and with a weight larger than the rest, the
robot will head directly towards the goal if it is reachable
(without obstacles in the way to the goal), which is a de-
sired behaviour.

– If αfar is not set, the algorithm tends to fail if the goal is
behind the robot. As this weight is increased, the robot
will turn towards the goal in a more aggressive way.

There is not an optimal weight configuration, as it depends
of the behaviour intended, the environment where the robot
is moving and the robot itself (its velocities and acceleration
limits).

Finally, the curvature arc that has the higher value in that cost
function will be the one commanded to the robot. As the cur-
vature arcs are limited by the velocities and accelerations of the
robot, this curvature arc (pair of linear and angular velocities)
is directly executable in differential and non holonomic robots.

Figure 4.22: CVM: Flowchart

Figure 4.22 shows the summarized flowchart of each iteration of
the algorithm, from the local mapping (light blue box), environment
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sectorisation (blue boxes), curvature selection (green boxes), to the
velocities commanded to the robot.

4.2.2 Predicted Curvature Velocity Method

CVM algorithm is able to avoid some dynamic obstacles under certain
assumptions, especially if the velocity of the obstacles is lower than
the robot one. In this case, dynamic obstacles are avoided like static
ones on each iteration.

PCVM is an extension of the CVM algorithm for dynamic obsta-
cles avoidance. In order to do that, the perception stage is modified.
This implementation was tested and presented in our work [Llama-
zares et al., 2014].

The modified perception stage uses the position of the obstacles
(after a fixed time t) within the world frame, to create the curva-
ture arcs from the robot. In this way, the robot can plan the next
movement using the future position of the obstacles, getting ahead
of the dynamic obstacles movement and anticipating the avoidance
manoeuvre.

In order to achieve this algorithm, the perception system must
provide the prediction of the dynamic obstacles position after a fixed
time, or, at least, the actual velocity of the obstacles, from which
the next position of the obstacle can be calculated assuming that the
velocities will be kept constant between iterations.

PCVM can deal better with dynamic obstacles than the original
CVM algorithm, however the use of only one future position without
the knowledge of the obstacles path can cause problems. Figure 4.23
shows one possible risky situation: the robot is situated at the origin
and orientated to the north. One future position is taken into account
in the algorithm (red circle). After the PCVM evaluation, the curva-
ture arc (shown as green line) is selected by the cost function. This
curvature arc is safe if the obstacle is static, however, as the obstacle
is moving, the curvature arc crosses the path of the obstacle and can
collide with it as the time where the robot and obstacle crosses at
the same point is not evaluated. The actual position of the obsta-
cle is shown as dashed blue circle and the movement between the
two time iterations is shown as dashed cyan lines. In order to avoid
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these unwanted and risky situations, the time where the positions are
predicted should have small value, even though when the algorithm
reacts later and in a more reactive way to the dynamic obstacles.
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Figure 4.23: PCVM: Risky Situation

4.2.3 Dynamic Curvature Velocity Method

The using of future positions of obstacles improves the avoidance of
the dynamic ones, but it has the mayor issue discussed before, as the
curvature arc selected can collide with obstacles position between the
times evaluated. Also, even when the path planned is safe, traverse
curvature arcs that crosses the obstacles path can be dangerous if
the future position of the obstacles has some prediction errors, or the
velocities of the obstacle change during time. For this reason DCVM
is proposed.

DCVM is a modification of CVM algorithm, where the movement
of the dynamic obstacles is taken into account. In order to achieve
this, the local mapping and the curvature selection stage are modified.
This algorithm has been presented in our previous work [Molinos
et al., 2014].

The first change is in the local mapping stage. The algorithm
needs to store the points detected by the laser and its velocities, that
are considered constant between time steps, in order to predict its
future positions. This information can be obtained by the proposed
local mapping stage, where the point and velocities of each cartesian
grid are stored.
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Figure 4.24 shows how the information from the local mapping
stage is transformed into the DCVM mapping stage. 4.24(a) shows
the actual detection and the prediction in the current time: cells
occupied by static obstacles are represented from red to orange colour,
depending on its occupancy level, and dynamic ones are represented
in blue colours. As the real position of the obstacle into each cell
is saved, it is used by the DCVM mapping stage (figure 4.24(b)) to
enlarge the obstacles instead of working with the cell discretisation.
Red crosses represent static obstacles, blue cross the dynamic obstacle
and the circles the enlargement radius of each one. Also, the velocities
of the dynamic obstacles are stored (blue arrow shows the magnitude
and direction of the velocities).
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Figure 4.24: DCVM: Local Mapping Stage

The curvature sectors building, from the static obstacles, and the
candidate curvature selection, are performed in the same way than
the CVM algorithm does (to the static obstacles and the current
position of the dynamic ones). Then, the predicted movement of the
obstacles is computed and checked against each evaluated curvature.

If the predicted obstacle positions and the curvature that the
robot should follow intersect (both future positions are calculated
considering that the velocities will maintain constant during time),
there is a potential risk of collision. This intersection is calculated
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considering that the obstacle will move only with linear velocity form-
ing a line, and the robot will move along a circumference of radius
vr
ωr

and its centre at the left or right of the robot, depending on the
sign of its angular velocity ωr. In order to evaluate if the collision
will be probable, the time when the robot and the obstacle will be in
the point is calculated. Equation 4.14 is used to calculate the time
where the obstacle will be in the point if it is moving only with lin-
ear velocities, where xp, yp is the intersection position between the
robot and the obstacle, xobs, yobs the current position of the obstacle
and vobs its linear velocity. In the case of the robot, equation 4.15 is
used, where xc, yc is the centre of the circumference described by the
curvature radius and xr, yr is the robot position.

tobs =

√
(xp − xobs)2 + (yp − yobs)2

vobs
(4.14)

tr =
2 · π · (atan( yc−yr

xc−xr )− atan( yc−yp
xc−xp )

|ωr|
(4.15)

If the time difference has a low value, the collision between the
obstacle and the robot (if both keep the same constant velocity) is
probable, and the algorithm should take it into account. Also, even
if the time difference has not a low value the algorithm should try to
avoid situations win which both path cross, because, as it has been
discussed in the state of the art section, if the velocity measures are
not exact or these velocities change during time, potentially risky
situations can happen. For this reason a new cost function in the
curvature arc calculation is proposed (equation 4.16).

fDCVM(vr, ωr) = fCVM(vr, ωr)−αdyn·f(vr, ωr/3)·(riskiness−Timpact)
(4.16)

In this equation, the cost value of each curvature interval is re-
duced if the riskiness parameter increases. The riskiness value can
take three different values (0, 1 or 2), depending on the minimum
|tobs − tr| that is obtained after the evaluation of all the dynamic
obstacles intersections. Two time difference threshold are set, a not
risky threshold and a collision threshold. The three possible cases
are:
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• If there are no intersections or the intersection time is over
the not risky threshold, the curvature arc is considered secure,
therefore the value of fDCVM is the same as fCVM , as the cost
function is not modified.

• If the intersection time is over the collision threshold and below
the not risky threshold, the paths cross and there will be a
possible intersection, so the value of fCVM is reduced.

• If the intersection time is below the risky threshold, a collision
is probable and the cost function is reduced in a more drastic
way.

Timpact is defined by the equation 4.17 which is the time where the
robot will be at the risky position. This function is normalised by a
maximum time value. In this way, if the risky situation is close to
the robot (time near zero) the curvature arc is more dangerous, and
if the risky situation will be far in the future (near the tmax set) the
dangerous of the arc will be decreased.

Timpact = tr/tmax (4.17)

In this way, if there are no intersection with any dynamic obsta-
cles, the algorithm works in the same way than the CVM does. If the
planned curvature arc crosses an obstacle path, the cost of that cur-
vature arc is decreased, making it less probable to be selected, with
less probability as the risky situation happens closer to the robot.
αdyn is a weight added to the cost function that needs to be tuned.
If its value increases, the probabilities of selecting curvature arcs that
does not crosses any obstacle path increases, increasing the safety of
the algorithm, but it does not guarantee that optimal paths to the
goal were planned, because paths does not cross any obstacle path
will be selected, even if following these paths moves the robot away
from the goal.

Figure 4.25 shows a simplification of the algorithm: Xr and Y r
are the cartesian positions of the robot, Xg and Yg are the cartesian
positions of the goal. Each curvature arc can be represented as a
circumference of centre (Xc,Yc) and radius r. In this simplification,
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curvature arcs (dashed and dotted lines) are created by the obsta-
cles limits and the goal. As the dynamic obstacle (red box) has a
linear movement (blue dotted line), the possible collision points are
represented as stars. Once the curvature arcs are computed, two of
them do not have any riskiness value because they do not cross with
moving obstacles path (shown with green dashed lines), one of them
goes toward a possible collision (shown with red dotted line) and have
the higher riskiness value, and another one crosses with the obstacle
path, although the collision is not probable if the obstacle and the
robot maintain the same velocities (yellow dashed line, less chance of
choice because of the riskiness value).
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Figure 4.25: DCVM Diagram

4.2.4 Conclusions

In this section, the CVM algorithm has been implemented into the
ROS framework. Due to its limitation avoiding dynamic obstacles
(the velocities of the obstacles are not taken into account), the algo-
rithm has been extended into two new proposed algorithms: PCVM
and DCVM, which are able to deal with the dynamics of the envi-
ronment.
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DCVM improves the security of the robot and the environments,
and it not only takes into account the dynamic obstacles to avoid
them, but also tries to not cross the robots path with the dynamic
obstacles path. Using the proposed cost function the security is im-
proved with respect to algorithms that only checks the unavoidable
collision scenarios in order to plan the next movement.

But these algorithms still has some flaws. As the sectorisation of
the environment is created from the enlarged obstacles, the nearness
of the obstacles is not taken into account resulting in paths that
usually go close to the enlarged obstacles, and that can be blocked if
the obstacle was not correctly detected.

Also, as the possible arcs to be evaluated are derived from the
sectorisation of the environment, its number could change drastically
during the execution, especially in dynamic environments. This re-
sults in a variation in the time needed to perform each iteration of
the algorithm (it increases as more curvature sectors are detected).
Also, this curvature arcs evaluation could result in unstable paths
because the current velocity of the robot is not taken into account in
the cost function.

Even with these flaws, DCVM algorithm has proven to be secure
and works in real dynamic environments as will be shown in the
results chapter.

4.3 Dynamic Window based Algorithms

Methods based on the curvature arc approach can avoid dynamic ob-
stacles assuring its security, but have some problems inherited from
the evaluated curvature selection and its cost function. For this rea-
son, another algorithm based on the Dynamic Window Approach
is presented: Dynamic Window for Dynamic Obstacles (DW4DO).
Therefore, its extension to a medium time search planner Dynamic
Window for Dynamic Obstacles Tree (DW4DOT) will be proposed
with the aim to increase the optimality of the path planned, although
the computational cost will be increased.
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4.3.1 Dynamic Window for Dynamic Obstacles

The Dynamic Window Approach DWA [Fox et al., 1997] is one of
the most used methods for local obstacle avoidance in mobile robots.
The idea of this method is that if it is executed with a fixed fre-
quency, only a set of velocities can be commanded to the robot due
to its acceleration and velocity limits. Between this set of velocities
(which can change on each iteration) a cost function is proposed in
order to select the best velocities to follow. DWA can be adapted for
differential, non-holonomic and holonomic mobile robots.

Our proposed implementation of this approach, called DW4DO
has some variations from the original method:

• Local mapping has been modified to include dynamic obstacles
and time information.

• Collision checking is made taking time into account, in a way
that dynamic obstacles can be avoided.

• Two different velocity windows are evaluated at the same time,
in order to help the algorithm to reach the best trajectories,
even when its acceleration limits are very low.

• A new cost function is proposed that takes into account the two
velocities windows and the dynamic obstacles.

The input of the algorithm (local mapping stage) is directly the
local mapping stage proposed at the beginning of this chapter, in a
way that dynamic obstacles can be taken into account.

DW4DO is oriented to differential or non-holonomic robot, which
moves in pair of linear and angular velocities (curvature arcs), al-
though it can be adapted (with slightly modification in the window
building and the weight function) for holonomic robots. Two set of
velocities are evaluated on each iteration of the algorithm, from two
simultaneous velocity windows centred in the robot:

• One window with velocities that are reachable by the robot in
the next iteration (limited by its acceleration and maximum
velocities), with a small velocity step. This window is called
“local window”.
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• One window with velocities bounded by the velocity limits of
the robot, with a velocity step bigger than the local window.
This window is called “best window” and calculates curvature
arcs without taking into account the kinematic constraints (ac-
celerations) of the robot.

The reason to use that two level window is because if the algo-
rithm iterates at high rates and/or the accelerations of the robot
are very low, the local window where the algorithm searches possible
trajectories could be really small, therefore paths that are reachable
in the next iterations could be discarded, and trajectories would be
planned in a very reactive way. In our implementation, the best cur-
vature arc between the velocity limits of the robot is selected first
and then used as an input to the cost function of the arc in the local
window, in a way that the selected arc can move the robot near the
best path (in the current situation) even if it is not reachable in the
next iteration.

The set of velocities to evaluate is a two dimensional matrix with
different limits and steps between its coordinates depending whether
it is the best window or the local window.

The “best window” is fixed during the execution of the program.
Its limits are: the maximum and minimum angular velocities, max-
imum linear velocity and zero. Negative linear velocities are not
considered to avoid calculating trajectories that makes the robot go
backwards (even it can be added if the robot has 360 degrees field
of view sensors.). The step between the linear and angular velocities
(can be different for both dimensions) is fixed and it is recommended
to be bigger than the local window to avoid increasing the computa-
tion cost of the program.

The limits of the local window are calculated on each iteration
of the algorithm. The window is centred in the robot and its lim-
its are defined by the equations 4.18 and 4.19 for angular veloci-
ties, and equations 4.21 and 4.20 for linear velocities, where ωinterval
and vinterval are the maximum acceleration to be considered divided
into the granularity to evaluate (the discretisation of the accelera-
tions), and ωstep and vstep are the number of intervals, in a way that
ωstep · ωinterval are the maximum velocity possible in that iteration.
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This local window is also bounded by the maximum and minimum
angular velocities, and the maximum and zero linear velocities, avoid-
ing trajectories that makes the robot moves backwards.

ωmin = −ωstep · ωinterval + ωt (4.18)

ωmax = ωstep · ωinterval + ωt (4.19)

vmin = −vstep · vinterval + vt (4.20)

vmax = vstep · vinterval + vt (4.21)

Figure 4.26 shows an example of the execution of the two step
dynamic window in velocity space (4.26(a)) and cartesian space
(4.26(b)). Red rectangle represents the robot, that is at the coor-
dinates origin, oriented to the north, and moving with linear and
angular velocity (represented as an orange square in velocity space).
Orange rectangle represents where the robot will be if it keeps its
velocities after five seconds. Blue rectangle in velocity space repre-
sents the best window discretised in squares. If the centre velocity of
each square is applied to the robot, the robot will be in five seconds
in the blue rectangles in cartesian space. Green rectangle in velocity
space represents local window, which is discretised in smaller squares
than the best window. If each velocity pair is applied, the robot will
be at green rectangles (in cartesian space) in five seconds. It can be
appreciated that the discretisation of the “local window” is in smaller
steps than the “best window”.

Once the windows are created, each pair of linear and angular ve-
locities (a curvature arc) is evaluated. To evaluate this curvature arc
positions along the curvature arc are calculated until the maximum
time limit that is set to evaluate. In order to simplify, instead of hav-
ing a fixed step between the positions, the step is adapted in a way
that each cell that the curvature arc traverses in the local grid map
has relation with only one position, and the positions are connected
to adjacent cells, avoiding “gaps” between positions that can cause
errors in the evaluation of the curvature arc.
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Figure 4.26: Dynamic Window Example

Each curvature arc is evaluated by a cost function that needs to
be maximized. The function has several terms that prizes different
behaviour of the algorithm:

• Collision: The first check of each curvature arc is whether the
movement along the arc is possible or it leads the robot to an
unavoidable collision. On each curvature arc, iterative position
checking across the arc is performed.

Three different approaches to perform the collision checking are
evaluated:

– To treat the robot like an infinitesimal point, enlarging
the obstacles to avoid collisions. It is computationally low
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demanding and can work if the robot has a circular like
footprint, but it has problems with other type of robots.

– Due the indoor mobile robots usually have nearly rectan-
gular or circular shapes, another approach is checking the
reference point of the robot (the curvature that a “point
like” robot follows over its reference axis) and the max-
imum and minimum curvature arcs that the robot body
follows. These curvature arcs need to be calculated de-
pending on the morphology of the robot and its motion
system. For example, the maximum and minimum radius
of curvature of a circular differential drive are the central
point adding or subtracting the radius of the robot.

This approach is computationally more demanding than
the infinitesimal point one, because more curvature arcs
need to be calculated and evaluated. In addition, the ap-
proach can fail in detecting collisions if the robot is big,
or the grid precision is high, because obstacles can appear
between the evaluated arcs.

– To calculate all the occupy cells at each time. It can result
in a high computer demanding algorithm, that can not run
with the time requirements of a mobile robot. The com-
putational cost can be reduced creating a discretisation of
possible orientations of the robot, its occupied cells, and
storing these configurations in a table or database. This
approach works with all kind of footprints and robots sizes.

Figure 4.27 shows the three methods applied to the same situa-
tion. The robot (represented as a red rectangle) is a differential
drive one, with a square footprint, and it is moving in a curva-
ture arc to its right and pointing to the north. In the Figures,
obstacles are represented in solid blue, and magenta lines and
polygons represent the collision checking using the three dif-
ferent methods explained before. In 4.27(a) the path is clear
because the central point of the robot does not collide with any
obstacles, but in the reality the robot will collide with both ob-
stacles. In 4.27(b) central point, maximum and minimum cur-
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Figure 4.27: Collision Checking

vature radius are evaluated, and the big obstacle is detected,
but the second one is not detected because it is between the cur-
vature radius evaluated. In 4.27(c) the footprint of the robot
is evaluated in discrete positions along the curvature arc, and
both obstacles are detected. The approach selected will depend
on the local mapping method used (enlarging obstacles or not),
the morphology of the robot and the computational power of
the computer that runs the algorithm.

Regardless of the approach used, the checking is performed eval-
uating positions from the robot till one of two possible limits:
the position is outside the local window or it is above the time
limit to evaluate. On each checking, if at least one position
(one of the arcs evaluated, or one of the cells occupied by the
footprint) is in a occupied cell, the evaluation is stopped and
the time and position of the collision are stored. A collision can
happen when one of these situations occurs:

– The cell is occupied by an static obstacle (occupancy value
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above the dangerous cell limit).

– The cell is occupied by a moving obstacle (occupancy value
above the dangerous cell limit) and the time where the cell
is occupied and where the position is evaluated are similar.

With that check the algorithm knows that if the robot follows
that curvature arc, one collision state will happen, but that
is not enough to discard this trajectory, because the robot can
vary its trajectory on each iteration. Discard all the trajectories
that lead to an obstacle can make the algorithm unable to move
in crowded environments. So, to discard a curvature arc, one
of this two situations must also happen:

– The collision will happen in less than a “security time”.

– The distance that the robot can travel along the curvature
arc is less than a “security distance”.

If at least one of these situations happen, it is considered that
following that trajectory will lead to a very dangerous scenario
or even an unavoidable collision. So this trajectory will be
discarded. All the trajectories that do not lead to a collision
are evaluated.

• Speed term: This term prizes moving at high speeds, in a
way that the global time of reaching the goal can be decreased.
There are two possible scenarios to evaluate: the goal is in
front or behind the robot. If the goal is in front of the robot
equation 4.22 calculates the cost term (speed) as a division
between current linear velocity vt and maximum linear velocity
vMAX , in a way that the value is normalized between 0 and
1 and increases as linear speed increases. The surface of this
term is constantly increasing with the linear velocity regardless
of the angular one.

(4.22)speed(vt) =
vt

vMAX
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If the goal is behind the robot, prizing highest linear velocities
can result in the performing of long curves to turn the robot
towards the goal, pushing it away from the goal and consuming
a lot of time and energy. For this reason, if the goal is behind the
robot, the speed term formula is changed to Equation 4.23. This
equation has two different terms, linear and angular velocities.
The optimal behaviour for a differential robot if the goal is
behind it could be to turn to the goal without translational
movement. For this reason lower linear speed (vt) is prized
(divided by vMAX to normalize it) and higher angular velocity
(ωt) is prized (divided by maximum angular velocity ωMAX to
normalize it). The surface of this term is symmetrical with
respect to the angular velocity axis, and has two maximums,
at v = 0,ω = ωMAX and v = 0,ω = −ωMAX . The surface
decreases until its minimum at v = vMAX ,ω = 0.

speed(vt, ωt) =(1− vt
vMAX

) · 0.5

+ (
|ωt|
ωMAX

) · 0.5
(4.23)

• Distance to goal term: this parameter prizes the curvature
arcs that move the robot to the goal. In order to evaluate
this distance, all the positions along the curvature arcs (until
a fixed time) are evaluated, and the minimum euclidean dis-
tance to the goal is saved. Once the minimum distance to the
goal is selected, Equation 4.24 is used to calculate this term,
where dgoal is the distance to the goal and it is normalized to
a fixed maximum distance dMAX . Beyond this distance all the
curvature arcs are equally bad and need to be selected based
on the other terms of the cost function. Also, the cost function
is normalized between 0 and 1, if the distance to the goal is
greater than dMAX the value of the term is zero. If the goal is
between the local window and reachable by a curvature arc, the
arc that crosses the goal has the maximum value of the surface,
decreasing its value symmetrically to the curvature arc radius
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(vt/ωt). Also, all the curvature arcs with the same radius have
the same value on this term.

(4.24)dgoal(vt, ωt) = 1− dgoal(vt, ωt)

dMAX

• Orientation to goal term: this parameter prizes the curva-
ture arcs that head the robot towards the goal, with indepen-
dence of the distance to the goal, because turns to head the
goal tends to approach the robot to it. The cost of this param-
eter is calculated using the equation 4.25, where xgoal and ygoal
are the goal cartesian positions. The evaluated position (xt′ , yt′
and θt′) is a position along the curvature arc in a time t′. In
order to obtain the same cost for all the curvature arcs of the
same curvature this time t′ is calculated using the equation 4.26
where tev is a fixed time value and the value of t′ increases as the
actual linear velocity decreases. The surface has a maximum
along the line of same curvature and decreases symmetrically
(among curvature lines) as the orientation to the goal increases.

(4.25)ogoal(vt, ωt) = 1−
|atan(

ygoal−yt′
xgoal−xt′

)|
π

− θt′

(4.26)t′ = tev ∗
vMAX

vt

• Distance to obstacles term: this parameter prizes that the
robot travel far from the obstacles. When the local map is
created, each cell can have three different types of occupancy:

– Under the non critical obstacle limit: cell is secure and
traversable.

– Between the non critical obstacle and the critical obsta-
cle limits: cell is traversable, but potentially dangerous
because it is close to an obstacle.
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– Above critical obstacle limit: cell is dangerous because
there is an obstacle and therefore it is not traversable.

Each curvature arc is evaluated within the local window, saving
the highest occupancy value of the cells that the path crosses
until a time limit. Therefore equation 4.27 calculates the value
of the term, where dob is the maximum occupancy value of the
cells traversed by the curvature arc, limitnc is the non criti-
cal obstacle limit and limitc is the critical obstacle limit. The
equation is normalized between zero and one using the maxi-
mum value of traversable cells. If the curvature arc traverses
a dangerous cell (more than critical obstacle limit occupancy
value) the equation is normalized to zero. Using this equation
all curvature arcs that not cross any occupied cell have the
maximum value and if the curvature arcs crosses an occupy cell
have a value of zero. If the curvature arc crosses cells close to
the obstacles, the value decreases as the cell is closer to the
obstacle.

dobs(vt, ωt) = 1− dob(vt, ωt)− limitnc
limitc − limitnc

(4.27)

• Distance to the best arc term: this parameter prizes cur-
vature arcs that are near the best curvature arc, even if it
is outside the local window (velocities not reachable by the
robot in the next iteration). Equation 4.28 obtains the value
of this term, where curv(vt, ωt) is the curvature of the evalu-
ated arc, curv(vbest, ωbest) is the curvature of the best arc, and
curvMAX(vmin, ωMAX) is the maximum curvature the robot can
follow. If the evaluated curvature arc has a value of infinitum
(vt = 0) equation can not be calculated and the value of the
term is set to minimum.

There is a particular scenario where the best curvature arc
has a value of infinitum (the robot turns without translational
movement). In this case the equation used is 4.29 where the
robot linear velocities that are near zero are prized, and if the
robot is turning in the same direction that the best curvature
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arc it is prized too. The surface generated by this scenario
is continuously decreasing with the linear velocity, and it has
one planar surface of 0.25 added in the angular velocities of
the same sign. There are multiple maximums of the surface
in vt = 0,sign(ωt) = sign(ωbest) and multiple minimums in
vt = vMAX ,sign(ωt) 6= sign(ωbest).

dbest(vt, ωt) = 1− |curv(vt, ωt)− curv(vbest, ωbest)|
2 · curvMAX(vmin, ωMAX)

(4.28)

dbest(vt, ωt) = 0.75 · (1− (
|vt − vbest|
vMAX

))

+0.25 · (sign(ωt) == sign(ωbest))

(4.29)

• Oscillation term: this parameter prizes the stability of the
movement, increasing the possibility of selecting an arc of the
same curvature than the current travelled arc. The equation is
similar to the “distance to the best arc” term, using the last ve-
locities values instead of the best curvature arc values (equation
4.30 and 4.31).

osc(vt, ωt) = 1− |curv(vt, ωt)− curv(vt−1, ωt−1)|
2 · curvMAX(vmin, ωMAX)

(4.30)

osc(vt, ωt) = 0.75 · (1− (
|vt − vt−1|
vMAX

))

+0.25 · (sign(ωt) == sign(ωt−1))

(4.31)

• Distance to a moving obstacle: this term increases the secu-
rity of the trajectories prizing the trajectories that do not cross
any path of a moving obstacle, even if this trajectory does not
lead to a collision. This term is added to the equation to deal
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with the uncertainties of the movement of an arbitrary object
in the environment. If the algorithm only checks collisions with
moving obstacles the robot can approach the obstacles and cut
its path, and an error in the detection or a variation in the ob-
stacle velocity can lead to an unavoidable collision. The value
of this term is calculated using the equation 4.32 where dtint is
the minimum difference time along the curvature arc where an
obstacle path and the curvature arc intersects, dtc is the critic
difference time value (used in the evaluation of the collision
with a moving obstacle) and dtnc is the non critic difference
time value, used to normalize the equation and also to avoid
discarding arcs that crosses the path of obstacles but with a
high time difference between them.

(4.32)movobs(vt, ωt) =
dtint − dtc

(dtnc − dtc)

• Curvature arc crosses the goal: if the curvature arc crosses
the goal, the weight of the curvature arc is increased by a con-
stant value in order to select one of the curvature arc that leads
to the goal, even if the total weight is less than other curva-
ture arcs (for example, it can happen if the goal is close to an
obstacle). To check that, the goal is enlarged to a circle, with
the goal tolerance radius value and is checked if at least one
cell of the arc is inside the goal. In addition, some terms of the
equation are varied:

– The distance to the goal is set to zero (Wdgoal = 1) to avoid
the discretisation errors.

– If the position where the orientation to the goal is cal-
culated is behind the goal, this term is changed to the
maximum value. If the position where the orientation to
the goal is calculated is before the goal cell, its value is
kept. In this way, the algorithm avoids obtaining low cost
values on this term when the robot is close to the goal.
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– The distance to a static obstacle or moving obstacle is
only checked if the cell is before the goal. If the obstacle is
behind the cell that crosses the goal, it is not computed.
Varying these terms, the algorithm avoids lowering the
value of curvature arcs that leads to the goal if there are
obstacles behind it.

The cost value of each curvature arc is calculated by equation
4.33, where each term is multiplied by a weight α. If the curvature
arc leads to a collision the value of the equation is set to zero and
if the goal is traversed the cost function is increased by a multiplier
value (αgoal).

f(vt, ωt) =αspeed · speed(vt, ωt) + αdgoal · dgoal(vt, ωt)
+ αogoal · ogoal(vt) + αdobs · dobs(vt)
+ αdbest · dbest(vt) + αosc · osc(vt)
+ αwmovobs ·movobs(vt)

(4.33)

Each term of the equation is normalized between zero and one.
The sum of the weights is also normalized between zero and one. The
maximum value of the equation, if the goal is not crossed, is the unity,
and if the goal is crossed, is the goal multiplier term αgoal.

This set of parameters need to be tuned, depending on the sce-
nario, the robot, and the behaviour that is intended. If αspeed is the
predominant weight, the algorithm prizes curvature arcs with high
linear speeds (or angular speeds if the goal is behind the robot). If
αdgoal is the predominant weight the algorithm will prize getting close
to the goal. If αogoal is the predominant weight, the algorithm will
prize moves towards the goal. If αdobs is the predominant weight, the
algorithm will move away the enlarged obstacles, even when possi-
ble paths to the goal will be discarded. If αdbest is the predominant
weight, the algorithm will tend to follow the “best window” arc even
if the arc is not good in the rest of terms evaluated. Setting αosc to
higher values increases the stability of the robot but can cause that
the robot does not turn at all once a velocity is selected. The higher
αwmovobs is set, less chance of selecting paths that crosses dynamic
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obstacles will be. If αgoal is set to high values, the robot will go
aggressively to the goal when it is reachable in the robot nearby.

Figure 4.28: DW4DO: Flowchart

Figure 4.28 summarises the algorithm workflow on each iteration.
First the local map is built, then the two velocities window are eval-
uated: first the “best window” and then the “local window”. Finally,
the selected pair of velocities are commanded to the robot.

4.3.2 Dynamic Window for Dynamic Obstacles
Tree

DW4DO is able to guide the robot towards the goal avoiding dynamic
obstacles, at the same time that keeps it away from static obstacles,
but the path followed can be improved if information about future
paths is available.

In this proposed extension DW4DOT, instead of considering the
velocity of the robot constant, a DW4DO algorithm is executed in
several future times. In this way, the algorithm is able to plan more
than one unique velocity to command the robot. However, due to the
initial position of each iteration varies, and the local map does not,
the information of the subsequent iterations are not reliable enough
and must not be commanded to the robot directly in an open loop
mode.
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Using the previous method, instead of searching the next com-
manding curvature arcs, the proposed algorithm will select the best
commanding arc, but taking into account the next ones in the search,
in a way that can select a curvature arc that is not the best in the
current situation but leads to better path in the future.

In order to do that, a tree of a predefined depth is built following
the algorithm:

• DW4DO is evaluated at each time for each branch and level
of the tree. On each iteration the initial position and velocities
used to build the dynamic window vary: if the depth is 1 (initial
branch) they are the current position and velocities of the robot,
if the depth is more than one the initial position and velocities
of this arc are the final position and the velocities of its parent
arc (that has been evaluated for a fixed time).

• After the evaluation of the DW4DO algorithm for each level, a
set of the evaluated arcs are selected to create the next level to
be evaluated.

After the tree creation, each path is evaluated using a backward
algorithm and the cost of each path is the sum of each individual arc
traversed cost.

In order to build the arcs tree, different strategies are proposed:

• Depth First technique: It creates a tree of single width,
selecting the best curvature arc each time. This can be used for
commanding future positions to the robot, or even extending
the algorithm to a global planner, but it is not useful for our
approach, due to the selected curvature arc will be the same as
only evaluates the first branch of the tree, and the subsequent
evaluation only consumes computational resources.

• Breadth First technique: It extends the tree and keeps all
the possible curvature arcs evaluated, selecting the best path
after the tree is built using a backtracking algorithm. This
technique assures that the algorithm find the best path, nev-
ertheless, the computational load increases a lot and can not
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satisfy the time requirements for a local obstacle avoidance al-
gorithm.

• Set of Best Arcs: It builds the tree from a set of the best
arcs on each branch. This technique reduces the complexity of
the tree and it works as a “guided search”. However, selecting
the best curvature arcs when the accelerations of the robot are
low, usually yields in very similar paths, which is not a signifi-
cant improvement with respect to DW4DO algorithm, and the
computational requirements increase.

• Set of Weighted Best Arcs: It builds the tree from a set of
the best arcs on each branch. However, in order to increase the
difference between the paths and to increase the chance to find
the best solution, even when the first arcs of the tree are not
the best, the arcs to create the next branch are selected using
this method:

1. The best cost of each node is always kept.

2. The second arc is selected as one which cost is, at least,
1/k times the best interval and its curvature radius is at
least c away from the best arc.

3. If there are none curvature arcs that satisfies that restric-
tions, the search is repeated reducing the distance itera-
tively until a second curvature arc is selected.

In this way, the complexity is reduced with respect to the
Breadth First Technique. In addition, the chance of finding
the optimal path, when the accelerations of the robot are low,
increases with respect to the set of best arcs technique.

Figure 4.29 shows an example of the tree building using the tech-
niques explained before. The maximum level of the tree is set to three
(branches of each level are shown in red, blue and purple). From each
position a maximum number of three child are calculated. The se-
lected path on each scenario is represented in light green colour. The
red box is an obstacle and the red circle is the goal to reach. Breadth
first technique (figure 4.29(a)) is able to obtain the best path, but all
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the paths need to be evaluated (in the example, 27 possible paths).
Depth First technique (figure 4.29(b)) only evaluates one path but
the result is not optimal (the best arc in the first branch does not pro-
duce the best whole path). Set of best arcs technique (figure 4.29(c))
is able to find the best path to the goal (it is obtained from the second
best arc in the first evaluation) with less paths evaluated than the
breadth first technique (in the example, 8 paths instead of 27). Set of
weighted best arcs technique (figure 4.29(d)) is also able to reach the
optimal path, and the difference of all the generated paths is bigger
than the set of best arcs technique, which can find the best path in
more situations when it is not found within the first best arcs.
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Figure 4.29: DW4DOT: Tree building techniques

The proposed method allows the algorithm to command velocities
to the robot that can reach better positions in the future steps, even
when the current arc followed is not the best one. Keeping intervals,
with a curvature difference from the best arc, increases the differ-
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ence of the paths evaluated, resulting in more possibilities of finding
different and better paths than the straightforward best one.

4.3.3 Conclusions

In this section, a proposal to avoid dynamic obstacles based on the
DWA has been explained (DW4DO). This algorithm is able to work
in real environments improving some flaws of the CVM based algo-
rithms:

• It improves the security of the avoidance manoeuvre working
with a two limits occupancy grid. In that way, the obstacles do
not need to be enlarged more to keep the robot away from it.
The robot will travel away from the obstacles but can cross the
second level occupancy cells if it is necessary in order to reach
the goal.

• The algorithm prizes the stability of the path planned, taking
into account the previous velocities of the robot.

• The computational time required by the algorithm is more sta-
ble, as the same number of arcs are evaluated on each iteration.

Also, an issue of the obstacle algorithms that takes dynamics into
account has been detected: paths that are not reachable in the next
iteration are not evaluated. This could be a big issue if the algorithm
works at high frequencies or the robot has low acceleration limits.
For this reason, a two level dynamic window is proposed to calculate
better paths to the goal.

The algorithm has proven to work in real scenarios, improving the
performance of the CVM based algorithms in most of the tests (shown
in results section). This algorithm can be extended to holonomic
robots that can move generating other movement primitives (not only
curvature arcs) changing some terms in the cost function, which is
an extension that can not be done in CVM based algorithms.

DW4DOT extends this algorithm to a planner beside the local
window of the robot. It calculates possible paths further in time
using a proposed tree building method in order to reduce the number
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of paths evaluated. This algorithm has proven to work, however the
computational requirements increase, making it not suitable for some
real applications where the computers has not enough computational
power or the time requirements can not been satisfied.

4.4 Dynamic Lattice Planner

The previously proposed obstacle avoidance methods are able to avoid
dynamic obstacles and they can work in complex environment. But
their local goals are provided by global planners that do not take into
account the dynamics of the environment.

In this section a global planner that can produce routes for the
robot, taking into account the dynamic of the environment (or even
more semantic information and restrictions) is proposed: Dynamic
Lattice Planner (DLP).

The idea of this algorithm is to use a State Lattice Planner, that
generates future positions state of the robot. The validity of this
positions can be evaluated in a similar way than DW4DO collision
checking works. Also, the next positions reachable from each posi-
tion are calculated based on the Dynamic Window Approach. This
kind of planner has the time information implicit on each evaluated
position, in a way that dynamic obstacles can be taken into account.
In addition, the route planned can be directly followed by the robot
with a local control stage.

However, planning in this state dimension could be very complex
and it does not guarantee the time constraints of our application. For
this reason, firstly a 2D A* path search is performed and each goal
obtained is provided to the DLP as local goals in order to reduce the
search space.

• A* path searching: Searching a path to the goal in a grid
map can be an unbound problem. For that, heuristic algorithms
like A* are proposed. In DLP a guided search algorithm A* in
2D cartesian space is executed to obtain a path that is used as
a guideline for the Lattice State Planner.

The input of the algorithm is an occupancy grid map of a fixed
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squared grid size, which each cell can have a value between -
1 and 255. The cell has the value -1 if it is unknown, 0 if it
is totally free of obstacles, 255 when it is sure than a obstacle
occupies the cell, and a number that decreases between 255 and
0 as the cell is further the obstacle.

Each node evaluated has a cost to the goal and the path can
be recovered as a gradient that begins in the goal and travels
to the origin. The problem is that calculating the cost of each
node can be computationally expensive.

The solution proposed by the A* algorithm is to calculate the
cost of the nodes that have influence on the path, leaving as
unknown the other nodes. Prior to the calculation of the whole
path it is impossible to know what cells have influence or not
in the path, so this algorithm always calculates the cost of the
best candidate.

The A* algorithm orders the nodes in a tree. Each node, in a
2D map, is inside a cell of the map, and it is connected to 4
or 8 nodes/cells (depending if we consider moving diagonally a
valid motion or not) and it is reached from another cell (parent
node). So, the algorithm works as follows:

– Evaluate the cells connected with the first candidate
(starting node).

– Move the evaluated node to a evaluated list.

– Select minimum cost node from the not evaluated list.

– Evaluate nodes connected with the candidate and move
this candidate to the evaluated cells list.

– Repeat the step until the goal cell is reached.

– Recover the path from the evaluated nodes list, from the
last node (goal cell) to the beginning.

The cost of each cell is calculated using the following cost func-
tion (equation 4.34):

costnode = distgoal + disttravel (4.34)
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– If the cell where the node is evaluated is occupied by an
obstacle it is considered as not reachable (its cost is infi-
nite) and is not put inside the candidate list.

– The euclidean distance to the goal (distgoal).

– The distance travelled in order to reach the cell (disttravel).

Using this cost function, the cost to the goal will be kept con-
stant between cells if the goal is reachable in a straight line (the
distance travelled increases at the same time that the distance
to the goal decreases). If the goal is not reachable in a straight
line, the cost of the path increases, and the total length of the
path is taken into account (distance travelled term) in order
to select the best candidates. Figure 4.30 shows an example
where the goal is in front of the robot blocked by an obstacle.
The evaluated cells are shown as boxes, and their cost to the
goal goes from red (low cost) to purple (high cost). It can be
appreciated how the cells that directs the robot to the goal in a
straight line has the same values (red cells in the left side of the
image). However, in order to reach the goal, cells with more
cost to traverse need to be evaluated to surround the obstacle.

Figure 4.30: A* Path Planning Example

A problem that this algorithm has is how to avoid the infinite
loops as a cell can be reached following an unbounded number
of different paths. In order to avoid the infinite loops, if there
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are two nodes located in the same cartesian cell, the algorithm
only keeps the one with the best cost. If the cost is equal,
the less distance travelled is the one that is kept. Using this
algorithm, if a cell is reached following a longest path than one
that has already been evaluated, this path is discarded.

Using this algorithm a path to the goal is obtained, but can not
be guaranteed that is the best possible path as all the possible
path combinations has not been evaluated. In addition, the
time employed in obtaining the path can not be known prior to
the calculation, it could be between the time consumption in
evaluate the cells that connect the goal to the origin in a straight
line (best case) till the evaluation of all the grid possible paths
(worst case).

One of the problems of this approach is related to the map
resolution. Ideally, the higher possible resolution of a map is
desired, but the time consumption of the algorithm is directly
related to it. As the A* search is used as an input for DLP it
could be not affordable. On the other hand, if the resolution is
too low, possible paths to the goal can be blocked.

Our proposal is to use a multi-resolution map according to this
technique: the algorithm plans in the low resolution map avail-
able, but when a cell is occupied, it searches in the next resolu-
tion map iteratively until the cell is free of obstacles or the plan
is done in the higher resolution. Using this technique, there are
two important improvements:

– If the environment is free of obstacles, the A* search time
decreases (as the cells are squared, and each resolution is
divided by two, there are four times less cells to evaluate
on each incrementally lower resolution).

– As the path planning is performed in the higher resolution
maps when a zone is full of obstacles, narrower paths to
the goal can be evaluated. Using fixed low resolutions this
paths can not been achieved.

In order to build the multi resolution map, several layers need
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to be calculated. The first layer is the higher resolution one,
and each layer above it has 4 time less cells than the previous
one, due to each cell of this layer has the size of 4 cells of the
lower layer. The occupation of each cell is the mean value of
the corresponding cells in the lower layer.

Figure 4.31 shows an example of a three level resolution map. In
the figure the occupancy value goes from darker colours (high
occupancy) to lighter ones (less occupancy). White cells are
free of obstacles. It can be seen how there are more possible
paths to plan in the higher resolution maps (more cells free of
obstacles), because each cell of the lower resolutions has the
mean value of four cells in the higher one.
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Figure 4.31: Multilevel Grid Map

The A* search algorithm is adapted in order to change dynam-
ically between lower and higher resolution maps. The proposed
method works as follows:

– Algorithm begins planning in the maximum resolution to
obtain the accurate initial position of the robot, evaluates
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the cells around it in the same way than the explained A*
does.

– If a evaluated cell is free, check the upper level (lower
resolution) corresponding cell. If the cell is free continue
searching the lower resolution until a cell is occupied or the
minimum resolution map is reached. The candidate cell
will be the lower resolution free cell evaluated. Using this
method the algorithm is able to plan in lower resolutions
when the area is free of obstacles.

– If there is a cell blocked by an obstacle around the current
cell, the algorithm evaluates the cells that correspond to
it in the lower layer (higher resolution). If there is a free
cell in this level, select this as a candidate child. If not,
continue evaluating the lower layers (higher resolutions)
till one free cell is detected or the maximum resolution is
reached. Using this method the algorithm is able to plan
paths that reach the goal in narrow environments.

With these improvements, the cells that are far from the obsta-
cles are evaluated faster, and the narrow paths are not blocked.
In the worst case scenario (a environment really full of obsta-
cles) this implementation works as the A* planner in the max-
imum resolution and in the best case scenario (an environment
where there is not obstacles between the goal and the origin) it
works several times faster than the previous one.

Another issue of discussion is how to select the number of lay-
ers, because the computational cost increases as the number of
layers increases. Planning in the multi-resolution map could be
very computationally expensive if there are many layers, the
map is big and crowded of obstacles or the higher resolution is
really small. Our algorithm searches in the map building which
is the lower and higher gap in the map (in vertical and horizon-
tal coordinates) and sets the maximum and minimum levels of
the map to this values.

• DLP Route Search: A* was able to calculate a path in a
fast way, but this path could not be directly followed by the
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robot, unless it was an holonomic one, due to its kinematic
constraints. Also, the time is not implied in the path calculus.
Non-holonomic robots has to plan their movements in more
state dimensions than the cartesian ones in order to be di-
rectly commanding to the robot: x-y coordinates, heading of
the robot, linear and angular velocities of the robot and, even,
time. If the result of the planning algorithm produces directly
commanding inputs to the robot, it is called route instead of
path.

Planning in this dimensional space can be very computational
and time demanding. For this reason the space is discretised
and a lattice state planner is used which fit to all the possible
motions of non holonomic robots.

To build a tree of feasible commands of the robot, there are
some parameters that are need to be set, in a very similar way
than the DW4DO works:

– Time step where the velocities are considered constant.

– Velocity and acceleration limits, in order to calculate
reachable commanding velocities.

– Linear and angular velocities steps. How many velocities
are evaluated each step.

The state lattice planner tree is built and evaluated using an A*
search algorithm. Each evaluated state in the tree has a cost,
and can be already evaluated or not. On each iteration, the
state with the best cost value, from the list that has not been
evaluated yet, is selected and its connected states are created
in the tree. Once the final state is reached, the path can be
obtained using a backtracking algorithm.

The cost function (equation 4.35) of each position has four
terms:

coststate = distgoal + disttravel + or + v (4.35)
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– Euclidean distance to the goal (distgoal). This term re-
duces as the path is close to the goal.

– Cost to reach the state (disttravel). The sum of distance
travelled to reach this state. This term increments with
the path length.

– Orientation to the goal (or). This term reduces the cost
of the state when the robot is oriented towards the goal,
which usually produces commands that move the robot
close to the goal.

– Linear velocity of the state (v). This term increases the
cost of the state as lower velocities are produced in a way
that the algorithm tends to calculate faster paths to the
goal.

A collision checking (using the discretised footprint of the robot
as was explained in the DW4DO section) is performed on each
arc that joint two consecutive states. If there is a collision in
the arc followed, the resulting state is discarded.

Using the proposed cost function, planning can be done using
only three dimensions: the cartesian states and the time steps.
The infinite loops are avoided keeping only the best cost state
on each cube. Introducing the orientation to the goal term
in the cost function avoids the discretisation of the map into
angular positions, because if two states with the same euclidean
distance to the goal and cost to reach the state are in the same
cube, the algorithm will keep the one with the best orientation
to the goal.

DLP is able to plan a route that is directly commanding to the
robot. However, the creation of the connected state to each
one is computationally more complex than the cells evaluation
in the A* path search. Planning an State Lattice Planner when
the goal is far from the robot results in the evaluation of a high
number of states which could not satisfy time constraints. For
this reason, the euclidean distance is calculated to each A* path
position, using this path as a guide for the DLP route.
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To avoid dynamic obstacles the time has to be also taken into
account. In order to do that, the range of our proposed lo-
cal mapping algorithm is extended to the whole environment,
obtaining the static and dynamic obstacles from a global in-
formation system instead of directly from the sensors. Using
this map, collision checking can be made taking into account
dynamic obstacles and the route planner is able to avoid them.

On the other hand, using this mapping technique, increases the
search state as the time dimension is included, but allows the
robot to plan movements when it should turn without linear
displacement or even being still. This derives in a big improve-
ment with respect to local navigation scenarios because it allows
to solve a very singular scenario: the best route to the goal is to
keep the robot stopped during a time until an obstacle unblocks
the route to the goal.

As the map is built in the same way than the local navigation
algorithms do, it could be dynamically improved with the mea-
surement sensors of the robot, and even using the same map
(with two different windows) to follow the route planned using
a local obstacle avoidance algorithm.

The cell map proposed along with the route planning also allows
including more information apart from the occupancy (in space
and time) values: direction allowed in the cell (which it is useful
for autonomous car), cost of the cell (if there are zones in the
environment that is preferred not to be traversed by the robot),
etc.

Figure 4.32 summarises the algorithm workflow. The pale orange
boxes are stages related with the multi resolution map building pro-
cess. Blue boxes represents the cartesian A* path planning which
is used as an input to the DLP Route planning. Finally, a control
algorithm (explained in Appendix A.3) generates valid commands for
the robot in order to follow the route generated.

In this section, a global route planner which can take dynamic ob-
stacles into consideration has been proposed. The algorithm is based
on a Lattice State Planner and due to the cost function and the node
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Figure 4.32: DLP: Flowchart

expansion technique proposed it is able to calculate possible routes
reducing the complexity of the searching space. The performance
of the algorithm is improved using a simpler A* Path Planning to
generate a valid path that can be used as a guideline for the route.

The proposed local mapping technique has been extended to be
used in global maps allowing the algorithm to avoid dynamic ob-
stacles. Also, a technique to build multi resolution maps has been
developed, improving the performance of the path search.

The DLP is able to solve some situations where obstacle avoidance
algorithms can not solve, like waiting for an obstacle to move in order
to reach the goal. Tests to prove the performance of DLP algorithm
have been presented in the results section.

DLP can be extended to take semantic information into account,
and it is suitable to be used in car like environments where route must
take into account restrictions like lane directions, velocity limits or
semaphores.



Chapter 5

Results

In this chapter experiments using the algorithms proposed in the
development section will be performed. Firstly, experiments will be
carried out in simulation (using the Gazebo 3D simulator) in order to
test the performance of each algorithm without localisation and per-
ception errors. Secondly, tests will be achieved under real conditions
with a real platform, testing the navigation algorithms along locali-
sation and perception algorithms. Finally, tests in the ABSYNTHE
and RoboShop projects will be explained.

5.1 Simulation Results

In this section experiments will be performed using differential drive
platforms under Gazebo simulation environment, in order to test the
behaviour of each algorithm proposed in the chapter 4.

5.1.1 Parameters Sensitivity Studio

Before performing tests in challenging scenarios, the sensitivity of
parameters for each obstacle avoidance algorithm is tested. Tests are
carried out where the goal is near the robot in a way that a global
planner is not needed.

The set up for all the algorithms is the same: each algorithm is
executed in the simulated RoboShop differential drive robot, which
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velocities are limited to 0.4 m/s (linear velocity) and 40o/s (angular
velocity) for security in indoor scenarios. The range sensor used is
a Hokuyo URG-04LX with 5 meters coverage and its field of view
limited to 180o. This laser is mounted approximately at 0.5m from the
floor. The local map has the same dimensions for all the simulations,
which are 10mx10m with a cell size of 10 cm. Each obstacle has a
critic enlargement radius of 0.6 m and an additional 0.2 m of non
critic enlargement radius.

For considering that an execution has reached the goal, the robot
should be closer than 30 cm to it.

Some parameters are evaluated for each test: travelled distance
d, time expended t, mean linear velocity v, mean absolute angular
velocity |ω| and velocities standard deviation σ2

v and σ2
ω. Each pa-

rameter is affected by the environment (for example, in scenarios with
curve walls it is more probable that the angular velocity increases)
but allows to compare several configurations in the same scenario.
These parameters give an idea about the efficiency of the algorithm
(d), its speed (v, and t) and its smoothness (|ω|, σ2

v and σ2
ω). Images

of the path performed by each experiment are also shown in figures,
in a way that the behaviour of each algorithm can be explained.

The sensitivity of parameters is studied under static scenarios
conditions. Only CVM and DW4DO algorithms are deeply studied
in these experiments, because the other algorithms (PCVM, DCVM
and DW4DOT) use the same cost function with some additions to
avoid dynamic obstacles (PCVM,DCVM) or to plan further in time
(DW4DOT).

The three scenarios are:

• First scenario: an empty environment with the goal at 6 metres
in front of the robot and a box of 1m x 1m situated in the
natural path of the robot. In this scenario the ability to avoid
obstacles is tested.

• Second scenario: a goal at 6 metres in front of the robot blocked
by a big obstacle formed by a box of 1m x 1m and a wall of 4
metres, and symmetrical to the axis that joins the robot and
the goal. The goal is in the middle of a “corridor” formed by
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two walls. In this scenario the ability to avoid big obstacles,
and the ability to enter corridors are tested.

• Third scenario: an empty environment with four consecutive
goals, one behind the robot and the other three at the left or
right of the previous one, forcing the robot to turn in order to
reach each one. In this scenario, the ability to follow different
goals is tested.

The first algorithm to be tested is CVM. The cost function is
affected by three weights (αdist,αheading and αspeed) so seven configu-
rations are tested: three configurations that set one of the weight to
zero in order the check the effect of this parameter in the avoidance,
three configurations that set one of the weights as the predominant
weight of the function (it doubles the second one) and a configuration
where all the weights are equally set.

• First Scenario: In this scenario we tested how setting to zero
any of the parameters makes the algorithm unable to avoid
obstacles in the path of the goal. Figure 5.1 shows the path
performed by the robot in several colours. If αdistance is set to
zero (plain blue line in figure), the algorithm tries to drive the
robot regardless of the distance that can traverse and finally
gets stuck close to an obstacle. If αheading is set to zero the
robot does not go towards the goal and falls into a local minima
traversing in circles (red line in figure). If αspeed is set to zero
it is equally good moving or not in a curvature sector, and the
robot finally get stuck close to the obstacle (light green line in
figure).

In table 5.1 a summary of the working executions is shown.
The best results are obtained setting αspeed as the predominant
value, however the avoidance manoeuvres performed by the pre-
dominant αdist, αspeed and equally set weights are very similar.
In the case of αheading being the predominant weight, the avoid-
ance of the algorithm is harmed, because there are local minima
between avoiding the obstacle and turning away from the goal
resulting in the robot continues its movement until the obsta-
cle is close. Finally the robot is able to avoid the obstacle but
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Figure 5.1: CVM Parameters Test: Scenario 1

spending most time and with more velocity changes (pink line
in the figure).

Configuration d t v σ2
v |ω| σ2

ω

Predominant αdist 7.059 19.15 0.37 0.064 8.72 9.33
Predominant αheading 7.141 24.85 0.30 0.146 10.39 13.45
Predominant αspeed 7.037 18.91 0.38 0.050 8.76 9.25
Equal α 7.038 19.05 0.37 0.062 8.76 9.35

Table 5.1: CVM Parameters Test: Scenario 1: Results

• Second Scenario: In this scenario, only the successful tests
from the previous one are tested. Paths performed are shown
in figure 5.2 and the data collected in table 5.2.

Configurations that have more weight in the αheading (predomi-
nant αheading, shown in pink line, and equal set weights, shown
in grey) have problems with the obstacle avoidance, because
the robot needs to get to an orientation really away from the
goal in order to avoid it. One of the configurations gets stuck in
a local minima and the other one is able to reach the goal but
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Figure 5.2: CVM Parameters Test: Scenario 2

performing a non desirable path. Predominant αdist and pre-
dominant αspeed configurations are able to reach the goal, and
predominant αspeed achieve the best result. However, predom-
inant αdist keep more away from obstacles performing a safer
avoidance (although in this scenario the avoidance manoeuvre
is very similar).

Configuration d t v σ2
v |ω| σ2

ω

Predominant αdist 8.89 26.93 33.21 10.715 12.67 15.19
Predominant αheading 13.40 41.16 32.30 12.311 20.85 23.58
Predominant αspeed 8.55 22.87 37.77 6.058 8.47 11.53

Table 5.2: CVM Parameters Test: Scenario 2: Results

• Third Scenario: In this scenario, only the configurations that
have one weight as the predominant one are tested (the other
configurations have previously failed). Paths performed by the
robot are shown in Figure 5.3 and the results in Table 5.3.

In this scenario the three configurations are able to reach the
goal and the manoeuvres performed are very similar, only with
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Figure 5.3: CVM Parameters Test: Scenario 3: Results

the predominant αdist configuration making a slightly longer
path, especially in the last turn.

Configuration d t v σ2
v |ω| σ2

ω

Predominant αdist 14.79 40.33 36.80 8.020 12.87 18.30
Predominant αheading 14.46 39.66 36.53 8.346 12.63 19.08
Predominant αspeed 14.34 39.22 36.79 7.839 13.14 19.78

Table 5.3: CVM Parameters Test: Scenario 3: Results

With the information obtained from the performed tests, it is con-
cluded that the configurations where αdist or αspeed are predominant
in the cost function are valid. For the next tests, the configuration
where αdist has a high value will be selected, because it is the valid
one that produces more safer avoidance in the presence of obstacles,
even when it is not the faster configuration.

Cost function of DW4DO algorithm has more terms involved, so
twelve configurations are tested where each weight of the cost function
(αspeed, αdgoal, αdobs, αdbest, αosc and αogoal) is set to zero and to the
predominant value of the cost function, in order to test the influence
of each parameter in the cost function.
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Among with these configurations, a configuration proposed (pro-
posed α) is tested, where the weights are the following adjusted to
an expected behaviour: αwmovobs = 0.5, αdbest = 0.25, αdobs = 0.25,
αogoal = 0.2, αspeed = 0.15, αdgoal = 0.1, αosc = 0.1. Using this con-
figuration the robot tries to reach the “best window” arc at the same
time that keeps away from obstacles. Then the algorithm selects an
arc that is oriented to the goal, with high speed, and that approaches
the goal. Finally the αosc is set to a low value in order to aid the sta-
bility of the algorithm without avoiding varying the trajectory. All
these configurations evaluate each possible arc travelled during ten
seconds. In addition, a configuration where the paths are evaluated
during five seconds is tested to determine how this time evaluation
affects the algorithm.

• First Scenario: the paths performed by the robot in these
tests are shown in Figure 5.4 and the results obtained in Table
5.4. In this scenario, almost all configurations are able to reach
the goal. Failing configurations are:

– No αspeed, shown as red line in the figure. This configura-
tion fails when the robot approaches the goal, because all
the possible velocities are equally good, and avoiding the
obstacle moves the robot away from the path to the goal,
reducing the rest of the parameters. Finally the robot is
stuck close to the obstacle and it is unable to continue.

– Predominant αosc is shown as turquoise line in the figure.
With this weight set the robot tends to keep moving in
the same direction once is selected, and it fails trapped in
circular movement.

– Predominant αogoal. In this case, it is getting away from
the line that joins the robot and the goal decreases the
value of the cost function, getting the robot stuck close to
the obstacle.

All the other configurations perform a similar obstacle avoid-
ance with the exception of two of them: predominant αspeed
(shown in bright green) that gets too close to the obstacle,
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Figure 5.4: DW4DO Parameters Test: Scenario 1

forcing an escape manoeuvre and delaying to reach the goal,
and prediction in 5 seconds that goes in a straighter path. The
faster configuration has been the no αdgoal one.

Configuration d t v σ2
v |ω| σ2

ω

Proposed α 7.98 21.73 0.36 0.086 0.17 0.17
Predominant αspeed 8.71 34.54 0.23 0.171 0.21 0.25
No αdgoal 7.21 19.60 0.36 0.087 0.16 0.17
Predominant αdgoal 7.49 20.49 0.36 0.089 0.16 0.16
No αdobs 7.90 26.26 0.28 0.149 0.15 0.17
Predominant αdobs 7.75 20.88 0.36 0.086 0.16 0.17
No αdbest 7.77 21.08 0.36 0.090 0.16 0.16
Predominant αdbest 8.24 22.59 0.35 0.095 0.17 0.18
No αosc 7.82 21.23 0.36 0.087 0.17 0.17
No αogoal 7.99 21.43 0.36 0.083 0.17 0.17
Prediction 5 seconds 7.31 19.67 0.37 0.063 0.17 0.20

Table 5.4: DW4DO Parameters Test: Scenario 1: Results
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• Second scenario: Paths performed by the robot are shown in
Figure 5.5 and the data collected in Table 5.5. In this more
complex scenario more algorithms failed. Predominant and no
αdgoal fails to avoid the big obstacle (shown in bright pink and
black respectively). Predominant αdgoal is unable to avoid the
obstacle because all the possible paths gets the robot away from
the goal, and no αdgoal fails because it gets very close to the
obstacle. In the same way, no setting αdobs results in the robot
getting stuck in the enlarged obstacle (yellow line). Setting
the αdbest as the predominant one can result in failure in the
algorithm, because the robot will always try to reach the best
arc even when it is impossible (brown line). No setting the
αogoal also results in a failure: the robot begins avoiding the big
obstacle but it is unable to turn again to the goal getting stuck
in a local minima.
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Figure 5.5: DW4DO Parameters Test: Scenario 2

The rest of the configurations are able to reach the goal. In a
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similar way, only with the 5 seconds prediction the performance
results in a straighter path (light pink line). Predominant αspeed
and no αosc result in straighter but more riskier paths. While
the other ones perform a very similar manoeuvre.

Configuration d t v σ2
v |ω| σ2

ω

Proposed α 9.59 25.57 0.37 0.079 0.17 0.17
Predominant αspeed 9.86 26.23 0.37 0.076 0.17 0.18
Predominant αdobs 9.66 25.89 0.37 0.078 0.16 0.16
No αdbest 9.62 25.82 0.37 0.079 0.16 0.16
No αosc 9.58 25.64 0.37 0.079 0.16 0.16
Prediction 5 seconds 9.21 24.28 0.38 0.052 0.16 0.18

Table 5.5: DW4DO Parameters Test: Scenario 2: Results

• Third Scenario: the paths followed by the different configu-
rations are shown in Figure 5.6 and the results in Table 5.6. In
this scenario two configurations failed: no setting αdbest it can
result in fail reaching the goal (bright turquoise line) and keep
the robot going in circles around it. In the same way, setting
αspeed to a high value it can result in similar fails, because the
robot is not able to turn enough to reach the goal getting stuck
in a local minima.

The other configurations are able to reach the goal, but with
different behaviours. Proposed α and predominant αdobs works
in a very similar way because there are no obstacles in the
scenario (αdobs does not affect the velocities selection) and the
differences are caused by the simulator variations. Setting αosc
to zero will cause more unstable manoeuvres (black line) and
traversing more distance. Setting the prediction to five seconds
cause a path significantly more straight and short than the rest.

With the information obtained from these tests it is concluded
that the proposed weight configuration is a right choice and it will
be used. However, setting the prediction time to 5 seconds instead of
10 seconds will improve the followed path, but it can have problems
with moving obstacles. So, in the next tests both configurations will
be used, depending on if a global planner is involved (reducing the
prediction time) or not.
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Figure 5.6: DW4DO Parameters Test: Scenario 3

Configuration d t v σ2
v |ω| σ2

ω

Proposed α 15.05 55.30 0.27 0.164 0.16 0.19
Predominant αdobs 15.29 54.27 0.28 0.162 0.17 0.20
No αosc 21.67 69.41 0.31 0.146 0.21 0.16
Prediction 5 seconds 12.96 53.20 0.24 0.173 0.19 0.27

Table 5.6: DW4DO Parameters Test: Scenario 3

5.1.2 Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance

In this section, tests are performed where the robot must avoid dy-
namic obstacles simulating real life scenarios.

Dynamic obstacles are simulated as robots in order to control their
movement, with a box on the top of 0.7m x 0.4m, and moving with
constant velocities. As the position and velocities of each robot can
be obtained from the simulator, an algorithm has been developed to
associate the laser impacts to the obstacles, subsequently obtaining
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the velocities of each point of the laser as the algorithms need.
The parameters that has been used for each algorithm, and kept

during the different tests are the following:

• CVM cost function has the weights: 0.6 for distance (αdist), 0.3
for heading (αheading) and 0.1 for speed (αspeed), where the αdist
is the predominant one as has been obtained in the parameter
sensitivity section. Using this parameters the robot selects a
curvature arc based on three criteria in order of importance:
maximizing the chances of selecting an arc that faces the goal,
then selecting a curvature arc with maximum distance free of
obstacles increasing the security of the navigation and finally
selecting a path that maximizes the linear velocity of the robot.

• PCVM algorithm uses the same cost function, and the inputs
of the local mapping are the predictions of 2 seconds ahead the
current iteration.

• DCVM uses the same cost function adding the weight of the
moving obstacles (αdyn) which is set to 1 in order that the
resulting cost had one third of the CVM cost function value
if there is a possible collision close to the robot. To consider
that a collision is probable the robot and the obstacle have to
be in the same point within 2 seconds difference. To consider
a medium risk value the robot and the obstacle must be in the
same point within 5 seconds difference.

• DW4DO uses the proposed α weight explained before, adding
the αmovobs = 0.5. Using this configuration the algorithm avoids
crossing obstacles path in an aggressive way, then it tries to
reach the “best window” arc at the same time that keeps away
from obstacles. Then the algorithm selects an arc that is head-
ing the goal, with high speed and that approaches to the goal.
Finally the αosc is set to a low value in order to help the stability
of the algorithm without avoiding vary the trajectory.

• DW4DOT uses the same cost function, and the tree is built
with a fixed depth of 3. The local window map is also extended
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to 30 m x 30 m in order to calculate curvature arcs within its
dimensions.

The scenarios evaluated are the following:

1. Two obstacles crossing: in this scenario, the final goal is in
front of the robot and two objects cross its direct path at 0.4
m/s (Figure 5.7). The numerical results are shown in Table 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: Two obstacles crossing

CVM and PCVM try to avoid the first obstacle turns to its
right, which is a risky situation because the robot crosses the
obstacles path and it can cause a unavoidable collision situation.
The algorithms that work with velocities and predictions of
obstacles (DCVM, DW4DO and DW4DOT) are able to avoid
both obstacles without crossing its path. However, DW4DO
algorithm falls in a local minima with the second obstacle, as
it is unable to avoid it from behind without reducing its speed.
Finally it is able to escape the local minima when the goal
is behind the robot and its speed’s term changes (the robot
prioritizes turns to the goal instead of travelling at high speed).
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2. Corner and two obstacles: in this experiment (Figure 5.8
and numerical results in Table 5.7) the goal is at 45 degrees
from the start orientation of the robot and it is blocked by
a big obstacle that must be rounded. There are two moving
obstacles, one crossing the natural path of the robot from right
to left at 0.4 m/s and one overtaking the robot at its left side
at 0.75 m/s. Both obstacles cross at the big obstacle corner.
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Figure 5.8: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: Corner and Two Obstacles

In this scenario all the algorithms are able to reach the goal but
performing slightly different avoidance manoeuvres. Both CVM
and PCVM begin the avoidance turning to the direction of the
goal because they do not know where the moving obstacles will
be after several seconds, and they get stuck in the corner until
both obstacles move away from the robot path. PCVM pre-
diction improves the performance of the algorithm with respect
to the original CVM. The other algorithms are able to plan
with the information of the moving obstacles and they begin
the avoidance turning to their right in order to avoid the cross-
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ing moving obstacles. DCVM performs the shortest path of
the three, but it is less smooth than the DWA based approach.
DW4DOT performs a less natural avoidance manoeuvre than
DW4DO because of its low frequency. In this scenario the best
performance is obtained by DCVM (it employs less time but
travels along less smooth path) and DW4DO. CVM and PCVM
reach the goal in less time but their avoidance of obstacles are
too risky.

3. Corner and two obstacles approaching the robot: this
experiment is set up in the same environment as the previous
one with different positions of the moving obstacles (Figure 5.9
and numerical results in Table 5.7): one crosses the natural
path of the robot from left to right at 0.4 m/s and the other
one approaches the robot at its left side at 0.75 m/s.
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Figure 5.9: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: Corner and Two Obstacles
Approaching the Robot

In this experiment, all the algorithms begin turning to the cor-
ner, but the algorithms that use the obstacles velocities and
positions (DCVM, DW4DO and DW4DOT) are able to cor-
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rect the turn, going behind the obstacle and performing a safer
manoeuvre. In this scenario DWA based algorithms perform
better, with DW4DO achieving the faster and smoother path.

4. Multiple obstacles and moving obstacle approaching
the robot: This scenario is a more complex environment that
mixes static and dynamic obstacles (Figure 5.10 and numerical
results in Table 5.7). Two more static obstacles are added to
the previous scenario: one box in the path of the robot that
forms a corridor between the big obstacle and the box and an-
other box in the corner that forms another and wider corridor.
In addition there is a moving obstacle in collision course with
the robot by its diagonal and through the first corridor.
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Figure 5.10: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: Multiple Obstacles and
Moving Obstacle approaching the robot

In this scenario, CVM and PCVM are not able to avoid the
approaching obstacle. These algorithms go through the first
corridor and when the obstacle affects the path planned it is too
close to the robot to be avoided. As the obstacle is in collision
course with the robot and due to its low working frequency,
DW4DOT needs to turn a lot to avoid the obstacle and falls
in a local minima (the robot it is too close to the wall to keep
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moving). DCVM and DW4DO are able to avoid the obstacle,
with DW4DO performing a faster and smoother path.

5. Crossroad: In this scenario there are no static obstacles and
the goal is at 45o of the robot. Two obstacles moving in opposite
directions simulate a crossroad in the street (Figure 5.11 and
numerical results in Table 5.7). In this scenario the first obstacle
is not detected until the robot turns and it is close to it.
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Figure 5.11: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: Crossroad

As CVM does not have any information of the velocity of the
obstacles and the detected obstacle is very close to the robot,
it is not able to perform an avoidance and ends crashing with
the second one. PCVM uses the future prediction of the ob-
stacles and it is able to avoid them, but stopping because the
obstacles are detected very close to the robot, resulting in a
potentially risky situation. DCVM and DW4DO are able to
avoid both obstacles in a different way: DCVM waits until the
first obstacle crosses its path and then goes to the goal, while
DW4DO avoids both obstacles from behind, avoiding the risky
situation of crossing their path. DW4DOT is also able to reach
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the goal but its avoidance manoeuvre is very different due to
its low working frequency.

6. Lane Changing: this scenario is a variation of the previous
one, but the moving obstacles travel in the same direction of
the robot, so it simulates a lane changing in a road (Figure 5.12
and numerical results in Table 5.7). The obstacle closer to the
robot travels at 0.75 m/s and the further one at 0.4 m/s.
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Figure 5.12: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: Lane Changing

Since there is no information about the obstacles, all the algo-
rithms begin turning left to face the goal. When CVM detects
the obstacle is very close to the robot but it is able to avoid
it slowing down its velocity and turning until the obstacle is
not blocking the path. PCVM uses the future prediction of the
obstacles, but almost fails into a local minima as the obstacle
moves parallel to the the robot and with the same velocity. Fi-
nally it is able to escape to that local minima and reach the
goal. DW4DO, DW4DOT and DW4DOT are able of avoid the
obstacles from behind, avoiding potentially risky situations. In
that scenario DW4DO performs a long, but faster and smoother
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trajectory.

Table 5.7 shows the results of each successful execution. From this
table and the path performed by each algorithm some conclusions can
be obtained:

• Algorithms that use the prediction of the dynamic obstacles are
able to perform better path than the algorithms that do not use
that information. Therefore, it is demonstrated that it is useful
to have information about the moving obstacles for an obstacle
avoidance algorithm, and take it into account in order to work
in real scenarios.

• DCVM and DW4DO, which are the algorithms that use the
information about the moving obstacles in the current iteration,
and are able to reach the goal in all the experiments.

• DWA based algorithms usually perform in a smoother way for
two reasons: the evaluated velocities on each iteration have a
fixed step between them, while the evaluated velocities in CVM
based algorithms depend on the environment perception. Also,
the DWA based proposed algorithms have a term in the cost
function to keep the same velocity and increases the stability
of the algorithm, which is not available in CVM based ones.

• As the algorithms work in a local window with information
obtained from the sensors, they can fall into local minima, so
working along a global path planner is recommended.

• DW4DOT should have a better performance than DW4DO,
however, due to its increasing time consumption (it evaluates
6 times more curvature arcs on each iteration, and with a big-
ger local mapping window) it can not perform with real time
requirement scenarios.
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Experiment Algorithm d t v σ2
v |ω| σ2

ω

2 Obstacles CVM 7.88 36.62 0.21 0.18 3.23 6.41
Crossing PCVM 7.79 25.07 0.31 0.14 3.01 5.66

DCVM 10.32 28.92 0.35 0.09 11.38 13.96
DW4DO 14.24 45.53 0.3087 0.13 6.37 7.18
DW4DOT 9.52 30.48 0.278 0.14 2.77 3.53

Corner and CVM 10.95 37.55 0.29 0.13 6.08 8.44
Two Obstacles PCVM 9.42 33.12 0.28 0.14 5.27 6.78

DCVM 12.31 37.70 0.32 0.11 5.49 7.05
DW4DO 15.303 41.66 0.36 0.085 5.328 2.97
DW4DOT 19.323 56.20 0.33 0.11 3.516 4.05

Corner and CVM 8.10 58.42 0.13 0.17 1.69 3.50
Two Obstacles PCVM 8.57 26.47 0.32 0.11 5.15 5.42
Approaching DCVM 8.33 28.20 0.29 0.12 3.70 4.64

DW4DO 8.69 23.57 0.36 0.08 4.76 3.60
DW4DOT 8.72 28.33 0.28 0.13 4.37 4.91

Multiple DCVM 12.58 41.37 0.30 0.12 6.26 7.95
Obstacles DW4DO 11.86 32.38 0.36 0.074 5.36 3.95
Crossroad PCVM 8.17 27.50 0.29 0.14 4.00 6.14

DCVM 10.81 44.42 0.24 0.18 4.14 6.57
DW4DO 11.63 31.64 0.35 0.08 5.08 3.90
DW4DOT 7.25 38.65 0.17 0.15 1.9 2.68

Lane CVM 8.08 44.42 0.18 0.17 4.14 6.60
Changing PCVM 26.23 97.20 0.26 0.17 4.22 7.13

DCVM 8.93 47.70 0.18 0.18 2.76 4.99
DW4DO 12.86 34.33 0.36 0.07 9.84 7.87
DW4DOT 8.67 32.57 0.26 0.13 4.83 5.87

Table 5.7: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: numerical results

5.1.3 Navigation

In order to test the performance of the obstacle avoidance algo-
rithms working in conjunction with global planners in a full navi-
gation framework, several tests will be carried out.

Only the better working algorithms evaluated previously (DCVM
and DW4DO) will be tested. The environment selected is a simu-
lation in Gazebo of the Polytechnic School (west second floor). A
simple Dijkstra global planner is executed and each algorithm must
reach partial goals each 3m until the final goal. For these tests the
DW4DO configuration will be changed to the 5 seconds prediction
one. Three scenarios are tested:

• First scenario: In this scenario the ability of following a previ-
ously calculated path delimited by obstacles in the sides of the
robot is evaluated. Figure 5.13 shows the path performed by
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each algorithm (blue and red lines) and the local goals planned
by the global planner (yellow circles).
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Figure 5.13: Navigation: Scenario 1

In this scenario both algorithms are able to reach the goal in a
similar way because the intermediate goals are in the movement
direction of the robot. DW4DO achieved the faster and shortest
path to the goal, but DCVM achieved a smoother path with less
angular velocities (numerical results are shown in table 5.8).

• Second scenario: this scenario tests how the algorithms react
to not previously mapped obstacles that affect to the followed
path. There are three boxes that affect to the planned path.
The path without taking this obstacles into consideration, is an
open curve between walls, which are narrowing to the end of
the path. Paths followed by the robot are shown in figure 5.14,
and not mapped obstacles are shown as blue boxes.

Both algorithms are able to reach the goal, but the trajectory is
slightly different. As DW4DO gets away from the partial goal,
and finally reaches it in a direction that is not the straight line
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Figure 5.14: Navigation: Scenario 2

to the next goal, the robot tends to make wide open curves
from one goal to the next, traversing more distance. DCVM
gets closer to the obstacles reducing its velocity. DW4DO is
able to reach the goal in less time and DCVM traversing less
distance. (Numerical results are shown in table 5.8)

• Third scenario: this scenario is a more complex one and tests
if the algorithm is able to reach goals that are not in the way
of the robot (first goal is directly behind the robot) and if the
robot is able to enter corridors, which is a common situation
in real life scenarios. Paths followed by the robot are shown in
Figure 5.15.

Both algorithms are able to turn and face the first goal behind
the robot. DCVM fails to reach the goal as it gets stuck in
a local minima between a column and the corridor entrance.
To get into a corridor is a hard task for algorithms based on
curvature arcs, however, placing a goal just at the entrance
helps the algorithm and makes the DW4DO able to reach the
goal.

Table 5.8 shows a summary of the data collected during the navi-
gation experiments, and it is clear that the smoothness of each test
has similar values than the tests performed without the aid of a global
path planner. It can be concluded that both algorithms are suitable
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Figure 5.15: Navigation: Scenario 3

to work into a navigation framework, and the better the global path
planner is the better both algorithms will perform.

Experiment Algorithm d t v σ2
v |ω| σ2

ω

Scenario 1 DCVM 58.36 21.29 0.36 0.08 2.05 3.38
DW4DO 54.97 21.18 0.38 0.03 2.9 3.74

Scenario 2 DCVM 69.13 25.45 0.36 0.08 2.25 4.07
DW4DO 67.80 26.21 0.38 0.03 5.72 8.60

Scenario 3 DW4DO 80.56 30.67 0.38 0.05 4.82 6.88

Table 5.8: Navigation: numerical results

5.1.4 Global Path Planning

In this section we are going to perform tests in order to check the
behaviour of the DLP algorithm proposed.
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As the proposed DLP works in two steps: first an A* algorithm
for path planning is used and then the output is used to calculate
the state lattice plan. Several tests are performed in order to test the
better and faster cost function for the A* path planner. Two scenarios
have been tested, with two different positions on each scenario. The
multi resolution map has been limited to six depth levels.

For each scenario two cost functions have been tested: a function
that adds the estimate cost to reach the goal and the cost to reach
the cell (A* proposed function) and a function that only takes into
account the estimate cost to reach the goal (guided Dijkstra).

The first scenario is a realistic map (parking at the Polytechnic
School), with approximately 74 x 108 m, a higher resolution of 0.11
meters cell and a lower resolution of 3.52 meters cell. Figure 5.16
shows this scenario with planned paths using both cost functions.
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Figure 5.16: A* Weight Function Evaluation: Scenario 1

The second scenario is the map of the Polytechnic School (west
second floor) that has been used for the navigation tests. It is a more
complex map, with approximately 68 x 70 m, a higher resolution of
0.0625 meters cell and a lower resolution of 2 meters cell. Figure 5.17
shows this scenario with planned paths using both cost functions.
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Figure 5.17: A* Weight Function Evaluation: Scenario 2

Table 5.9 shows the evaluated nodes and the expanded nodes not
yet evaluated for each algorithm. It is clear that the Guided Dijk-
stra algorithm works in a faster way, expanding between 66 and 92
percent less nodes. Even when the A* algorithm produces more nat-
ural and short paths, as it takes into account the total length of the
path, Guided Dijkstra algorithm will be used for DLP due to its low
computational requirements.

Once the Guided Dijkstra cost function has been selected, another
set of tests have been carried out in order to check how the multi
resolution map A* improves the path searching algorithm. Tests
have been performed using the real map of the Polytechnic School,
with approximate dimensions of 138 x 138 m. The higher resolution
is set to 0.05 meter each cell, and it is doubled for each depth until the
sixth one (0.1m/cell, 0.2m/cell, 0.4m/cell, 0.8m/cell and 1.6m/cell).

Paths obtained are represented in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 where
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A* Guided Dijkstra
Scenario Evaluated Expanded Evaluated Expanded
1 312 42 86 133
2 363 37 32 49
3 1550 42 538 294
4 1355 107 117 270

Table 5.9: Global Path Planning: A* Weight Function Evaluation

all the multi resolution A* path planners are able to reach the goal
position, but the path is slightly different: as the path takes only into
account the central point of the cells, increasing the size of the cells
results in paths far away from the obstacles.
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Figure 5.18: A* Multi Resolution Test: Scenario 1

Table 5.10 shows the nodes evaluated and the expanded ones not
yet evaluated. It is clear that increasing the multi resolution depth
significantly reduce the evaluated nodes, speeding up the algorithm.
However, as the algorithm is a guided search, if there are only a
few cells of the higher levels, it is possible to discretise in less levels
(i.e. five levels instead of six) obtaining better results. With these
experiments it has been demonstrated how the multi resolution path
searching speeds up the algorithm.

In order to test if the guided Dijkstra algorithm improves the
performance of the DLP, experiments are going to be carried out.
The tests are performed in two different scenarios, one more complex
than the other. The parameters of the DLP planner are: planning
each 1.8 seconds, velocities limited to 0.5 m/s and 0.5 rad/s and
velocities steps of 0.125 m/s and 0.125 rad/s, for linear and angular
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Figure 5.19: A* Multi Resolution Test: Scenario 2

Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Max Depth Evaluated Expanded Evaluated Expanded
6 47 122 1495 387
5 50 129 1490 398
4 66 169 1526 475
3 159 323 1949 697
2 272 661 3571 1117
1 510 923 10588 1968

Table 5.10: Global Path Planning: A* Multi Resolution Evaluation

respectively. Each scenario has been repeated five times with different
aids obtained from the A* planner: no aid, and one goal each 10, 5,
2 and 0.1 meters. Figure 5.20 and 5.21 show the path planned for
each execution.

Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show the results of the execution in both
environments. In this table we can evaluate how is the path gener-
ated (less travelling time t, more linear velocity v and less angular
velocity ω) and the processing time tp (the algorithms were executed
in the same machine, an i7 core with 16 Gb of RAM memory running
Ubuntu 14.04). As the algorithm is executed with less guidance pro-
duces faster and more natural paths to the goal. As more guidance
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Figure 5.20: DLP + A* evaluation: Scenario 1
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Figure 5.21: DLP + A* evaluation: Scenario 2

points are obtained, the resulting path makes some turns that are
not desirable, almost fitting the guided Dijkstra planning (which is
obtained in a fast way, but is not the best path). Nevertheless, as the
size of the scenario increases and the goal is not reachable following a
straight line, the computational cost of using DLP without guidance
increases drastically, getting to more than half an hour for the evalu-
ation in the second scenario. For this reason, a guidance with points
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between 5m and 10m will be used (the costs increases very little with
respect to the full guidance and the path improves considerably).

Algorithm tp (s) t (s) v (m/s) ω (rad/s)
DLP 50.41 178.2 0.28 0.0512
DLP + A* (10m) 4.8 217.8 0.24 0.063
DLP + A* (5m) 4.28 282.6 0.18 0.086
DLP + A* (2m) 4.31 244.8 0.22 0.094
DLP + A* (0.1m) 4.25 275.4 0.19 0.102

Table 5.11: DLP + A* evaluation: Scenario 1

Algorithm tp (s) t (s) v (m/s) ω (rad/s)
DLP 1880.28 369 0.30 0.0793
DLP + A* (10m) 17.65 624.6 0.190 0.0605
DLP + A* (5m) 4.57 588.6 0.203 0.0822
DLP + A* (2m) 4.17 667.8 0.191 0.0802
DLP + A* (0.1m) 4.06 844.2 0.158 0.119

Table 5.12: DLP + A* evaluation: Scenario 2

Several tests are performed using DLP algorithm in scenarios with
some constraints given from adding semantic information. In Figure
5.22 there is a lane (shown in grey colour) that can be only traversed
from north to south. In both sub figures the starting point is repre-
sented as red circle and the goal point as yellow circle. In the first
test (Figure 5.22(a)) the lane can not be traversed and the algorithm
plans a longer path through the right corridor. In the second test
(Figure 5.22(b)) where the initial and final point are reversed, the
algorithm is able to plan through the lane obtaining a shorter path.
These tests show how DLP algorithm can be used to plan trajectories
in city environments, where the lanes can be only traversed in one
direction.

Several tests are simulated to check the performance of the DLP
algorithm in the presence of dynamic obstacles. In the first test (Fig-
ure 5.23) an obstacle blocks the possible paths to the goal during
a certain time, therefore it allows the robot pass like a semaphore
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Figure 5.22: DLP Lane Example

regulated cross. In Figure 5.23(a) the position of the obstacle is rep-
resented as a red line, and the path planned by the algorithm as blue
line. Figure 5.23(b) shows the linear velocities that the robot should
follow to achieve the path (blue line) and the time where the obstacle
disappears (discontinued red line, at 102 seconds). The algorithm is
able to plan paths to the goal even when an obstacle blocks all the
possible solutions during a time. In the velocities figure is clear how
the robot should stop before the obstacle till it disappears.
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Figure 5.23: DLP Semaphore Test
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Figures 5.24 shows a test where an obstacle blocks the possible
paths to the goal and then moves and it makes the goal reachable.
In Figure 5.24(a) the obstacle is represented as a red box, beginning
its movement from the top border to the bottom border. In Figure
5.24(b) the linear velocities of the robot are shown, and the time
where the obstacle begins to move (discontinued red line) and stops
(discontinued black line). DLP algorithm is able to reach the goal,
first the robot stops when it is close to the obstacle (same behaviour
than the previous test) but when the obstacle moves towards it, the
planner provides an avoidance manoeuvre and continues through the
corridor.
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Figure 5.24: DLP Dynamic Obstacle Example

These tests demonstrate the ability of DLP algorithm to avoid
situations where the obstacle avoidance algorithms fails, like paths
that are blocked only during a time. However, the computation of
the possible states of the robot increases, and the discretisation of
possible paths variation should be reduced to work in real scenarios.
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5.2 Real Robot Experiments

5.2.1 Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance

In order to test the behaviour of algorithms in real world scenarios,
and also the performance of the RoboShop platform, several tests are
carried out.

In these tests the RoboShop platform is equipped with a Sick
LMS-151 LIDAR to improve the perception range of the robot, al-
lowing the algorithm to have more space where the dynamic obstacles
can be tracked. The perception stage is achieved using the Dynamic
Obstacles Map (DOMap) algorithm (explained in appendix A.2).

The localisation of the robot is based on the Odometry and IMU
fusion (explained in appendix A.1). The tests are performed without
the necessity of a map or a global localisation system, because the
goals are relative to the robot start position and in reachable poses.

The two best performance obstacle avoidance algorithms have
been selected for these tests: DCVM and DW4DO. Their configura-
tion have been selected according to the best configuration selected
in the simulated tests. The only change is that the possible accelera-
tions has been increased in order to allow the robot plans with more
possible directions. This is because in real scenarios the algorithm
can be sped down and reduces its working frequency, and, as the ac-
celeration limits are fixed in both algorithms, some feasible paths by
the robot are not evaluated.

Due to the tests are performed with people moving around the
robot, the scenarios can not be exactly repeated in the same way.
For this reason, even when the numeric data collected from each
test is shown in Table 5.13, it can not be compared between the both
algorithms execution in the same way that is done in simulation. The
paths performed by the robot are shown in figures. On each figure
the robot starts in the orange circle and the path followed is shown
in grey. When a dynamic obstacle is detected its path is shown in
different colours, with the time of detection going from darker colours
to lighter ones. The path of the robot is also shown in the same colour
variation in order to show which part of the whole path is affected
by the dynamic obstacles.
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In the first scenario evaluated, there is a goal in front of the robot,
which can be reached in a straight line bounded by walls (Figure
5.25). In this scenario a person crosses the natural path of the robot.
The robot begins to detect the person when is coming out of a cor-
ridor. DCVM algorithm (Figure 5.25(a)) slightly varies its velocities
and tries to avoid the person. As the person is moving faster than the
robot the path to the goal is free of obstacles and the robot continues
through it. DW4DO algorithm (Figure 5.25(b)) detects the person
when appears and varies its trajectory trying to pass behind the pre-
dicted movement. Finally, as the path to the goal is free of obstacles
the robot continues to the goal. Numerical results are shown in Ta-
ble 5.13 where the performance of both algorithms are very similar
(DCVM is slightly faster and DW4DO slightly smoother).
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Figure 5.25: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: Real Scenario 1

The second scenario evaluated consists in the same goal with re-
spect the robot, but it is situated in other position in the environment,
where the path is bounded by different walls (Figure 5.26). In this
scenario a person is moving parallel to the robot and towards it. In
this case, both algorithms are able to detect the movement of the
person approaching the robot, blocking its possible turn to the left.
Both algorithms turn to the right in order to avoid the moving obsta-
cle. DW4DO (Figure 5.26(b)) is able to go on before DCVM (Figure
5.26(a)) as it checks the whole footprint of the robot with the moving
obstacles, and DCVM only checks the infinitesimal point paths that
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crosses. This kind of obstacle avoidance is not feasible using algo-
rithms that not takes into account the dynamics of the environment,
as it considers that the moving person does not affect its trajectory
until it is close to the robot. Numerical results are shown in table
5.13. In this case, DW4DO achieves and slightly better performance.
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Figure 5.26: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: Real Scenario 2

In the third scenario evaluated there are two consecutive goals,
one in front of the robot and one to its right side. The robot starts in
a corridor formed by stairs and an elevator. When the robot is close
to the first goal a person appears from behind the elevator and crosses
its natural path close to the robot (Figure 5.27). When DCVM (Fig-
ure 5.27(a)) detects the person tries to avoid it traversing its path.
As the person has been detected only with a few measurements, its
velocities are not exact and the algorithm calculates that both tra-
jectories does not collide. As time goes on, the person is closer to the
robot and then it turns to avoid him. When the first goal is reached
the robot turns and continues to the second goal. When DW4DO
(Figure 5.27(b)) detects the person tries to avoid him from behind,
in a safer manoeuvre. When the person passes the robot turns again
to reach the goal and continues until the final goal. Numerical re-
sults are shown in Table 5.13, DCVM travels less distance, but as its
avoidance manoeuvre does not get ahead of the obstacle, it results in
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a slower trajectory than DW4DO performs.
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Figure 5.27: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: Real Scenario 3

In the fourth scenario evaluated there is an obstacle of big size
between the robot and the goal, and it needs to be avoided by the
robot by its left side. When the robot is close to the obstacle a person
appears from behind it moving towards the robot (Figure 5.28). Both
DCVM (Figure 5.28(a)) and DW4DO (Figure 5.28(b)) algorithms
work in a similar way. The robot begins the avoidance manoeuvre
turning to its left but when the person is detected, it turns to its
right approaching to the static obstacle which is safer than intersect
the dynamic trajectory. When the person passes, the robot retakes
its avoidance manoeuvre and it is able to reach the goal. In the case
of DCVM the perception stage was not able to detect the person
correctly and label it as two different detections (red and blue lines
in Figure) making the avoidance more unstable. Numerical results
are shown in table 5.13 where can be seen that DCVM achieves a
better performance, even when the path followed is riskier.

In the fifth scenario the robot must reach a goal in front of it, and
as it moves two persons crosses the path of the robot and they stop in
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Figure 5.28: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: Real Scenario 4

the middle of it, creating a difficult situation as two dynamic obstacles
transform into a big static one (seen in Figure 5.29). When DCVM
algorithm detects the moving obstacles they block the path to the goal
and the robot begins turning with high curvature values in order to
avoid them. When the two persons stop, the perception algorithm
is able to detect that situation and the robot begins an avoidance
manoeuvre around the formed obstacle (Figure 5.29(a)). DW4DO
algorithm performs a similar manoeuvre, but, as the perception is
always different (the test can not be exactly replicated) the robot
begins turning to its right trying to avoid the first person detected
from behind. Once the perception of the other one affects the robot
path, the robot turns with high curvature values in order to avoid
both crossing obstacles trajectories. When the two persons keep still
the robot moves around them and reaches the goal (Figure 5.29(b)).
Numerical results are shown in table 5.13 where DCVM obtains best
results as DW4DO performs a longer and slower trajectory.

The last scenario (Figure 5.30) tested is similar to the previous
one, but in this case the two persons comes from behind the robot
in a diagonal movement, blocking all the possible paths to the goal
until they stop in the direct path from the robot to the goal. After
the robot passes persons start moving again. When DCVM algo-
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Figure 5.29: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: Real Scenario 5

rithm (Figure 5.30(a)) detects the moving obstacles the robot begins
an escape manoeuvre turning in high curvature turns. When the
perception algorithm is able to detect that both persons stops the
robot continues the normal avoidance manoeuvre and it is able to
reach the goal. When DW4DO (Figure 5.30(b)) detects the persons
it begins to turn trying to avoid them from behind. As both person
moves faster than the robot it returns to the original trajectory and
it avoids the obstacle formed as a static one, being able to reach the
goal. Numerical results are shown in table 5.13 where it can be seen
that DW4DO performs a shorter, faster and smoother trajectory to
the goal.

With these tests performed, it can be concluded that both algo-
rithms are able to work in real scenarios with similar performance
than in the simulated ones. The main difference between the real
and simulated behaviour is that the perception stage introduces some
error which are not present in simulation, but the algorithms are
responsive enough to deal with them in the majority of the cases.
However, these errors can lead the robot to some unavoidable col-
lision scenarios where the robot should stop. It is also proven that
our RoboShop platform performance is good enough to navigate au-
tonomously and smoothly.
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Figure 5.30: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: Real Scenario 6

Experiment Algorithm d t v σ2
v |ω| σ2

ω

Scenario 1 DCVM 7.69 19.70 0.39 0.07 4.93 7.72
DW4DO 7.64 19.76 0.38 0.07 3.69 6.55

Scenario 2 DCVM 7.86 20.70 0.38 0.07 6.87 9.74
DW4DO 7.71 19.93 0.38 0.07 2.75 5.72

Scenario 3 DCVM 7.26 32.60 0.22 0.19 5.09 12.44
DW4DO 8.87 28.43 0.31 0.13 13.70 20.22

Scenario 4 DCVM 7.84 20.10 0.39 0.06 8.58 12.29
DW4DO 8.07 23.38 0.33 0.11 9.15 13.38

Scenario 5 DCVM 12.70 31.40 0.39 0.06 10.43 14.52
DW4DO 13.93 37.50 0.37 0.09 11.82 18.74

Scenario 6 DCVM 12.84 31.31 0.38 0.07 12.12 14.64
DW4DO 12.45 32.76 0.38 0.07 8.38 13.90

Table 5.13: Real Robot: Dynamic Obstacle Avoidance: numerical
results

5.2.2 Global Path Planning

Several tests are carried out in order to test the behaviour of the
DLP global planner in real environments. In these tests the robot is
localised using an Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL) and
odometry fusion explained in appendix A.1.

Two tests are performed in the Polytechnic School second floor. In
the Figures 5.31(a) and 5.31(b) the route planned by DLP algorithm
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is shown as dashed blue lines, and the route followed by the robot is
shown as red lines. In order to follow the route, a control algorithm
(explained in Appendix A.3) is used. Numeric results are shown in
5.14, where the mean errors in position (εd and εθ) and velocities (εv
and εω) have similar values to the ones obtained in simulation (shown
in Table A.3 in Appendix A.3), even when the localisation system
introduces some errors (especially when the AMCL localisation varies
into different particles, and introduces some discontinuities in the
localisation).
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Figure 5.31: DLP: Real Robot Tests

DLP has proven to work in real scenarios, however, the locali-
sation and control system induces some errors (especially when the
route planned involves turns without movement) that makes risky its
use without a local obstacle avoidance system.
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Experiment εd (m) εθ (rad) εv (m/s) εω (rad/s)
Scenario 1 0.0655 0.0710 0.082 0.138
Scenario 2 0.0852 0.2230 0.012 0.133

Table 5.14: DLP: Numerical Errors

5.2.3 ABSYNTHE Project

This thesis has been developed into the ABSYNTHE project, where a
communication and effective cooperation between humans and robot
teams is intended.

To test this project, a Cicerone application has been proposed. In
this application several agents are involved: human, data stored in
remote machines and heterogeneous robots.

The Cicerone application communicates with the human users via
Quick Response (QR) codes that are set in interest points inside a
building, and it can be read by a mobile device application (Figure
5.32(a)). Each code is linked to a webpage where the current position
of the user is stored. In this application the user can search how to go
to an interesting point in the building, selecting the goal (for example,
a room into the building) and some settings (for example, use the
elevators or the stairs). The path to goal is calculated in a remote
computer, where discrete positions of the building representing the
topological relevant information are stored, and a Dijkstra algorithm
is executed to obtain the shortest path that satisfies the restrictions
(Figure 5.32(b)).

Once the path has been received by the user application, there
is a possibility to call a Cicerone to guide him to the goal. This
Cicerone is an autonomous robot. Each robot in the environment
is connected to a central database, and a task assignment algorithm
decides which robot needs to move to help user, based on different
criteria like distance to the user, capabilities of the robot (not all
robots can reach all points in the building) and if the robot is now
free or occupied.

This system works with heterogeneous robots, each one with dif-
ferent capacities. In the demonstration two different robots are used:
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a Pioneer 3-AT with off-road capabilities and a Sick LMS200 LIDAR
with 18 m coverage (Figure 5.32(c)) placed on the basement floor of
the building and a Pioneer 3-DX without off road capabilities, with
a Hokuyo URG-04LX LIDAR (Figure 5.32(d)) with 5 m coverage
placed on the third floor. Both robots execute the same localisation
and navigation algorithms adapted to their capabilities.

(a) Augmented Reality Codes (b) ABSYNTHE App

(c) Robot 1 (d) Robot 2

Figure 5.32: ABSYNTHE project demonstration

As the project finalised before the end of this thesis, the demon-
stration has not been made with the final proposed system. The
localisation system is based on AMCL filter, navigation and percep-
tion are achieved using preliminary versions of DCVM and DOMap
algorithms and global path planning has been achieve using a simple
Dijkstra algorithm. In order to limit the movement of each robot on
the building, the maps that robots use for path planning are differ-
ent and they are stored in the remote server. Even if more than one
robot shares the same environment, its maps can be different in order
to adapt to its capacities (for example, going through sand parts of
the environment if the robot has off-road capabilities or not). In the
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demonstration, each robot is limited to move in one floor (basement
and third floor).

A video of this demonstration can be watched in the RobeSafe
research group channel 1. In this example, the ABSYNTHE system
was tested in the European Centre For Soft Computing in Mieres
(Asturias). An user enters the building and reads an QR code, setting
the goal in a room in the third floor. The path is calculated using
the elevator and a Cicerone has been called. As there are one robot
on each floor, the task dispatch system order the basement robot
to move towards the user and the third floor robot moves to the
elevator waiting for the user to reach that point. When the basement
robot reaches the user position, it plays an audio message welcoming
the user, and goes to the elevator slowly so the user can follows it.
When the robot reaches the elevator another audio message tells the
user the destiny floor. The messages and the situations when each
message must be executed are also stored in the remote database.
Once the user reaches the third floor, the robot is waiting in front
of the elevator with a message in the tactile screen. When the user
touches the screen the robot goes to the final destination. Finally,
when the room is reached the robot plays another message thanking
the user.

This demonstration shows the possibilities of the collaboration
between human and robots, and how a full navigation framework,
that takes into account the movement of the dynamic obstacles (like
the user following the robot) is needed.

5.2.4 RoboShop Project

This thesis was also developed inside the RoboShop project. In this
project, our built platform PROPINA was improved to work as a
shop assistant. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposal, tests
under real conditions in the Juguetrónica shop basement in Madrid
were performed.

The Juguetrónica scenario is a real challenging one for so many
reasons: it has very few empty space for moving with the robot, it is

1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lD44C1WyR58&t=9s
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usually crowded of people, the objects in the environment have very
irregular forms, there are bright lights and shelves and doors made
of glass are present.

In order to communicate with the customers, the robot is
equipped with a tactile interface where an HMI helps the interac-
tion (it is shown in Figure 5.33), playing audio messages and waiting
for inputs in the screen. As a future work it is proposed to be also
responsive for audio commands. In this screen a database of the sec-
tions and products of the store is present. When the customer selects
a product to buy, the robot will go along the user in order to show
where the product is and giving additional information about it. All
the positions within the map where the products are and its infor-
mation are stored in a database. The navigation of the robot is fully
autonomous.

Figure 5.33: RoboShop HMI

As the system can be deployed in different scenarios, the first step
to achieve is building a map for localisation and path planning. This
process can be seen in Figure 5.34(a). The localisation is achieved
using a fusion with AMCL (built using only the LIDAR and not the
other sensors), dead reckoning odometry and IMU measurements,
fused using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) filter as it is explained
in Appendix A.1. Even with this localisation system, in that chal-
lenging, small and dynamic scenario the localisation can fail. In order
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to correct this possible failures Augmented Reality (AR) codes are
situated in the environment in order to be detected by the two cam-
eras of the robot (one pointed forward and one pointed to the ceiling).
When an AR code is detected the robot can correct its position if it
was erroneous.

(a) Mapping (b) Navigation

Figure 5.34: RoboShop Project demonstration

As this project finalises before the ending of this thesis, the na-
vigation framework used is not the final one. One previous version
of DW4DO algorithm along a simple Dijkstra global planner is used.
For perception, sonar measurement along LIDAR are used, because
of the existence of glass objects in the environment.

The maps used for localisation and global path planning are dif-
ferent. There are obstacles where the robot can collide but are not
detected by the LIDAR and sonar sensors due to its range limitations
and height limitation. These obstacles are inserted in the planning
map avoiding the robot goes near them. Also, areas where the robot
must not go are neglected in the map.

These tests demonstrates the feasibility of this autonomous shop
assistant platform in a real challenging scenario (Figure 5.34(b)). Full
video of this tests can be watched on the RobeSafe research group
channel 2.

2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2ZsfAPaDr0



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future
Work

The main goal of this thesis was the development of an autonomous
navigation system for unmanned ground vehicles which could deal
with dynamic obstacles.

This has become an increasing necessity in the last years, because
autonomous UGVs need to work in uncontrolled environments, as-
suring its security and the environment.

In this thesis an study of the state of the art navigation algorithms
(from local to global ones) has been done. As classic algorithms only
take into account static obstacles, an algorithm (CVM) has been
extended to work with dynamic obstacles (into two different proposals
PCVM, and DCVM). These algorithms have proven its efficiency in
real scenarios, increasing the safety of an autonomous robot.

Based on the results obtained from these algorithms, another al-
gorithm (DW4DO) has been proposed in order to increase the robot
performance, improving the stability in the robot movement. This
algorithm has been extended to a medium time planner algorithm
(DW4DOT) in order to solve situations where obstacle avoidance al-
gorithms do not achieve the best solution.

In order to integrate these obstacle avoidance algorithms into a
navigation platform, the dynamic obstacle avoidance techniques have
been extended to a global route planner (DLP) which can solve sce-
narios where global information about the whole path of the robot is

185
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needed.

To complete the autonomous movement of a robot, perception
and localisation algorithms are needed. Implementation of techniques
into the navigation framework has been done. Also, our own robotic
platform has been developed from scratch in order to improve the
performance of the commercial ones.

This navigation framework has been tested into two real projects:
ABSYNTHE and RoboShop, where different robots were used. In
these projects the navigation framework has demonstrated is effi-
ciency improving the security of the robot and allowing these plat-
forms to work along humans.

6.1 Main Contributions

• A robotic platform has been developed in order to work as a
shop assistant in challenging crowded environments with mov-
ing obstacles. The platform has been tested in a real scenario
inside the Juguetrónica shop.

• A local mapping algorithm has been proposed in order to store
information about the static and dynamic obstacles on the sur-
roundings of the robots, saving memory with respect to the
classic approaches. This local mapping allows the development
of algorithms (local and global) that can deal with dynamic
obstacles.

• An implementation of the static obstacle avoidance algorithm
CVM has been done into the ROS framework. This algo-
rithm has been tested, and two extensions have been proposed:
PCVM and DCVM which take dynamic obstacles into account,
and are able to solve situations where CVM collides with mov-
ing obstacles and improving its velocity and stability.

• A dynamic obstacle avoidance algorithm DW4DO has been pro-
posed and implemented in order to improve the flaws of the
previous ones. This algorithm increases the stability of the
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avoidance manoeuvres, and subsequently, reduces the power
consumption of the robot.

• A medium planner algorithm DW4DOT has been proposed in
order to solve scenarios where a reactive obstacle avoidance
algorithm can not find the best solution, taking into account
the dynamic obstacles at the same time.

• Based on the results obtained by the dynamic obstacle avoid-
ance algorithms, a global path planner that can deal with dy-
namic environments (DLP) has been developed. It has been
tested in simulation and real scenarios, where it has been proven
that this algorithm can solve situations where obstacle avoid-
ance algorithms fail, especially paths that are blocked for a
certain time and the robot needs to perform a stop maneouvre
to reach the goal.

• All these implementations have been tested in simulated and
real scenarios (Polytechnic School, European Centre for Soft
Computing and Juguetrónica Shop). The tests performed show
how a navigation that deal with dynamic obstacles improves
the human robot collaboration and the security of the robot
and environment.

6.2 Future Work

• Publish the proposed navigation system under the ROS plat-
form.

• Extension of the algorithms based on movements primitives
(DW4DO, DW4DOT and DLP) to work with robots that have
another motion systems different to a differential one, like om-
nidirectional or humanoid robots.

• Extension of the localisation system proposed, fusing IMU and
odometry measures, to achieve the localisation in full 3D envi-
ronments, allowing the robot to be localised in the presence of
ramps or uneven terrains.
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• Extension of the obstacle avoidance algorithms for working in
3D environments, in unmanned ground vehicles or even in un-
manned aerial ones.

• Improve the route recalculation stage of DLP in order to work
with real robots time constraints.

• Extension and adaptation of the full navigation framework to
work in autonomous car scenarios, where semantic information
of the environment needs to be integrated.

• Extensive test of the proposed navigation system, using the
RoboShop shop assistant, in the Juguetrónica shop. Also the
system will be tested using the Softbank Robotics Pepper robot.
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Appendix A

Localisation, Perception and
Control Algorithms

A.1 Localisation System

As has been explained in the chapter 3 using only the odometry for
long term navigation is not enough due to its accumulative errors.
For this reason, using more sensors to improve the tracking of the
robot is needed.

An algorithm to fuse odometry data with information obtained
from commercial IMU has been presented in our previous work [Pin-
tor et al., 2016].

Following the scheme of Figure A.1 our proposal is to merge the
IMU filtered orientation with the robot’s odometry in order to im-
prove it.

The IMU orientation can be obtained by the integration of the
rotational speeds provided by the gyroscopes (with respect to the
origin). But, due to the accumulative error produced by the integra-
tion it is necessary to compensate it. A way of correct that orientation
measurement is adding information from the accelerometers and/or
magnetometers. Some of the most commonly used systems are the
complementary filters [Mahony et al., 2005], the Mahony filter [Ma-
hony et al., 2008] and the Madgwick filter [Madgwick, 2010]. In the
proposed system a Madwick filter has been used, because it includes
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Odometry Accelerometers Gyroscopes Magnetometers

Filtered orientation

Fusion

Improved Odometry

Calibration

Inertial Sensors

Figure A.1: Localisation System

compensation of the gyroscope bias and magnetic distortion. In case
of the addition of the magnetometers the absolute orientation of the
IMU can be obtained.

In order to fuse both sensors information, an EKF has been used
because the odometry calculus is a non linear system.

The current state of the filter can be calculated using the equation
A.1 where x̂t is the estimation of the current state, xt−1 is the state
in the previous previous, ut−1 is the input of the system, wt−1 is the
process noise and f is a non linear state transfer function.

x̂t = f(xt−1, ut−1) + wt−1 (A.1)

Equation A.2 represents the observation model ẑt, where h is the
sensor model and vt is the measurement noise.

ẑt = h(xt) + vt (A.2)

Assuming that indoor differential robots moves on planar envi-
ronments, its state can be represented with the equation A.3, where
posxt and posyt are the coordinates of the robot in the world frame, θt
is its orientation, Vt is its linear velocity and Ωt is its angular velocity
in the time instant t.

x̂t = [posxt posyt θt Vt Ωt]
T (A.3)
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Robots kinematic can be obtained by the equation A.6, where ∆d
is the distance increment (obtained by equation A.4 and ∆θ is the
angular increment (obtained by equation A.5). In these equations ∆t
represents the time increment between states of the filter.

∆d = Vt−1 ∗∆t (A.4)

∆θ = Ωt−1 ∗∆t (A.5)

 posxt
posyt
θt

 =

 posxt−1 + ∆d ∗ cos(θt−1)
posyt−1 + ∆d ∗ sin(θt−1)

θt−1 + ∆θ

 (A.6)

In order to linearise the system, the state vector Jacobian is used,
represented by the transition matrix F (equation A.7).

F =


1 0 −∆d ∗ sin(θt−1) ∆t ∗ cos(θt−1) 0
0 1 ∆d ∗ cos(θt−1) ∆t ∗ sin(θt−1) 0
0 0 1 0 ∆t
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

 (A.7)

In this proposal, the EKF implementation available in ROS
[Moore and Stouch, 2016] has been used. This implementation used
as function h a identity matrix which allows to update partially the
filter with data input from different sensors (and even at different
frequency).

Even if this filter can represent positions in 3D space, in this pro-
posal only variables to represent the robot in 2D cartesian space are
used, neglecting the other variables (cartesian axis z, roll and pitch
orientations) to avoid introducing errors in the filter and increasing
its complexity. The inputs of the filter are the robot’s odometry and
the data obtained from the IMU.

Due to the difference of the data type from both sensors, the
inputs of the filter are the linear and angular velocities (Vodom and
Ωodom) obtained from the odometry and the angular velocity (Ωimu)
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from the IMU. Using only the velocities, it allows the filter to inte-
grate the positions (final odometry) of the robot without the needing
of calibration and alignment of the position measurements of both
sensors.

In order to test this implementation with commercial platforms,
experiments has been carried out in and indoor environment around
the second floor of the University of Alcalá Polytechnic School using
a Pioneer 3-AT robot platform and two different IMU units: one
designed for general purpose (Trivisio Colibri) and one designed for
use in mobile devices (Invensense MPU6500 accelerometer and gyro-
scope and a Yamaha YAS537 magnetometer embedded in a Samsung
Galaxy S6 mobile phone).

The system has been evaluated in two scenarios, with the robot
moving in teleoperation mode, at a maximum velocity of 0.5m/s and
0.3rad/s.

• Short path travel: around elevators (which influence the
magnetometers measurements) making several turns in a ap-
proximately 20m x 15 m surface and a travelled distance of 78
meters.

• Long path travel: in a square of 70m x 70m approximately,
with a travelled distance around 260 m. The robot passes
through several metallic doors that affect to the magnetome-
ter measurements.

To obtain a quality measure of each test, the widely used AMCL
as Ground Truth [Thrun et al., 2001]. This system obtains the po-
sition of the robot within a map comparing the measures from a
LIDAR, the movement model of the robot, and a metrical map of
the building.

On each scenario, four different combinations are evaluated (two
IMUs and two different algorithms):

• Od + IMU + EKF : Fusing the odometry data and all the IMU
sensors (accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers).
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• Od + IMU (Mad) + EKF : Fusing the odometry data with the
filtered IMU data, using only accelerometers and gyroscopes to
avoid the influence of the magnetometers.
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Figure A.2: Localisation: Scenario 1

Figures A.2 and A.3 show the odometry obtained on each scenario
and the Tables A.1 and A.2 show the measurement error of each test
where Dist and Ang are the angular error between the final position
of each algorithm and the one obtained by the AMCL. Also, the
average error with respect the AMCL localisation system is shown
during the entire travel, since a better final position does not always
means that the path calculated is correct.

Based on the results, it is proven that fusing both sensors improves
the odometry of the robot. Comparing the different tests the best
location is obtained using the IMU integrated on the Smartphone,
which is not intended for this type of use.
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Figure A.3: Localisation: Scenario 2

Algorithm Dist(m) Ang(◦) Avg(m)
RAW Odometry 9.01 68 5.22
Mob: Od+IMU+EKF 0.49 -7.08 0.611
Tri: Od+IMU+EKF 5.18 52.42 3.06
Mob: Od+IMU(Mad)+EKF 0.37 -7.02 0.54
Tri: Od+IMU(Mad)+EKF 4.86 48.31 2.85

Table A.1: Localisation: Scenario 1 Results

Comparison between the use of the magnetometer or not, it is
proven than in uncontrolled indoor environments, the using of mag-
netometers induces errors due the drastic magnetic field changes pro-
duces by metallic doors or motors (like the elevators engines).

However, using only a tracking localisation system is not enough
for global path planning purposes (and therefore, full navigation
framework systems) and a localisation technique like AMCL need to
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Algorithm Dist(m) Ang(◦) Avg(m)
RAW Odometry 222.26 -90.0 111.08
Mob: Od+IMU+EKF 4.87 -8.16 3.95
Tri: Od+IMU+EKF 40.61 43.97 16.08
Mob: Od+IMU(Mad)+EKF 3.26 -4.66 2.39
Tri: Od+IMU(Mad)+EKF 35.61 38.08 13.85

Table A.2: Localisation: Scenario 2 Results

be used. But this algorithm can have several problems: limited field
of view from the sensors, symmetric or near symmetric maps or wide
open spaces. This kind of scenarios can cause big errors or “jumps” in
the localisation system. In order to mitigate that localisation errors
in the whole system, in our work presented in [Cano et al., 2015] we
proposed using an EKF filter in a similar way than the explained
above, using the AMCL position as another input, in a way that the
localisation “jumps” of the AMCL are filtered by the odometry. In
this work also a migration task between heterogeneous machines is
proposed in order to improve the performance of the algorithms.

Figure A.4 shows an experiment using this system. A Kuka
Youbot runs autonomously to four intermediate goals, performing
a square path of 115 meters, and using the filtered AMCL localisa-
tion to do that. The localisation algorithm can be executed in two
different machines: a robot embedded less powerful computer and
a more powerful computer connected via WiFi. In the figure, green
lines represent the execution of the localisation system in the powerful
machine and red lines represent the execution of the localisation sys-
tem in the less powerful machine when the more powerful one is not
available. With that experiment it is proven that the filtered AMCL
localisation is a valid approach and, also, how the migration of tasks
to more powerful computers where they are available improves the
navigation.
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Figure A.4: Localisation: AMCL + EKF

A.2 Perception System

In real scenarios, obtaining the velocities and dynamics of the envi-
ronment is a hard challenge. In controlled scenarios these velocities
can be measured with sensors situated in the environment, especially
cameras. But the cost to deploy a system of these characteristics (in
money and time) makes it not possible for all the situations.

For that reason, in the real experiments the system used is the
DOMap, developed in our previous work [Llamazares et al., 2013]
and in Ángel Llamazares’ thesis [Llamazares, 2017]. This method is
able to detect the dynamics of the environment using a LIDAR sensor
that is mounted in the robot.

The scheme of DOMap algorithm is shown in Figure A.5. In order
to estimate the movement of the environment the laser measures need
to be discretised. In the approach a cell size according with the error
of the LIDAR measures is used in order to filter these errors.

Once the laser grid is built, it is treated as an image and com-
putational vision techniques are used to measure the displacement
between two consecutive frames of the image. In the implementation,
a pyramidal optical flow algorithm is used [Bouguet, 2000] which use
an iterative process with different cell sizes to obtain the movement
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Figure A.5: Perception: DOMap Scheme

of the points detected.
In order to filter the output of the optical flow, a blob filtering

stage is performed using opening and close operators. The cells that
are joined are considered a unique obstacle and its velocity is the
average motion of the laser cells inside each boundary.

Finally the motion calculated for each blob is transferred to each
individual point, generating a pointcloud with the LIDAR measures
on each instant, and the linear velocities calculated. The algorithms
that use DOMap as an input need to consider the velocities constant
between iterations.

Figure A.6 shows an example of the velocities prediction. In
the Figure A.6(a) the robot (blue polygon) is moving and detect
one static obstacle (black wall in the left) and two moving obstacles
(movement is represented with red arrows). After executing the al-
gorithm (shown in Figure A.6(b)) each measure of the sensor (small
circles) has a linear velocity assigned. Also, the prediction of the
robot (grey circle) and the obstacles (yellow circles) are obtained in-
tegrating the predicted measures.
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(a) Simulated Environ-
ment

(b) Sensing Results

Figure A.6: Perception: DOMap example

A.3 Robot’s Control

In order to follow a route, a control stage must be developed which
take into accounts the time, positions and velocities of each route
point. A route is generated by a set of velocity commands than can
be directly commanded to a robot. However, if these commands are
applied in an open loop control model, any perturbation that occurs
may deviate the robot from the calculated route. These perturbations
can be timing errors, dynamic error from the motors, computational
time error, simulation errors, etc.

The close loop control used is a proportional controller to follow
non linear trajectories. The inputs to the control are the next desired
position and velocities of the robot on each iteration, and a control
law to reach a position with a desired velocity is applied. This control
law assumes that the velocity between intervals is constant, which is
the same assumption that the DLP does ( [Amoozgar and Zhang,
2012]).

The control law is calculated using the following equations:
Three different errors as taken as input to the control law: equa-

tion A.8 calculates the distance between the goal point at each iter-
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ation (xg, yg) and the robot position (x, y). Equation A.9 calculates
the angular difference to the goal, where θ is the robot orientation.
Equation A.10 calculates the angular difference with respect to the
goal angle θg.

d =
√

(xg − x)2 + (yg − y)2 (A.8)

α =

{
0 if d = 0

atan( yg−y
xg−x)− θ if d 6= 0

(A.9)

εθ = θg − θ (A.10)

The velocities that need to be applied to the robot are given by
equations A.11 and A.12, where v and ω are the commanded linear
and angular velocities respectively, vg is the linear velocity of the
interval, vls is the linear velocity dependent of the distance to the
desired point, vmd is the linear velocity desired depending on the goal
velocity and orientation and θmd is the angular desired acceleration.
Kω2 is a proportional constant that need to be tuned.

v = vls ∗ cos(α) + vg ∗ cos(εtheta) (A.11)

ω = θ̇md+vmd∗(Kω2∗(vls∗sin(α)+vg ∗sin(εθ))+d∗sin(α)) (A.12)

The linear velocity dependant of the distance is calculated using
the equation A.13, where kv2 is a proportional constant that has to
be tuned.

vls = kv2 ∗ d (A.13)

The linear desired velocity is obtained using the equation A.14
where the linear velocity of the goal, the linear velocity of the propor-
tional controller (vls) and the angular difference to the goal position
and orientation are involved.

vmd =
√
v2g + v2ls + 2 ∗ vg ∗ vls ∗ cos(α− εθ) (A.14)
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The angular desired velocity is obtained using the equation A.15
and the angular desired acceleration is obtained deriving that equa-
tion.

θmd = atan(
vls ∗ sin(α− εθ)

vg + vls ∗ cos(α− εθ)
) + θg (A.15)

In order to assure the Lyapunov stability, both constants need to
be greater than zero.

Several tests are carried out in order to check the behaviour of the
path following control algorithm. The constants of the proportional
controller has been adjusted experimentally (kv2 = 0.8, kw2 = 0.1).
Figures A.7 and A.8 show two executions of this algorithm in sim-
ulation, where the paths planned by DLP are shown in dashed blue
lines and the paths followed by the robot are shown in red lines.
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Figure A.7: DLP Path Following Test 1

Table A.3 shows the numerical errors of the path followed. The
proposed algorithm is able to follow the path adjusting to it, however
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Figure A.8: DLP Path Following Test 2

it have two big issues: as it is a proportional controller its error with
respect to the reference is not zero, making the robot usually go near
but parallel to the path. Another big issue is when the route planned
has a zero velocity (the robot should stop before a blocking obstacle or
turns without displacement). As the angular difference with respect
the reference is involved in the control equations, when the distance
error to the point is near zero (but not zero) the robot moves when
it should be stopped.

Experiment εd (m) εθ (rad) εv (m/s) εω (rad/s)
Scenario 1 0.066 0.108 0.009 0.124
Scenario 2 0.064 0.065 0.010 0.138

Table A.3: Robot’s Control: Numerical Errors
The control algorithm has proven to be able to follow a route planned,
where the reference changes constantly during time. However, in
real scenarios a simple collision checking algorithm is needed: if the
controller gets away from the path and towards an obstacle the robot
should stop and plans a new path to the goal.
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